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ABSTRACT
The Development and

Initial Field Test of
Methodology for Teaching by Inquiry

A

(September 1978)

Penny Cuninggim -Horowitz, B.A,, Duke University,
of Chicago, Ed.D,, University of Massachusetts

M*A,T,, The University

Directed by; Dr. William Lauroesch

The purpose

whose purpose

is to

of this study is to develop

teach by inquiry.

The

and

field test

a methodology

first chapter outlines the general

and specific problems of the study; provides reviews

of relevant literature

inquiry learning and teaching; and defines the goal to be achieved.

twenty years

much

on

Over the past

curricula have been developed to respond to the needs for

reflective thinking and its related goal of citizenship educaticai in schools.

The major problem

of earlier work, however, is the lack of attention paid to

the development of a systematic, standardized, operational set of teaching

behaviors which promote such inquiry leaming.

The research questions

of

the present study are:

How
(1)

can teaching by inquiry be improved so that

Meets the needs and interests

it:

of different students in different

leaming situations?
(2)

Can be viewed

in the

same general way by

different teachings

in different settings?

(3)

Involves students at every stage of the leaming process?
V

(4)

Can be practiced with any content focus ? and

(5)

Can be operationally and systematically documented?

The task was

to develop a methodology, defined, after Hutchinson, as a

"systematic, standardized, operational set of rules and procedures for

accompanying a defined purpose," The stated purpose for the methodology
to promote teaching

by

inquiry, which, in turn, is defined

more

is

specifically

as "to support and serve as resource for the learner as he/she diagnoses needs,
selects learning goals, identifies and uses resources, chooses and implements

learning strategies, and evaluates progress,"

Chapter II presents the process for building a methodology for
teaching by inquiry and discusses the delimitations of the study.

process

is called

"metamethodology,"

for any definable purpose, and
it

it

Its

purpose

is to

generate methodologies

gives ways to test a purpose to

is not trivial; that it is desirable, operational

The building

be sure that

and practicable; and that

it

does not duplicate another methodology sufficient to the task.

Chapter III presents the first draft of the methodology for teaching

by inquiry.

It

major steps

in

begins with implications of the purpose, then discusses the

sequence, and, last, states all the procedures with a

rationale for their presence.

Chapter IV discusses the prelim inaiy tests
and describes the field test and

its results,

of logic on the

methodology

A parsimonious field-test was

and one teacher, the
designed and implemented, involving one student
vl

developer, and author of the study.
Draft

I

of the

The

test produced data for revising

Methodology.

In Chapter

V the

and recommendaticns

findings are summarized, revisions are discussed,

made cn

incorporates the revisions,

is

the future use of this study.

presented

vli

in the

Appendix.

Draft II, which
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CHAPTER

I

TEACHING BY INQUIRY:

THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Introduction

This chnpter will outline the general and specific problems

of this

study; provide a review of relevant literature; define "inquiry" and "inquiry

teaching"; state the purpose to be pursued in answer to the problem; and

describe the rema ining chapters.

The General Problem
Ever since John Dewey proposed

that reflective thinking is essential

to meaningful learning and teaching,^ educators have tried to incorporate his

More

ideas in their curriculum schemes.

specifically, a large group of social

studies educators have tried to translate his ideas into a purpose for social

studies education: to develop good citizenship.
this trend

has been evident both

statements^ and

in

This belief
still

making

half century

of social studies policy

the developnent of social studies curricula.
in the duality of civic education

present today, as

by Fred Newmann

in the

Over the past

is

and reflective inquiry

apparent from the following passage

entitled

"A

in

a 1977 article

Rationale for Citizenship Education":

1

is

2

Like democracy and motherhood, critical thinking
is
endorsed by abnost everyone as fundamental to civic conpetence.
The ideal citizen is portrayed as someone who cannot be duped
or manipulated by leaders and the media, but who reaches
informed, autonomous conclusions and can rationally justify
them to others. He or she is aware of basic assumptions,
the posslbllltv of bias or selective perception, and incomplete
information.

The reasoning

of

many educators

v/ho believe in this goal of creating informed

decision makers is that in order for students to become active participants
in

a society characterized by alienation, knowledge obsolescence and 'future

shock, " they must have the opportunities to observe, question, test and derive
their

own meanings from experience.
What actually occurs

in the

classroom, however, is often at odds

with vhat theorists have proposed, since most schools have operated and
continue to operate

in

ways which ignore broader assumptions about

the

relationship between changing societal conditlcMis and learning needs.

Postman and Charles Woingartner
.

.

.

change

Nell

state;

— constant,

accelerating, ubiquitous--is

most striking characteristic of the world we live in and
... our educational system has not yet recognized this
fact. . . The institution we call 'school' is what it is because
we made it that way. If it is irrelevant, as Marshall McLuhan
says, if it shields children from reality, as Norbert Wiener
says; if it educates for obsolescence, as John Gardner says;
if it does not develop intelligence, as Jerome Bruner says;

the

based on fear, as John Holt says; if it avoids the
promotion of significant learnings, as Carl Rogers says;
if it is

if

induces alienation, as Paul Goodman says; if it punishes
creativity and independence, as Edgar Friedenberg says; if,
be changed,
in short, it is not doing what needs to be done, it can

it

it

must be changed.®

3

The question

that

needs to be asked

Why

is:

there such a dis-

is

crepancy between educaticmal theory and practice? This author believes
the result of assumptions

most teachers have acquiree^ based on

they learned as young children.

the

it

is

way

Because their learning was essentially

content-centered, externally rewarded and expository and they became
’’ccaistructive citizens", they

assumed those learning modes

led to good

citizenship.

A description

of the assumptions

most teachers have

a book by Earl Kelley who took the findings

of Adelbert

Ames,

perception and applied them to education. ^ Kelley lists ten co

assumptions held by educators which he cemsiders false
asserts

we know about

the nature of perception.

is

contained in

Jr, on visual

mm on

in light of vdiat

he

According to him.

We assume that the child goes to school to acquire
knowledge |||^d that such knowledge is taken on authority and
learned as important in and of itself. We assume subject matter
is best learned in fragments, which car be perceived by and
taught to all learners in the same way. We assume learning
We assume the
is preparatory to living, not living itself.^
answer to the problem is more important than the process. . .
[and that measuring what has been learned is more important
^
than leamingT]
Kelley goes
its

car

to say that these assumptions about knowledge and

use are wrong because no two people have

commai worlds. Our

per-

ceptions differ and depend not only on the objects around us but also on our
past experiences.
I

assign them, and

An

object only has ",

its

importance lies

in

•

•

reality and validity as you and

what we make

it.

4

Malcolm I^owles takes Kelley's ideas further by
emphaslzlnff
relationship of learner and teacher

in

about existing educational practices.

the

his set of "andragogical assumptions”

He

says;

.the learner is essentially a dependent personality and
the teacher has the responsibility of deciding what and how
.

•

the learner should be taupjit.

... the learner's experience is of less value than that of
the teacher, the textbook writers and materials producers as
a resource of learning, and that therefore the teacher must
see that the resources of these experts are transmitted to
the learner,

...

•

,

students are motivated to learn

rewards and punishments.

What
but

results, according to Imowles,

who hasn't learned how

\^at,

how and v^y they

In this author's

in

response to external

.

is

to learn.

a learner who knows how to be tau^t,

Instead, the teacher tells the student

will learn, and then determines

when they have learned.

mind, what students learn more often than not,

matter, handed out

in

orderly parcels; how students learn

note taking, and repeating the teacher's point of view;
function of the teacher's purpose; and

by

all others is that skills of

reflective thinking will be learned automatically

subject

listening,

why they learn

when they have learned

teacher-graded answers to teacher^ created questions.

assumption underlying

is

is

is

is

a

determined by

Here, the basic

problem solving and
if

the teacher transmits the

proper knowledge and legitimizes the student's performance throu^ tests
and grades used to judge what
it

is the

is

Imown,

Thus, according to this process,

teacher who creates conscientious and competent citizenry.

5

Over the years there have been a number
in the social

of educators, particularly

science^ who have tried to address the dichotomy between
the

beliefs and practices associated with teaching reflective
thinking

Their theories and curriculum schemes were rarely used

however,

until the 1960* s

The changes
The Process

of the 196(;s

of

when there was a major

were based on a short,

Education by Jerome Bruner.

subject can be taught effectively in

some

in

in

schools.

schools,

shift in instructicnal goals.

influential

book entitled

Bruner argued

intellectually honest

that ".

form

.

.

any

to any

child at any stage of development" and that the goal of education is to give

students
subject

"...

an understanding of the fundamental structure of whatever

we choose

mind-boggling.

The implications

to teach.

If

of these statements

were

students could understand the structure of a discipline,

a teacher* s role would

shift

from transmitter

of subject

matter to facilitator

of reflective inquiry.

A number
adopted by

many

of

curriculum writers have developed projects which were

schools based on Bruner’s ideas.

As examples, Donald

Oliver and Howard Shaver developed inquiry materials focusing on controversial
issues and student decislcn-making.

wrote a book called Inquiry

method as

the

in

12

Byron Massialas and Benjamin Cox

Social Studies^ ^ which emphasized the inquiry

only appropriate and productive approach to relevant social

studies teaching.

Also, Edwin Fenton wrote a book called Teaching the

Social Studies in Secondary Schools;

An

New

Inductive Approach]-'^ grlving teachers

6

methods

of presenting subject

facUitate the

"mode

matter In the social sciences which would

of inquiry" learning.

These and other curricula developed
promote reflective inquiry are

alike in three

in

the past twenty years to

major ways.

They emphasize

the importance of the learning process, with content as a tool for reflection;

they place the focus of education on unresolved issues or problems to be
studied; and they try to speak to students* needs and interests in the choice
of issues for reflection.

These curricula, however, have their limitations. Three major ones
will be discussed here in relation to a group of teaching

Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil
(1)

in

Models

of Teaching.

16

models analyzed by
These limitations are:

the lack of flexibility such models have for adapting to

learning environments;
guides their use; and

(2)

(3)

many

different

the absence of one clear definition of inquiry which

their failure to delineate specific, sequenced steps

for teaching them.

Joyce and

WeQ

focus on four different orientations recently developed

curriculum models have to the "study of man and his world.

used

in this study

"

17

They are

because their categorizations are broad enou^ to include

most curriculum schemes developed over

the past twenty jrears, and they

emphasize what seems to be an "inquiry" approach

to curricula

where

environ"teaching is a process by which teacher and student create a shared

ment.

.

.

where the student

development

„18

is taught in

ways

that facilitate

him and

his

7

Because Joyce and Weil*s
in all

cover

it

all situations in the

classroom »

teaching, and content focus.

Each model

is

Such

Is

so extensive

— seme fifteen

not the case, however, because
of learning,

mode

of

Therefore, each is not flexible enough to
the different

based on one philosophy

psychology of learning; and each

is

ways

of education

in

which students learn.

or theory about the

usually associated with

The teaching mode most

the field.

is

a single theory

Itself to

accommodate various content and

in

models

creates an appearance that inquiry approaches presently exist to

each of these models confines

name

list of

of these

caie

well-known

models emphasize

class

is

or group discussions with teacher- initiated questioning. Also, although a
particular model

may

deal with personal, social or scientific problems,

rarely will cover a combination of them.

In addition, these

what issues are interestii^ to students, outlining

in

it

models assume

advance the kinds of

questions teachers ask to initiate class discussions.

An example
inquiry model,

problems.

A

of this inflexibility is found in

Massialas and Cox's social

which stresses reflective thinking about significant social

class following this model might pose the question: "Does

contact with different cultures result

m

changed values and desires?"

a question would be raised through the use

of

Such

a "springboard, " usually a written

passage of ideas which the teacher has presented to the students that creates
"genuine puzzlement." Once stated
is studied

in this

"orientation" stage, the problem

"
through "hypothesis fonnationo "definition,

" "evidencing,

and

8

"gpnerallzatioii."

Each

from

As an example,

the teacher.

of these stages Is directed

might ask an evidencing question
extensively and

v^o

in the

by appropriate questions

for the problem posed above, the teacher

like:

"Do you know

of people

who traded

process of exchanging goods also traded ideas and

21
cultural patterns?"

a

Such a question implies one theory of instructlcn and

definition of inquiry not shared with the students, but

appropriate to their values and needs.

assumed

to be

Students end up following the pre-

scribed order for inquiring about social problems Imposed by teachei>initiated questions

for students to ask

and teacher-provided materials. There

is little

questions or find their own resources.

initial

opportunity

Claire Keller

explains the problem well in an article entitled, "Adding Inquiry to the Inquiry
Methoc^" when she says these methods
.
. .do not seem to provide students with open-ended experiences
as the term 'inquiry' implies. In fact, 'Inquiry,' as it is now
being commercially packaged, actually prevents the student
from practicing at least two essential and creative skills he
must learn in order to be inquisitive and skeptical, a true

inquirer.

First, by providing questions similar to those at

the 'end of the chapter

',

the materials stifle the opportunity

to ask questicns; second, the materials limit the scope of
investigaticn by selecting the data
to

draw

Keller concludes that there

new textbooks

from which a

student is

conclusions. 22

rather than

is

a danger that these new materials will become

new ways

of teaching.

The problem here

is that

when the teacher decides on his or her own what students should learn,
the content and process of inquiry are teacher-made and teacher-directed.

"Inquiry" in this mode, then,

is

nothing

more

than mimicking.

9

This point leads to a second limitation these teaching methods have.

They use
a 11,

different

posing

meanings for the term "inquiry" or

state

no meaning

at

a problem for the teacher who wishes to move among the

models, using parts here, and questions there.

Without a clear, mutually

understood definition for the inquiry approach, such eclectic use

(For a detailed discussion of how "inquiry"
to the section in this Chapter entitled

A third limitation

on

many

A

is defined

is difficult.

,

by educators, refer

Definition of Inquiry .

of these

models results from their lack

of

structure, which often consists of a few loosely developed procedures without

a systematic plan to reach their defined purposes.

model

For example,

in

Taba’s

she presents three "strategies" which encompass nine phases as part

of the inductive process:

Strategy One;

Concept Formation

Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

Enume ration

Grouping

Labeling
categories

and listing
Strategy Two: Interpretation of Data

Phase Four

Phase Five

Phase Six

Identifying

Explaining

Making

dimensions and

dimensions and

infe

re laticm ships

relationships

Strategy Three:

rence s

Application of Principles

Phase Seven

Phase Eight

Phase Nine

Hypothesizing

Supporting

Verifying the

Hypotheses

prediction^

10

For each

strategy,

Taba

Identifies teaching behaviors in the

fonn

she calls "eliciting questions" that are likely to engage
the student

appropriate activity.

For

the activities

here are examples of some

in

Strategy One;

of questions

in

the

Concept Formation,

eliciting questions:

Activity

Eliciting Questions

Enumeration and

What did you see? hear? note?

listing

Grouping

What belongs together? On what
criterion?

Labeling, cat^orizing

How would you

call these

groups?

What belongs to v^t?^^

What the teacher does not have here

is

a logical framework within a phase for

determining when to use which questions and how questions are related, Ue.,
chrcoiol ogically, cyclically, and so on.

This teaching model contains stages

and [biases for improving inductive thinking and related questions for the
teacher to ask, but no detailed and sequenced procedures for the teacher to
use as he or she moves from stage to stage.
Similarly, Oliver and Shaver present a set of intellectual operations

which they believe students should practice
factual, value, and Interpretive problems.

in

order to be able to sort out

However, they do not provide a

well-defined route for practicing these operations, and, therefore, for
instructing those

who practice them

Many educators have

Identified this

problem, but they usually discuss

set of
the role of the teacher in descriptive terms, rarely as a desired

11

procedures for promoting inquiry.

Weingaitner

in

Teaching As

A

For example, Nell Postman and Charles

Subversive Activity discuss the Importance of

inquiry— centered teaching at great length, and their proposals for
change
include a list of practical "acts of subversion" teachers can use in the class-

room.

However, each "act"

is Isolated

from

the others, l.e., there Is no

built in sequence of specific behaviors for teachers to follow.

As another example,
VanSickle

in the

in

an article by Bruce Smith and Ronald

High School Journal, entitled "Focusing on Teaching Behavior^,

the authors set forth the thesis that:
in inquiry

must

"Teachers who want to engage their students

identify and acquire teaching behaviors

promote genuine student inquiry,"

28

which are likely to

The authors then provide check

teaching behaviors which promote inquiry.

lists of

Yet, origins of those lists are not

given, nor is a definition of inquiry, and once again the lists are isolated,

one-shot prescriptions with no clear connections or order.

These and other sources
development

of systematic, operational sets of teaching behaviors to

inquiry leaming.^^

models

point up the lack of attention paid to the

This fact and the presence

of so

promote

many teaching/leaming

(talked about earlier in this dissertation have led

many

educators to

ccxiclude that students can be given steps to use in inquiring, but teachers

do not need steps to teach nquiry.
i

Furthermore, there

is the implicaticai

behavior
that teachers are beyond such direction, and that to require such

would undermine or call

into question their professional expertise.

12

The Problem s
If

of this Study

students are going to have the opportunity to inquire freely and

if

teachers are going to be using inquiry models to foster that inquiry, then to

be effective, the teacher will have to be trained to understand

many models

of learning.

He or she wHl have

a nH

use flexibly

to adapt suggested approaches

to specific student groups and also understand the theory base and word usage

peculiar to each model in order to identify when a student correctly exercising

a thinking

skill

or problem-solving strategy.

The teacher

both procedures and a rationale for v^at he or she

is

so that what occurs can be evaluated and replicated.
will have to have in the

learning

is,

will have to create

doing with a student
Finally, the teacher

back of his or her mind a definition

a definition vdiich

is

of

what inquiry

clear and broad enough to include the

many

approaches these models represent.

These rquiremeaits lead to a number

of important, specific questions

related to the improvement of teaching by inquiry.

They are as

follows:

(1)

teaching by inquiry be improved so that it:
Meets the needs and interests of different students
in different learning situations?

(2)

Can be viewed

How can

teachers
(3)

in the

same general way by

different

in different settings ?

Involves students at every stage of the learning

process ?
(4)
(5)

The answers

Can be practiced with any content focus? and
Can be operationally and systematically documented?

to these questions are the focus of this study.

13

A Definition

of Inquiry

The problems
(1)

stated above call for three interrelated solutions:

a clear, broad definition of inquiry;

promote
into

that inquiry; and (3) a

a series

method

(2)

a set

of teaching attributes

of organizing those teaching attributes

of flexible, practical, yet "universal" steps.

will build a definition of "inquiry."

which

Then, a set

First, this author

of teaching

identified, using the definition of inquiry as a guide.

behaviors will be

Last, the author will

choose a method for organizing those steps into a useful form for teachers
vdio want to teach

by inquiry.

Today the term "inquiry" can be found
of teachers in

most grade

the term has begun to lose its meaning.

important to define clearly

in part,

v\diat

3l

of

As a

result of this

promoting inquiry learning,

Because

"inquiry" means.

of this situation,

Only

it

is

then can one determine

behaviors are necessary to promote such a learning process.

A definition of
of educators

the lesson plans and words

levels and subject areas.

growing preoccupation with the importance

vdiat teaching

in

inquiry will be derived for this study from the work

and social scientists who have studied the learning process and,

from

this author's

own experiences.

which mainly draws on the literature
Hoagland formulated a definition

in

In this doctoral dissei1:atic«i,

elementary science education, Carl

of inquiry.

His definition

is

useful to this study

because he addresses the need for a teaching by inquiry methodology. First, he points

14
out a

problem present

in the applicaticm of strategies of

Inquiry used

in the

classroom, namely, that the steps and outcomes of the
inquiry process are
not clearly defined and documented.
is not.

He talks about the problem

Next, Hoagland talks about what inquiry

terms

of equating

like "inquiry" and

"discovery" (citing the works of Bruner,^^ Suchman^^ and SeLEmai?®
"inquiry" and "problem-solving" (citing Bruner^®).

discovery

is the

He concludes

),

and

that

product of the process of inquiry and that problem solving

is

only part of the larger inquiry process.^*^ Hoagland then proceeds to discuss

various definitions of inquiry, drawing mainly on the inquiry process
science.
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He

identifies five aspects he believes are

necessary for inquiry:

1.

Self directicm

2.

Unique attitudes
Unique activities
Unique processes
Unique arrangement of attitudes, activities
and processes

3.

4.
5.

in

Finally, building on these attributes, he arrives at the following definition:

’Thquiry is a self-directed

mode

of learning in

which the learner selects and

organizes unique attitudes, activities, and processes for the attainment

of

a

goal,

Hoagland* s research and resultant definition provide this author with

a partial rationale for the development of her definition, but because this
study is attempting to develop a whole methodology for use by students
interested in any subject area

from adolescence throu^ adulthood,

sources have been researched.

additional
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It

seems

to this author there are three

major ways inquiry

social studies

educators and teachers;

operations;

as subjective, creative experiences; and

(2)

solving steps.

kept

in

mind

Examples

that

of

(1)

As

each will follow.

is

viewed by

intellectual and language

(3)

As they are

some examples have elements

as sets of problemread,

more than one

of

should be

it

of these

views

of inquiry.

The
processes.

first is the

view

of inquiry as

a set

of intellectual

Edwin Fenton^® has developed a "mode

and languaging

of inquiry" for social studies

students with no specific steps, but rather presented as a group of cognitive
skills

necessary for effective learning. They include classifying information,

developing and supporting a hypotheses, deciding what

mind

set, defining

is

a

fact, dealing with

terms and taking good reading notes. These

to the intellectual exercises of Massialas and Cox;

skills are similar

who organize

the processes

of inquiry or "reflective thinking" into skills of definition, skills of classification, skills of generalization

and

skills of logical

Both Fenton and Massialas and Cox*s cognitive
well known

Taxonomy

reasoning and inference.

skills are derived

of Educational Oblectives.

from Bloom’s

The Cognitive Domain.

vdie re skills of cognitive think ing are spelled out in detail.

The

4l

six gene ral

headings are knowledge, coir^rehension, application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluati(»i.

Using categories similar

to those of

Bloom, James Gallagher'^^ has done

research on cognitive levels of classifying teacher- pupil interchanges

classroom.

He and Mary Jane Aschner developed four categories

in the

of thought:
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cognitive-memory, convergent, divergent, and

evaluative^ which have been

used to identify cognitive behavior of children as they

initiate

tasks and respond

to teachers in the classroom.

Expanding on the evaluative

skills in such

have developed a model which focuses on
’’jurisprudential

political

framework.” The analytical
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

models, Oliver and Shaver^

and value issues they

skills of this

call

a

model include;

Abstracting general value ccncepts
Using general value ccncepts as dimensional constructs
Identifying conflicts between value constructs
Identifying classes of value conflict situations
Developing analogies to the problem under consideration
Working toward a general, qualified position
Testing factual assumptions behind a qualified value
position

(8)

Testing relevance of statements

Oliver and Shaver, as the other authors of such ’’cognitive models,” are mainly

concerned with getting the student to perform certain

intellectual exercises.

Affective, motor, and communication skills are of secondary concern or are

only implied as is the proper chronology of such skills.

Part of this first view of inquiry as an intellectual process

as languaging.

Postman and Weingartner

essentially the study of language. ...

If

state;

we allow

"The study

of

is inquiry

any subject

is

that inquiry involves question-

asking defining, observing, classifying, generalizing, verifying, and theorizing,
then the inseparability of language and inquiry is obvious.

More

practically,

entitled
Albert Upton and Richard Samson have written an unusual workbook

Creative Analvsis ^^

in

which they show how inquiry

is

essentially using

17

language as a tool of thought.

they believe

They present el^t languaging patterns w^ich

practiced enable the student to master an overall creative

^^ilen

problem-solving mode.

The patterns are qualification, signs,

classification,

structure analysis, operation analysis, semantic growth, analog, and
definition.

Each pattern uses words

a pattern which uses words to

<te

in different

ways, i.e., qualification

scribe things; classification shows

is

how words

can be used to express similarities and differences amongst things.

Each

pattern builds on the former and when completed can be used as part of
simplified and operational problem-solving modes.
to

any "language of learning,

"

whether

it

is the

These modes are applicable

language of English composition,

historical interpretation, or mathematical computation.

Very
is

viewed as a

with

much

different

hi^y

from

cognition and languaging is a seccnd

built-in flexibility.

some or

Alex Osborn talks about the creative process

all of the following

(1)

Orientaticxi

(2)

(4)

Preparation
Analysis
Hypothesis

(5)

Incubation

(3)

inquiry

subjective, individualistic, emotional, creative experience

as necessarily "stop-and-^, catch-as-catch-can, "
includes

way

(6)

Synthesis

(7)

Verification

47

which usually

phases;

Similarly, Koberg and Bagnall^® see inquiry learning

or "energy states," but phrase them as verb demands:

as a sequence of events
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(2)

Accept the situation
Analyze

(3)

Define

(4)

Ideate

(1)

(5)

Select

(6)

Implement

(7)

Evaluate

These states can be practiced

many

in

different orderings, depending on the

situation and the learner’s needs*

Similar to this view of learning as a set of "energy states"
Synectics, a problem-solving

mode designed

to

draw people

is

into one

"psychological states" which foster productive problem-solving.

or more

According

to William Gordon, Synectics is based on the assumptions that:
(1) Conscious awareness of the creative process
increases the capacity of a person*

(2)

is

In the creative process, the emotional

more important than

component

the intellectual, the irrational

more

important than the rational.
(3) It is the emotional or irrational elements of thinking
which must be understood in order to increase the probability of
success in problem-solving situations. 48

According to this process, when a person reaches a breakthrou^

in

problem-

solving, four psychological states are present; detachment, deferment,

speculation and autonomy of the object*
states of

mind

is

The mechanism for acquiring these

through metaphoric activity of three kinds: personal analogy,

direct analogy, and compressed conflict*
of

metaphor draws the learner

solving,

into

In other

words, practicing these uses

a state of readiness for productive problem-
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The emphasis

in

these views of inquiry learning

is flexible

use of a

group of activities which allow for the individuals needs to ’’accept,"
"incubate

"ideate," "defer,’.' and "speculate"~aU hi^ly personal,

"intuitive" behaviors, which predispose one to an attitude of the

mind

vdiich

promotes learning.

Very

different

from this

is

a third way inquiry

conscious set of problem-solving operations.
not evolve, rather

Dewey* s "phases

it

is overtly developed.

for reflective problem-solving.

They

Suggestion

(2)

Intellectualization

(4)
(5)

Creative Analysis

mode lead

This mode

based on John

How We Think

.

Dewey

are;

Hypothesis
Reasoning
Testing hypothesis by action^

is ajplicable

here because the language patterns

to highly organized problem-solving

conception.

is

a process does

— sequenced but not fixed— which are required

(1)

(3)

viewed, as a

La this view,

of reflective thinking" discussed in

devised five phases of reflection

is

schemes similar

to

in that

Dewey*

In Creative Analysis the "simplified theory" alone includes the

following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Tentative statement of problem
Multiple definition of key terms
Working definition or restatement of problem

Working hypothesis
Working classification
Collection and pigeonholing of specimens
Relevant inductions and deductions^
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Masslalas and Cox have devised a "reflective
model" with many
the

same

of

attributes:

Further, Maurice Hunt and Lawrence Metcalf have actually built cn

Masslalas and Cox's reflective model with their "reflective process":
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

Each

Recognition and definition of a problem
Fonnulation of hypotheses
Elaboraticn of logical implications

Testing of hypotheses
Deriving a concluslon^^

of these problem-solving

modes exemplifies Dewey's statement

on the perimeters of thinking when he said: "The two limits of every unit of
thinking are a perplexed, troubled, or confused situation at the beginning and

a cleared-up, unified, resolved situation at the close."

models have a similar

54

Further, these

set of activities to be accomplished between problem

diagnosis and problem solution.

These ’^middle"

activities consist of basically

two operations; formulation and testing of hypotheses.

As we have

seen, these models imply a general problem-solving process,

intellectual and languaging operations, subjective/creative experience. In

my
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View, are all necessary parts of a definiticn
of inquiry learning; and they
relate

easQy

to the five aspects of inquiry developed

doing his research on inquiry learning
ship between his

terms and

in

by Carl Hoagland while

science education;^^

The relation-

this author’s is depicted below.

This author’s attributes of inquiry

Hoagland’s aspects of inquiry

Intellectual and language

Selects and organizes unique

operations

processes

Subje ctive /c reat ive
experience

Selects and organizes
unique attitudes
(Self direction)

Problem-solving steps

Selects and organizes unique
activities

(Unique arrangement of attitudes,
activities and processes)

The actions named by Hoagland are actually ways

this author’s attributes of

inquiry can be translated into learner behavior.

Now that

attributes of inquiry have been identified and related to

Hoagland’s research on inquiry, the next step
in

some way. The re are two educators

attempted to define
this author uses.

inquiry

inquiry learning

One

is

in

is to put

these attributes together

this author has studied

ways

who have

that include the three attributes

Herbert Thelen when he states that the concern of

is;

to initiate and supervise the processes of giving attention
to something; of interacting with and being stimulated by other
people, whether in perscn or through their writings; and of
reflection and reorganization of concepts and attitudes as
.

.

,

arriving at conclusions, identifying new investigaticns
to be undertaken, taking action and turning out a better product,

shown

in

,

.
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The second
is

Is

Malcolm Knowles whose

definition of "self -directed learning”

formulated in his book of the ssme name:
•

•

.

a process in which individuals take the

initiative^

with or without the help of others, in diagnosing
their
leammg needs, formulating learning goals, identifying

human and material resources for

learning, choosing and

implementing appropriate learning strategies, and
evaluating outccmes,^'^

Both Thelen’s and Kiowles* definitions imply the presence

of Intellectual and

languaging operations; the subjective/creative nature of inquiry and the

problem-solving sequence necessary for productive inquiry. The relationships

among Knowles, Thelen, Hoagland, and

this author»s attributes are

shown below.

This author's

Hoagland* s

Knowles'

Intellectual and

"Selects and

"A process

languaging

organizes
unique processes"

individuals take the

giving attention

initiative in diag-

to something;

nosing; selecting;

reflectlcn and

Thelen'

attributes of

Inaulrv

operatlcMis

in

which

"Processes

of

identifying; choosing;

reorganization;

implementing and

identifying."

evaluation,

Subjective/

"Selects and

"Individuals take

"Interacting with

creative

organizes unique

the initiative;

and being stimu-

experience

attitudes" (Self

diagnosing needs;

lated by; reflecticm

direction)

evaluating out-

of concepts

ccmeso

attitudes.

"Selects and
organizes unique

"Diagnosing needs
formulating goals.

"Encounter with a

activities"

Identifying re-

exploratlcn; fonnu-

("Unique arrange-

sources; choosing

late

ment

and Implementing

Problem-solving
steps

of attitudes,

activities and

strategies; eval-

processes")

uating outcomes."

and

puzzling situation;

a study task;
independent and
group study; analysis
of progress and
process; recycling
of activity,
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This author’s definition
these four sets of attributes.

of inquiry is

based on the commonalities

The words this author chose

definition follow the language of

to use in

her

Knowle s most closely, howeve r. This

because his definition seems to be the most succinct, orderly, and
clearly in terms of desired student behavior.

For purposes

then, inquiry learning is defined by this author as:

of

is

is stated

of this study,

The process

in

which the

learner diagnoses needs, selects learning goals, identifies and uses resources.

chooses and implements learning strategies, and evaluates progress.

Teacher Attributes Which Promote Inquiry

Now that

’’inquiry"

has been defined,

it

must be decided what teaching

behaviors are necessary to promote such a learning process.

These behaviors

are conscious teaching strategies for manipulating the self and the environment
for the purpose of influencing what students do.

A definition for teaching by

inquiry fonnulated for this study is based on the

work

of educators, natural

scientists and social scientists concerned with teaching behavior which fosters

inquiry leamingt

well as this author’s own experiences as a teacher.

Carl Hoagland,

in

his discussion of ’’ccaaditions necessary for

science educators;
teaching by inquiry'^^ draws mainly on the knowledge of two

grade learners.
Robert Gagn/ and Richard Suchman, who work with elementary
for inquiry:
According to Hoagland, Gagne’ lists four ccnditicns necessary

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Knowledge and practice

of the science

processes!

disciplined exercise of the method of inquiry;
science; ^d
broad and critical knowledge of the principles of
substantive
of
continuation
practice of inquiry itself altmg with

knowledge.^®
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summary

Hoaglaiid»s

—

of canditiaia outlined

by Suchman

Is:

(2)

Focus direction toward a goal,
freedom both external to the learner (constraints upon

(3)

operations) and internal (self-directed) and
response obtaining needed data,®^

(1)

As Hoagland

—
—

states, Gagne’s set of conditions centers on the activities of the

learning process, viiile Suchman is concerned with attitudes necessary for
inquiry to take place#®^

Ih this author's view, both sets of conditions are

— activities of

concerned with the learning environment vis a vis the learner

learners (Gagne) and general classroom attributes (Suchman) which must be
present for inquiry to occur.

For

this author, Hoagland* s treatment of these two sources represents

only (me of three approaches to defining "teaching by inquiry" used by educators
viio study the inquiry process.

This first approach sees inquiry teaching as

a set of environmental ccnditions, whereas the seccmd views
roles teachers

assume

the third sees teaching

at different

it

as various

times during a learning interaction, and

by inquiry as a

set of

sequenced behaviors related to

specific stages of a predetermined inquiry process

Before turning to the seccmd approach, however, this author would
like to review, in addition to

Hoagland*s work here, two more sources which

view teaching behaviors which promote inquiry as general environmental
stimuli.

One

is

by the curriculum theorist Ralph Tyler, who has developed

a five step checklist for developing models of effective learning.

He says.
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(1)

(2)

The student must have a clear Idea of v^at he Is trying
to leam.
The motivation of the student must be strong enough to
impel him to an initial attempt and then to continue the
practice.

(3)

There must be ample opportunity for practice

(4)

appropriate situations that are meaningful to the student.
The student must be provided with feedback on his
pe rformance.63

These ideas imply support for inquiry as defined by

in

this author, (i.e., Tyler's

first point is essentially formulating goals, his third point is similar to

implementing learning strategies and his fourth
the necessity that

is evaluation),

someone provide classroom conditions

and demonstrates

vdiich allow for

student mobility of expression.

Jack Zevin

in his article

on "Training Teachers

in

Inquiry" draws

on the work of Bruner, Dewey, Hunt and Metcalf, Massialas and Cox, Oliver

and Shaver, and Postman and Weingartner and arrives at a more specific
set of "feature s"af the inquiry

(1)
(2)

They

include:

Free and open discussiaa of values and issues.
Encouragement and praise for the expression of ideas.

(4)

Extensive use of student ideas.
A high proportion of teachei>-asked questions falling

(5)

into upper cognitive levels.
Wide and frequent student participation.®^

(3)

Zevin* s list, although
is

classroom.

still

concerned with environment vis a vis the learner,

asking questions,
also talking about what the teacher should be doing, i.e.,

encouraging student participation, and so cn.

This focus on teacher role

is

a second, more specific way of viewing

to occur.
teaching attributes necessary for inquiry learning

Some educators
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see the successful teacher as one

and method.

Arthur Combs

in

who has much self-awareness about purpose

an article cn "The Personal Approach to Good

Teaching" sees characteristics of good teaching as "ai«as of perceptual
organizaticm, " His list includes:

A, His Qhe teacher*^ knowledge of his subject
B, His frame of reference for approaching his problems
C, His perception of others
D, His perception of self
E, His perceptions of the purpose and process of learning
F, His perceptions of appropriate methods®^

Combs

believes such perceptual dimensions are necessary for a teacher

wishing to be an effective "instrument’ v^o

is "capable of shifting

changing to meet the demands and opportunities afforded

in daily

and

tasks."

Such

a teacher* s behavior will "change from moment to moment, from day to
day, rapidly adjusting to the needs of his students, the situations he

is in,

the purposes he seeks to fulfill and the methods and materials he has at

hand."®®
In

much the same way, Carl Rogers views

the teacher as an emotional

and Ideational sounding board, who establishes a climate

He

of trust

and acceptance.

calls this role "facilitation of significant learning."®'^ And, similarly,

Thelen sees teacher roles as counselor, consultant and friendly critic as
he or she facilitates, intervenes^ and supervises educational activities.
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Postman and Weingartner have gone further by attempting to name

some

specific teacher actions which reflect teacher attitudes.

suggesticms are;

Some

of their
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(2)

The teacher rarely tells students what he thinks
they ou^t to know,
His basic mode of discourse with students is

(3)

que stioning.
He encourages student- student interaction as opposed

(1)

And generally he
avoids acting as a mediator or judge of the quality
of ideas expressed,69

to student-teacher interaction.

Combs, Rogers, Thelen and Postman and Weingartner emphasize

the

'Tiumanistic*’ attributes of the teacher’s role, while other educators see

teacher competencies

in

For example, Rogers

less value laden terms.

Johnson talks about an inquiry situation where the teacher assumes the role
of one -viho listens, reacts to ideas, provides further equipment,
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few suggestions and coordinates discussion,”

In

much

James Weigand sees necessary teacher competencies
Knowledge

(2)

Ability to formulate objectives

(5)

Question asking skills
Ability to sequence instruction
Ability to evaluate progress

(6)

Ability to develop creativity,

(3)

(4)

Such skills, althou^ naming areas

of

same

vein,

as:

development stages

(1)

of intellectual

the

makes a

necessary competence, really do not

tell the

teacher specifically what he or she must do to get inquiiy going and

keep

going.

it

To

deal with specificity, the third approach attempts to defind observable teaching

stages of inquiry.
behaviors as sets of sequenced actions which are related to

One way this
discipline.

is

done

is

by teaching students the structure

This approach

is

of

knowledge of a

based on the theory that each academic discipline
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is different

and distinct and therefore must be taught differently.

Students

are tau^t to understand concepts and generalizations and learn methods of
investigation of a discipline by practicing that discipline's approach to

Terry Northup

research.

calls this the ’’structure-discovery" approach

and identifies some ten curriculum specialists who emphasize

Northup goes on to name a seccxid group
in all

This

of educators

it

in their work.*^^

— about twenty

—v^o approach new social studies teaching as "reflective-inquirji"
is

a second way teaching behaviors can become sequenced sets

actions.

of

Here, teaching behaviors are designed not to increase one’s knowledge

about a discipline’s structure, but to "develop each student’s ability to make
decisions about personal and societal problems.

Northrup, favoring this

approach, and drawing cm educators’ models, suggests a series of steps he
c^lls "a variation on the scientific method" to direct a teacher’s actions here.

They are:
Perception of problem

aate problem
Identify values in conflict
State alternatives

Collect evidence regarding alternatives

Project consequences of each alternative
Make and justify a decision
Act on decision if possible

Evaluate decision*^^
teaching mode
Of the two approaches he names, reflective inquiry, using the

above, "with

its

emphasis cm value

identification, value clarification, and

decision-making seems to offer the most

in

terms

of

humanistic education.
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for after all

it

is

man’s

ability to value

and make decisions

tiiat

makes him

human.
Bruce Smith and Ronald Van

Sickle have adopted a different approach

to detenu ining a set of sequenced teacher behaviors.

They have developed

three sets of steps, one for each "area" of inquiry" empirical, conceptual,

and value.

Each area and

its related

Empirical Inquiry

Conceptual Inquiry

A.

problem-solving steps are named below:

A.

Setting conceptual

Value Inquiry

Settmg problems

A.

Setting value/problem

problem
B.

C.

issues

Stimulating and
Maintaining Ihquizy

B.

B.

Testing Adequacy

C.

Stimulating and
maintaining inquiry

C.

Stimulating and
maintaining inquiry

Do

Facilitating:

D.

Facilitating: Testing

Eliciting H3q)otheses

Eliciting value

judgments

of definition

Hypothesis testir^
and forming egeneral-

of tentative value

izations

conclusions.'^'^

judgments and drawing

These steps guide the teacher’s actions, depending on how a problem
identified at the beginning of the learning interaction.

ceptual, then the first

model

applies, and so on.

If

is stated/

the problem is con-

All three

models have similar

steps; the language is just different.

cauponents
Knowles attempts to bring conceptual, empiriral, and value
of

self-directed learner.
a problem together in his seven steps for instructing a

He sees the teacher as a "procedural guide"

for accanplishing his "seven

elements of an andragogical process design":
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(3)

Climate setting
Planning
Diagnosing needs for learning

(4)

Setting goals

(5)

Designing a learning plan
Engaging in learning activities
Evaluating learning outcomes'^®

(1)
(2)

(6)

(7)

Northup, Smith and Van

Sickle,

and Knowles

all

have teaching models

which attempt to structure the learning experience by exhibiting sequenced
teaching behaviors which respond to each of their conceptions of the process
of inquiry.

seem

No matter what

teaching attributes one prefers, or what attributes

best, however, two concerns

teaching by Inquiry:

and process; and

(2)

(1)

the student

there are

With regard to the

inquiry.

must be kept

in

mind when trying to

must have control

many kinds

of the learning content

of teaching \v^lch

Kemp

first point, Jerrold

define

in

can elicit such

his book on Instructional

Design states; "The main task of the teacher is to structure experiences that
will lead to specific, desirable changes and then to motivate and stimulate

the student to learn.

There

is

a contradiction Implied

because how can the teacher determine what
able to "motivate" students to learn
to learn?

In

Kemp»s view,

the teacher

world and then prodding the student to

The second point to be made
of

if

it,

is

in this

statement,

"desirable" to learn and be

the students have not chosen what

seems to be creating the learning

live in

it.

is that there Is

a tendency on the part

or lecturing
"inquiry-minded" educators to believe that expository teaching

is antithetical to inquiry

learning and that non-dlrectlve, student- centered
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approaches always promote open-ended learning.^®
teaching to promote inquiry

is

more complex than

a student at Dxike University, she took a course
Professor Harold T, Parker.

in

In this author's experience,

that.

When

this author

was

European History from a

He looked and sounded

"traditional"; his

seemed "teachei>centered. " But he was more concemed with

methods

inquiry as

defined by this study than any other teacher this author took a course fro m

her four

jrears at Duke.

to lecture in

His techniques to engage students

Monday and Wednesday classes,

in

in

inquiry were

offering historical dat a for

comparison and reflection and "seeking to communicate the fundamental
processes of history
discussion groups
(2)

to study

how

operating today,

a book; and

(3)

to learn

how

to write a

term paper from

Lectures and a research seminar do not seem

eliciting inquiry, but given his

his love of the subject and

commitment to student

eagnemess

involve

3.ent

the concept of inquiry teaching than
vdio are products of the

On

and then on Friday hold small

to discuss primary sources written by leading thinke rs;

to read

original sources.

methods for

(1)

still

enormous knowledge

to share

in the

it

like appropriate

of history,

with others, and his

process. Dr. Parker was closer to

many younger teachers

this author

knows

new, inquiry-centered social studies training programs.

the basis of studying educators* views of environmental conditicaas,

teacher roles, and sequenced behaviors necessary for inquiry to occur and

reminding herself of the necessary student-cente redness

of this kind of

as
learning and the difficulty of defining any oae set of teaching techniques
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best for achieving

They are: the

it,

this author identified

some key

attributes to teaching.

abilities to (1) motivate, (2) give feedback,
(3) provide oppor-

tunities for the practice of skills,

ledge and skills

in

(4)

provide resources,

the problem area of interest, and

(6)

(5)

provide know-

sequence a set of

items.

This author has formulated a definition for teaching by inquiry which
brings these attributes together and builds cn the definition of inquiry formulated
earlier

study

in this

paper.

The

definition for teaching

by inquiry

to be used in this

To support and serve as resource for the learner as he /she diagnoses

is:

needs, selects learning goals, identifies and uses resources, chooses and

implements learning strategies, and evaluates progress.

"Support” and

"serve as resource for" are defined as;

— give positive reinforcement to by listening,
praising, and responding
goal area
"Serve as resource for" — provide knowledge

"Support"

in

for; provide planned opportunities for; provide

study, research and problem-solving skills for;

use group skills with; and ask questions of

A Method

for Teaching by Inquiry

Now

that inquiry has been defined, and attributes for teaching

by

inquiry
inquiry named, a method must be chosen for improving teaching by

which

is applicable to the

learning

is fostered;

wide variety of classroom settings

in

which inquiry

and which has carefully defined and ordered steps for

diiocting a teacher* s behavior.

To meet these requirements,

this author

originally conceived by
chose to create a "methodology" as that term was
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Thomas Hutchinson, a professor
of Massachusetts.

in the

School of Education at the University

Hutchinson has defined a methodology as a "systematized,

standardized, ope raticxialized set of rules and procedures
designed to

accomplish a defined purpose."®^

There are two reasons why such a design seems especially appropriate
to

meet the problem

appropriate because
situations.

attributes stated earlier.

Methodology possesses this

and operational;

bstract

in that it

flexibility

because

it

both abstract

is

supplies only the means, not the solution

to a problem; and operational in that

it

the steps to follow to reach a solution.

broad enou^

can be applied to different learning

is flexible, i.e., it

it

First, methodology is

prescribes as specifically as possible

This means that methodology

is

to help different teachers teach different students in different

classrooms, yet specific enough to give teachers something concrete to

Methodology

is

also an appropriate design because

dependable solution, i.e., the same set of steps are applied

it

supplies a

in

every situation.

Thus, the problem solver or teacher need not master a new set
for each

new problem

uniformity,

it

situation.

Having both these qualities

is thus possible to easily recycle the

do,-

of guidelines

of flexibility

and

methodology as different

applications are made.

One

was

of the reasons the concept of

that of the inadequacy of existing

people everyday.

method as used by

One

methodology was created

methods

of problem-solving

of these is the "scientific

scientists and teachers has

method," The

used by

scientific

some generally accepted
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procedures but no one set of operational steps that direct behavior; rather,
there are

many

different orderings and levels of specificity that characterize

the rules of the scientific method.

Another kind of method appropriate to discussion here are the methods
courses required

of student

teachers during their training.

observaticai that these courses are supposed to provide

It is

this writer's

new teachers with

rules

of good teaching and techniques for organizing learners and subject matter to

increase effectiveness in the classroom.

general and because

v^o plan

to

students.

work

in

Instead

it

This kind of course tends to be very

does not provide an inductive framework for teachers

a variety of learning situations with different kinds of

it

gives some rules and tools for certain settings but does

not give a general rationale to guide their use.

Thomann
well

in

explains the differences between method and methodology

his doctoral dissertation study.

He says

that although both

and methodology have purposes, a method’s purpose

is

method

not well-defined, a

person using a method being content with a general direction and general

answers.
the two.

He goes on
It is

to say that the rules and procedures also differ between

possible to have

much

variance

in the guidelines

proposed by a

operational.
method, unlike a methodology whose rules and procedures must be

constructs,
Further, method and methodolc^y have the same philosophical

and dependability.
but a methodology has a greater level of specificity
It is

important to note that the notion of methodology

antithetical to creativity and subjectivity.

is

not necessarily

Just because one operationally
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defines a purpose and buQs logical steps
and procedures that serve as a

means

to achieving that purpose,

it

does not

mean

that

human

differences,

choice, creative expression, and individual
frame of reference are not part
of the process.

who

is

using

the user

it

The steps

it

a methodology

may

require that the individual

respond according to his or her needs and experiences.

who defines

be used, so

of

is

It is

the particular purpose for which the methodology
is to

his of her

frame

of reference that

detennines what the

process will involve, so long as the steps are followed.

A methodology,

then, provides an internally consistent set of rules

and procedures that addresses a class of problems; yet because
operational,

problems.

it

it is

serves as a means for solving any problem within the class

The

by a person who

of

specific methodological problem is identified and analyzed
is

using his or her own perceptions, assumptions and

solutions.

Purpose

of the Study

Given the definitions of inquiry and teaching by inquiry and given the
appropriateness of the concept of methodology for the problems stated earlier,
the author and researcher has developed and field tested a methodology whose

purpose

is; to

promote teaching by inquiry . The methodolc^

will provide a

series of operational steps and procedures stated in logical order that suggest

what a person must do so that inquiry can take place.
the basic principles of

how one

inquires.

The

steps are built on

These principles have been developed
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in

part from the

ccmmon elements

present

in

modes

of Inquiry teaching

which

have been created and used successfully by major educational theorists
and
practitioners and in part from this author's own experience.

In addition, the

steps and procedures will speak to the differences discussed earlier in

language and thmking abilities students bring to a learning situation.

This study

methodology

is

important because no one has ever developed a

(as defined here)

inquiry discussed here.
It

which attempts to solve the problems

of

teaching

The implications for such a methodology are broad.

has the potential for aiding new teachers interested

in

developing "process"

curriculum where students* needs and abilities serve as the basis for teaching.
It

brings together

many

of the

models on inquiry now available and provides a

rubric under which those models can be viewed and used.

Because of the

systematic steps and procedures which characterize the methodology’s develop-

ment,

it

has the potential for being a tool by which teachers can repeat their

actions and thereby reevaluate their work with students.

And

finally, the

methodology can serve as a replicable tool which can be used again and again
with different students in different settings,

SiTmmarv and Overview

of the Dissertation

Given the importance of improving teaching by inquiry and given the
appropriateness of the concept

of

methodology for solving the problem stated

and doing a first
earlier, this author has attempted a solution by developing
field test of a

methodology whose purpose

is:

to

promote teaching by inquiry.
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This methodology provides a series

of operational,

sequenced steps and

procedures that suggest what a person must do so that inquiry learning can

These steps are

take place.

facilitates inquiry

Chapter

built on the basic princ4>les of

and indirectly on how one inquires.

Two

of this

paper focuses on the procedures for designin g

a methodolc^ for teaching by inquiry. Metamethodology
its origin,

how one

parts, and limitations.

is

discuss

Chapter Three relates how the

methodology was actually developed using Metamethodology. Implications

of

teaching by inquiry are stated and a rationale for each step and procedure
given.

Chapter Four explains the

field test design

and results.

Chapter

a new draft of the

Five gives methodological revisions, resulting

in

methodology for teachii^ by inquiry and gives

conclusions and recommenda-

tions based

oa.

this study,
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CHAPTER

II

METAMETHODOLOGY; A PROCESS FOR BUILDING A
METHODOLOGY FOR TEACHING BY INQUIRY
Introducticm

The conclusion was reached
problem might be "to develop and
purpose

is:

to

in

Chapter One that a solution to the

initially field test

a methodology whose

promote teaching by inquiry," There

is

an intennediary

step to that discussion, however, because, as Coffing so aptly puts

it,

"How

to develop a methodology in order to solve a problem is itself a problem

which requires a methodolc^ for
problem, Hutchinson
purpose
is called

of

is

its

solution."^

To

and his associates developed a

deal with this latter
set of

procedures whose
This method

to generate methodologies for any definable purposes.

"Metamethodology. " For a discussion

of the origins and relevance

Metamethodology for designing methodologies see James Thamann*s

doctoral dissertaticai "Metamethodology: The First Field Test"

.

Suffice

to say here that Metafnethodology is an appropriate design for solving the

problem

of this stucty

because:

Given that a methodology is an abstract but operational
solution to a class of problems, then Metamethdology
provides for the development and testing of methodologies
for any class of definable problems and therefore is a
^
solution to the class of problems: all definable problems.
46

it

47

The purposes

of this chapter, therefore, are to explain the

Metamethodology and describe the limitations

major steps

of

of metamethodologlcal design for

building a methodology whose purpose is to teach by inquiry.

The Steps

of

Metamethodology; Testing the Purpose

According to Thomann, Metamethodology

is

designed to

•

•

produce

the best possible methodology for a definable purpose* " and to do this there

are three necessary parts:

development

"1) the determination of the purpose; 2) the

of the steps that

the methodology to see that

it

make up

the methodology; and 3) the testing of

4
indeed accomplishes the purpose."

Over

the

past seven years nine drafts of Metamethodology have been produced to

express these parts.
I.

II.

The major steps

of Draft

IX are:

Prepare to use Metamethodology

Choose a problem

a purpose for your methodology by analyzing the problem
area and determining a purpose that will solve the problem.

III.

IV.

State

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A.

Is the

purpose de sirable ?

B.

Is the

purpose operationalizable ?

C.

Is the

purpose practicable ?

D.

Are existing methodologies insufficient?

Once all answers to IV are yes, then analj^e the
methodology.
of the purpose for the development of

V.

implications

48

VI,

Operationalize the purpose

VII,

Design procedures

VIII,
(See

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures

Appendix

A for complete

Draft DC,)

Steps

I,

II, III,

and IV

if

Meta-

of

methodology deal with determining the purpose; steps V, VI and VI

necessary.

I

are

concerned with the development of methodological steps; and step VIII
provides for testing the new methodology.

The purpose
I

throu^ IV

of

of the present study

was determined by applying steps

Metamethodology Draft DC to the study problem. The applica-

tion of steps I-III is explained in Chapter

Cne and steps III,E,1, and IV

in

this chapter.

After becoming familiar with Metamethodology (step

problem

(step II),

and stating a purpose (step

+

+

of

Each

is stated

discussed,

*:t!:(Cj)C>|C*5)c5|C5|C***’l'**************

II,E,1,

The

is

choosing a

III), the design calls for

testing the suitability of the purpose against five criteria.

separately below as each

I),

Check purpose

to see that

it

is not trivial.

first test for the purpose, triviality, is defined

some unwanted or unimportant event which would

presently stated.

as the occurrence

satisfy the purpose as

be
Related more specifically to this study, could a teacher

tau^t the inquiry method

able to
of teaching without understanding or being

49

use

it,

and does

it

matter

if

using the methodology only once results

in

a

teacher who can teach by inquiry? Answers to both
questions are "No. " In

order to move throu^ the methodological steps, the teacher
must apply
principles to a teaching situation; and

if

using the methodology only once

creates a teacher of inquiry, that increases the potency and
importance of the

purpose

I\4A, Is the purpose desirable?

Desirability of a methodological purpose, the second test,

purpose

is

whom the

means

the

one the developer of the methodology and preferably most people

developer would want to use

by inquiry has been a topic

of

it

want to achieve.

To

explain, teaching

concern for this developer since her days

graduate school at the University of Chicago,

learned about teaching the social sciences

in

in

There, from 1966 to 1968, she

hi^

inner city

the first time encountered teaching by the "reflective

schools and for

mode" or

approach*” For the next nine years this author tau^t

in

"inductive

urban junior high

schools, high schools^ and community colleges trying to apply those principles
of reflective thinking and learning to the classroom.
that,

created

in

her the

initial interest in

With regard to those people
methodology,

it

seems clear from

It

is those

experiences

doing this study.

whom this

author would want to use the

the discussion in Chapter One that a large

50

number

of teachers

stated in "The

a

lot

need to improve their skUls

Problem" section

of

of inquiry teaching.

Chapter One, educators and teachers talk

about the importance of building seK-reliant
learners.

is that

As

The problem

organized, specified guides to teaching have not been
devised to help

adiieve that goal.
fortable with
think such

In this author*s experience,

new methods

most teachers are uncom-

for teaching by inquiry, not so

methods are bunk, but rather because

of

much because

they

a lack of training and

support for trying such ideas coupled with a fear of negative receptivity
by
students.

IVo

The

Bo

Is the purpose ope rat ionalizable?

third test requires that the purpose be capable of being stated

behavioral tenns.

This

is

important because

if

a purpose

in

is not operational-

izable, one cannot hope to be able to observe its accomplishmento

Also, an

operationalized purpose provides the criteria for solving the problem from which
the purpose is derived; or, said differently,
of directly observable behaviors,

it

is

when

the purpose is stated as a set

possible to develop steps and procedures

designed to accomplish the purpose, i.e., a methodolcgy.
that teaching

Here,

it

seems clear

by inquiry can be stated behaviorally because both "teaching" and

"inquiry" are concepts grounded in the activities of learners in the classroom.
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To

aid that process the author has access to

Thomas Hutchinson's and Larry

Benedict's "Operationalization of a Fuzzy Concept", a
procedure designed to

transfonn broad concepts into specific activities that can be
viewed and

measured,

IV.

C.

Is the

Given a purpose which
operationalizable, one next
sufficient for developing a

developed,

(1)

if

purpose practicable ?

is not trivial,

must determine

and which
if

is

desirable and

the available resources are

methodology for teaching by inquiry and, once

the methodolc^y will be practical.

The needed resources are:

a set of conceptual guidelines for developing a methodology and

(2)

the

time of the developer and the developer's helpers. The conceptual guidelines
are provided by Metamethodology Draft IX (See Appendix A).

developer

is

The time

of the

about twelve months with varying amounts of time within that

period provided by the

members

of the developer's dissertation

William Lauroesch, Thomas Hutchinson, and Theodore Slovin.

ccmmittee:
Actually, the

use of Metamethodology and the presence of the three committee

members

ccnfiim the practicability of this purpose for a methodological solution.

The

practicality of its use once developed cannot be known for certain until the

methodology
is

is field tested,

but

it

can be said that research shows that inquiry

a productive way to learn and, a method based on that research and learning

designed to improve productivity by promoting new teaching methods must

itself

be potentially workable,

sic******
Are existing methodologies

D,

IV,

insufficient?

Given a desirable, practicable, and operationalizable purpose, one

must decide

if

existing methodologies are insufficient because they do not

concern the same class of problems as the stated purpose or because they have
gaps which cannot be

filled with less expenditure of

new methodology. As discussed

develop a

in

resources than needed to

Chapter One, a review

of existing

teaching methods designed to promote reflective thinking, inquiry, or problem-

centered learning reveals that no systematic, operationalized set

procedures has been developed to assist
curricula rely

c«i is

there are

many

scientific

method.

for teachers

A

in

the ’’scientific method"

What various

achieving that goal.

— or rather one view of

it,

because

Yet, none of these provide a set of observable behaviors
to facilitate inquiry,

review of existing methodologies as defined

in this

study shows that

there is no methodology which has been developed or presently
its stated

purpose.

The only one

in

use which

that is related directly is in Carl

Hoagland*s dissertation^ "The Selection Process: The First Step of

By

and

different orderings and levels of specificity which define the

who wish

accomplishes

of rules

the Inquiry Methodologjfc

first step of the larger

problem

A

Teaching

That methodology (or sub-methodology for the
of teaching

by

inquiry) provides this author

purpose (as was discussed
with a partial definition and rationale for the chosen
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in

Chapter One); but this author’s study

and his or her role

in facilitating

inquiry process of learning.

broader and focuses on the teacher

is

inquiry generally, not on one part of the

Also, this methodology

is

appropriate for

adolescent and adult learners, not just elementary age learners who are
the
focus of Hoagland»s work.
of "inquiry”
in

Finally, this author's and Hoagland's definitions

and of "teaching by inquiry"

methodological design.

differ,

thereby creating differences

(See section in Chapter One:

A Definition

of

Inquiry and Teaching Which Promotes Inquiry.)

The Steps

Metamethodology; Developing
Procedures and Testing the Design
of

Once the purpose has been tested successfully against

the five criteria

just discussed, the next task is to develop the methodolcgical procedures.

Chapter Three of

this study will report the results of applying the fifth, sixth,

and seventh steps of Metamethodology to the stated purpose.

Chapter Four

discusses the field test and Chapter Five will draw conclusions and give

What steps V-VIII

recommendations on the test results.
explained here.
fhflf

Step

V

is

designed to".

.

.

entail will

be briefly

stimulate a search for implications

will suggest to the developer various things to be considered, to be studied

or to be incorporated into later steps.
logical rationale and limits the

meanings

of the

purpose.

work

This step helps build the methodo-

to be done by analyzing the implied

For example,

the purpose "to teach by inquiry"
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implies there

is

Is the teacher

one person or a group? Trained at v/baX level of
instruction?

a teacher.

This implicaticm raises a number

of questions.

Trained how? Do these things matter for developing the methodology?
Such
questions might suggest viio should participate

in

operationalizing the purpose

and even who should eventually use the methodology once

The

it

is

completed.

sixth step is to operationalize the purpose; the seven to design

procedures for accomplishing the operationalized purpose. These two steps
are closely related because when

teach by inquiry"

’*to

is

operationalized, a

set of teaching behaviors should appear which will serve as design procedures

for promoting inquiry learning.

It is

then possible to place them

in

a logical

order and identify gaps.
Operationalization is the process of stating results or outcomes as
directly observable behaviors.

Step VI provides two ways that operationalization

can take place: by using the technique of straight analysis or "Operationalization
of a

Fuzzy Concept." Straight analysis

stated,

for purposes which are clearly

where one can simply define the major words

observable actions.
is

is suitable

in the

concept as directly

"Operationalization of a Fuzzy Concept," cn the other hand,

a more complex and precise way

of limiting conceptual

meaning.

According

to this approach, one imagines two hypothetical situations; in one the concept to

be defined

is

being acted on, and

in

the other the concept is not present at all.

One then describes everything "seen"

in the

two

situaticxis,

and the different

characteristics listed determine the concept* s meaning for the person

who

is

doing the defining.

This author used a combination of these techniques
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to operationalize "teaching by inquiry*"

Step VII, as menticaied earlier, provides for designing procedures
g

based on the meanings operationalized

in

step VI.

According to Coffing,

there are two ways methodological procedures are developed:

what must be dcme
determining ".

•

•

first.

what

•

•

is the last

former method,

Next^ steps within steps are created
In the

the methodologist states a

until the

methodology

second situation, one imagines the best possible

and works backwards
so on.

thing that must be done in order to achieve

and a related sub-purpose; a second step and related sub-purpose,

and so on.
finished.

deciding

before anything else can be done" and by

the purpose,’® According to the
first step

'T3y

— last step and

final

is

outcome

related sub-purpose, next to last step, and

This author used a combinaticn of these approaches, finding gaps and

adding steps at both "ends" of the methodology.

The
This

is

final steft VIII, is designed to test

normally done by means

of

and revise the methodology.

a field test designed to gather data on the

methodology for further decision-making.

This

is in effect

an evaluation

because the field test involves setting up an enterprise and collecting data
cn, or evaluating, that enterprise for

The enterprise

is

making further improvements on

it.

a teachingAeaming situation \diere teacher and leamer{s)

are using a methodology whose purpose

According to step VIII, the

is to

promote teaching by inquiry.

first field test is to be done on the whole

methodology under the simplest possible conditions.

This

is

an example of the
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use of the law of Parsimony, whicsh states that the simples

be done first because.
it

the methodology does not

work under more complex

will not

who have

If

field tested

conditions.

work

field test should

in this situaticn,

The experiences

then

of others

methodologies bear out the need to follow that law here

because under those conditlcms enough data

is

generated to significantly alter

the methodology as initially developed, e.g. see Coffing's and Hoagland*s
dissertations.

To accomplish
a log kept

of

the field test,

measurement devices are developed and

v^at occurs as each step

is tried.

If

v^at occurs

is different

from the step as written, the reasons why are explored as are any problems
These

encountered.

activities are reported in

Chapter Four of this study.

Chapter Five outlines methodological revisions and makes

recommendations for online s and future use

of the

methodology.

Delimitations

There are seme limitations
First,

can only be an

it

by inquiry because

emi^sis

is

(1)

only one

initial step

towards solving the problem of teaching

that problem has

how such teaching

what circumstances; and

A

to this study which can be noted here.

(2)

second limitation

methodology, not to engage

many
is

dimensions, i.e.

done, not on

who

,

here the

will do

it

or under

resources available for this study are not unlimited.
is that the

in

purpose of the study

is to

develop a

research on methodological design.

For

instance.
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the procedures of Metamethodology are not to be tested here,
although

possible that subjective data will be gathered to aid

in its

full

number

of possible

Is

further development.

Third, the purpose has not been fully opjerationallzed.

does not have access to the

it

meanings

The author
of "teaching

by

inquiry" and, ccaisequently, the design is based on only a partial understanding

although drawn from a variety of

much used

sources

—of what the process of

inquiry teaching involves.

Further, the methodological procedures are based on "metamethodology"

which

is itself still

under development.

The product

of the study will

be a new

version of the original methodolc^ical design, but the result of only the simplest
field test

environment.

The new design, therefore,

will not necessarily

be

generalizable beyond these pa-rticular circumstances, but will be the result of
decision-oriented research, in that the purp)ose

methodology works at

all

and how to improve

it

is to

decide whether or not this

by collecting data cn

its

Finally, this methodology is directed at teachers, not students.
identifies teachers as an important population with \\^ich

me

wants to promote inquiry learning.

however, that this

is the

me must deal

The author does not pretend

use.
It

if

to think,

only significant populatim involved in inquiry learning

and a student.
or that inquiry must always take place between a teacher
Nevertheless,

it

is

a practical study because

it

speaks to the predominant
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mode

of educatlcai in this country

difEerentiated.

It is

where roles

of student and teacher are clearly

hoped that by using this methodology students and teachers

can begin to alter their roles as they discover the mutual competencies they

have and the knowledge and

skills they can share with

each other.
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CHAPTER

III

A METHODOLOGY FOR TEACHING BY INQUIRY
DRAFT I WITH RATIONALE
Introduction

Once the problem has been stated and the purpose chosen and successfully
tested against certain criteria, methodolcgical development
of the

methodology

itself.

moves

to the design

Steps V, VI and VII of Metamethodology are concerned

with this process (see Appendix A).

In step V, the developer analyzes the

implications the purpose has for the develoiment of a methodology, identifying

and organizing the attrajutes that the chosen methodology must serve.

VI requires the operationalization

of the

And step VII provides for the creation

Step

purpose where fuzzy concepts remain.

of the

methodology

itself

as a systematic,

operational, standardized set of rules and procedures.

This chapter

is

a report of the results of applying these three steps

to the development of a methodology for teaching

three sections:

One

by inquiry. There

will

be

vdiich discusses implications of the purpose; a second

which shows how the attributes

(resulting

from an analysis

of implications)

the
are organized into a series of steps; and a third section which explains

design of the methodological rules and procedures.
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Implications of the Purpose

The purpose
because

is

the most important element of methodological
development

implicaticaas provide the developer with the basic attributes
the

its

methodology must have for accomplishing the purpose and, therefore, for
designing the steps and procedures.

under study

is "to

The

stated purpose of the methodology

teach by inquiry" or, more specifically, "to support and

serve as resource for the learner as he or she diagnoses needs, selects learning
goals, identifies and uses resources, chooses and implements learning strategies

and evaluates prepress."

Two

inversely related implications of the purpose are that inquiry

learning can be fostered by certain kinds of teaching, and, therefore, that
possible to teach in ways other than those that foster inquiry.
that the methodology provide for the

process to maintain a check on the

It is

it

is

important

evaluation of its own methodological

ejctent to

which

(if

at all) designated teaching

behaviors promote desired inquiry learning behaviors.

A

second set

someone; that

it

will

of implicaticns is that the

methodology will be used by

be used by someone to help someone else; and that a

cooperative relaticnship exists between the two.

methodology

is the

teacher.

The teacher applies

service of particular learners.

The person who uses

the

the methodology in the

Therefore, the methodology must provide for

the identification of a teacher and identification of a learner or learners

want(s) to

work

in

an inquiry setting.

ways for the teacher and learner

who

Further, the methodology must provide

to demonstrate their desire and willingness
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to

work together.
Another implication

is that

there are two levels of activity: one where

the teacher uses teaching skills to get the learner to inquire and the
other where
the learner inquires.

It is

whether or not his or her

by the learner inquiring that the teacher determines

skills

have been useful.

methodology provide for both levels
review the learner's woric

of activity

in light of his

This requires that the

and a place for the teacher to

or her teaching strategies and the

definition of inquiry learning implicit in each methodological step.

A further
want

to,

capable

implication is that only certain teachers and students will

or be able
of)

to,

use the methodology

—namely,

those interested in (and

First, this requires that the

inquiry learning.

methodolc^ provide

ways for designating how most teachers can appropriately use
that is, those

who are

interested in beginning to develop or improving their

skills of inquiry teaching.

requisite skills, that is,

Further,

it

requires teachers who have the pre-

who can allocate resources, understand the methodology

and practice the methodolc^ satisfactorily.
the methodology must provide

ways

to

A

second implication here

to learn by inquiry and

is that

determine who can best benefit from

such teaching—namely, teachers who want to improve their

who want

the methodology,

who have

skills

and learners

the prerequisite skills, i.e.,

who

can read and write; understand the parts of the inquiry process; and think
symbolically and hypothesize.
Last, there is an implication that
to

work together according

to the inquiry

if

the teacher and learner are going

mode, the needs and ideas the
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methodolc^

elicits

from them must be

that the methodology

valid according to them.

must provide for open-ended

This suggests

Identification of two sets of

needs, goals and ideas—one from the teacher and cne
from the student, and

methodology must respcmd to each's prioritization

that the

that both teacher and student share their Ideas at

consensus.
validity,

it

objectively

some

of goals.

point and

This Implies

come

to a

Finally, once the methodology provides for teacher and
learner

follows that the methodology should include procedures which

meet the subjective concerns

of

each person.

This means that both

teacher and learner must be given the opportunity to define their needs and
goals

in

terms

of directly observable behaviors, a process which serves to

minimize the misunderstandings

of the goals as they are shared.

Organizing the Major Steps

Having identified some implications

of the

purpose and related attributes

the methodology shouldhave, the developer can organize the attributes into a

series of steps.

These steps are the basis

of Draft

I

of the

Methodology for

Teaching by Inquiry and will be briefly explained here;
I.

Prepare to use the teaching by inquiry methodology .

the teacher to determine who will use the methodology and
allocated.

This requires knowledge and

initial

This step asks

how resources

will be

acceptance of the methodology,

identification of potential leamer(s), and a look at possible

be used for each step of the methodological process.

ways resources can
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Select your teaching goals .

his or her goals*

This

is

Next, the teacher

Is

asked to determine

essentially an analysis of problem areas of interest,

the identification and prioritization of issues that the person would like to

teach using this methodolc^ and the changing of problem statements to goal
statements.
III.

Determine your personal resources and

and limitations .

situational resources

teacher examines his or her personal resources

Du this step the

and situaticnal resources and limitaticms

in light of

be working with and the preferred teaching goals that were
previous step.

sAe may

possible learners

identified in the

This step calls for determining the discrepancy between

necessary resources and available ones and arriving

at

a final

list of

acceptable

resources and restraints for directing the teacher’s goals.
IV.

more

Identify appropriate learner .

Step IV requires the teacher to define

specifically the kind of learner he or she wants to and can

work

with,

given the resources and limitations named earlier.

V.

Provide for learner selecticm

this step asks that the teacher

II

and III, and obtain an

goals are developed in

initial

much

of goals .

Once the learner

meet with the learner, share results

is identified,

of steps

commitment for working together. Then, learner

the

same way teacher goals were developed

in

Step II.
VI.

Provide for learner determination

situational resources and limitations.

of personal

resources and

Once the learner has

identified a set of

and that, like the teacher.
goals, this step asks that the goals be operationalized
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the learner have the opportunity to review his or her personal and
situational

resources and limitations.

are stated, the easier

it is

In this

way, the more specifically the objectives

to determine those that can be achieved in light

of the availability of personal, school,

and

Vn, You and the learner ccmpare

A-C with V and VI and arrive

at

a shared

ccmm unity

resources and restraints,

the results of steps n. Hi and IV
list of

learning objectives.

Once

appropriate objectives are chosen, the teacher and learner arrive at a shared
list

by compaiing their responses

their

work

to steps E-VI.

This

list is the

basis for

to come,

Vm,

Have the learner determine the possible avenues

resources available for achieving the preferred objectives .

of study

and

In this step the

teacher helps the learner decide what h3rpotheses or learning strat^ies are

most

useful for achieving the chosen objectives and then has the learner

match

those avenues of study to available resources,
IX,

Have the learner deteimine evaluation criteria and instruments

necessary for

af^bip.ving the

preferred objectives.

This step requires that the

teacher help the learner determine how he or she will know when an objective
for
has been achieved. The learner identifies criteria and appropriate methods

evaluating the relative achievement of an objective,

X, Write and implement a learning contract . At
and learner write the activities completed
contract,

make up a

in

steps VII,

this point, the teacher

Vm and EX into a

the
schedule of activities to guide the implementation of

tasks of the contract.
contract requirements, and then complete the designated
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Evaluate application of the

met hodology

Once the contract has

.

been satisfactorily completed, the teacher must review the learning
experience
to determine to what extent his or her teaching goals

were met by applying

methodology. This step provides a check on the validity
ability to teach

by inquiry

an opportunity to improve

Draft

Of

(so that revisions can

cai

of the

this

methodology’s

be made) and gives the teacher

his or her teaching design.

A

Methodology for Teaching by
Inquiry: Procedures with Rationale
I

What follows are rules and procedures for Draft

whose purpose
is

is to

teach by inquiry.

a rationale for their presence.

I

of the

methodolc^

Accompanying the rules and procedures

The

rules, procedures and rationale are

based on the implications and attributes obtained

in step

V

Metamethodology,

of

the operationalization of fuzzy concepts in the purpose to teaching by inquiry

as required by Step VI and the design rules of Step VII of Metamethodology.

This draft

is

only the first step in a continuing process to operationalize

the concept of teaching by inquiry. At present

operationalized and

many gaps between

form the methodology
initial field test

is

many concepts are

steps remain.

in its

present

thought to be sufficiently complete to allow for an

and subsequent revisions of Draft

For purposes

However,

not completely

of comparison. Draft

study and Draft II in Appendix K.

I

I

resulting

can be found

in

in

Appendix B of this

The various procedures are

and the related rationale written out below each box.

Draft II.

set off in boxes
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Prepare to use the Teaching By Inquiry Methodology.

I.

|

If

then

it

the developer really wants to see the methodology used by teachers,

has to be understood and accepted by them.

methodolc^ could "turn

off"

some teachers.

mflexible, which suggests rote responses; and

which suggests the need for extra work.

It

it

In its

seems

to be sequentially

seems

Consequently,

present form the

to be highly detailed,

it

is

important to

begin the methodology's use with a step that introduces teachers to the process.

Further,

it

is

important that those teachers who, once they learn about the

methodolc^, do not want

to use

it,

can leave the process at an early stage.

Determine the amount of time and other resources you have for
these preparaticm activities, the plan to complete them within those
resources.
A.

B.
its

C.

you have learned the Teaching By Inquiry Methodology and
rationale, go to step I.D.
If

Learn the Teaching by Inquiry Methodology and
1.

2.

3.

I

I

I

its rationale.

Read the Methodology and related materials.
Practice using the methodology.

Talk with the developer of the methodology, other
methodological developers and people who have used the
methodology.
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The
resources.

first step in the preparation

This

Is

process requires an

attentlcxi to

an Important consideration used throughout the methodology

to prevent failure of the methodology because goals and resources are so disparate,. It

encourages

the teacher to

his or her resources permit.

Step

work on the methodology only as much as

B

gives the opportunity to skip step C

if

the

teacher is already familiar with the methodology, and Step C gives three ways
to learn about the methodology, each providing a different perspective cn

development and use.

you are presently teaching by inquiry and feel comfortable
with your teaching skills, you do not need this methodology.

D.

If

Stop here.

you would like to begin or improve your skills for teaching
by inquiry, identify your goals for applying the Teaching By
E.

If

Inquiry Methodology.

F.

*
Identify potential learner.

you do not think there is sufficient Teaching By Inquiry
work to be done with this learner to fulfill your goals, stop
here. If you do, continue.
G.

If

to read, the plural "learners" is not
substitute the
used in this methodology; however, please
you. Because this
plural form whenever it is appropriate for
symbolically and to
methodology requires the ability to think
suitable for most learners under the

*To keep the steps easy

hypothesize, it
age of eleven.

is

not

its
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CXice the teacher has

be determined

if

become familiar with

he or she wants to use

present teaching methods and goals
this methodology.

learner population.

in

it.

This

the methodology,

is

it

must

done by examining one's

the light of what has been learned about

Then, goals have to be related to a potential learner or

The methodology, teacher

goals, and possible leanier(s)

must be viewed as compatible, interdependent parts.

If

one or more of these

are incompatible, the methodol<^y will not work, and this needs
at the beginning of the process, before

to

time and effort are wasted.

reason for identifying teacher goals at this point

is

be discovered

Another

so along the way they can

be used as reminders of the original reason (s) a teacher became involved
the methodology and returned to and evaluated when the methodology is

completed.

H.

Allocate resources.

Detennine how much of what resources are available
for using the methodology.
1,

Allocate resources to each step of the methodology as
shown in Figure 1 cxi the Resource Allocation Chart. (T^©
percentage of the resources needed for each step of the

2,

methodology are suggested there.)
are
3, If resources are used up before the major steps
checked, reallocate resources ror get
go to step l.H.2.

all

more resources and

in
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Figure 1

RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART

F Irst
Major Process

Suggested Percentage

I

5%

II

5%

III

5%

IV

5%

V

5%

VI

5%

vn

5%

vm

10%

rx

10%

X

40%

XI

5%

Allocation

Secxjnd

Allocation
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As may be remembered, resources were determined
the preparation step in Step

commitment

I.

for completing

A., but, now that the teacher has made a

to fulfill his or her teaching by inquiry goals with a potential

leamer(s) using this methodolc^, resources must be allocated for using the
rest of the methodology.

This process

Chart which suggests percentages
step.

of

is

aided by a Resource Allocaticxi

resources needed for each methodological

These percentages are based on the developer’s teaching experiences

and prior use

of other

These sources

tell the

methodologies which require resource allocation,^

developer that about equal amounts of resources need

to be spent on teacher preparation, methodological evaluaticaa activities and

development of learner goals; that a

needs

to

little

more time, money, and energy

be spent cm developing learning strategies and evaluation methods and

that a good bit of time (forty per cent of the whole) should be reserved for

writing and implementing the contract.

This step makes the teacher aware

of

what resources he or she has

and how they can be used throughout the teaching/lea ming process.
that resources are left for the last steps.
to plan realistically— on the basis of

It

insures

Finally, these steps help the teacher

known resources— a process which

aid in the successful completicm of the teacher’s goals.

will
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II,

Select
1, your teaching goals,

A,

Identify

your problem areas

of interest,

List general areas of knowledge and skills you are

able and eager to teach (see Figure
a.

Get

in

2),

touch with a learner you would like to
find out what he/ she wants to leam

work with and
about,
b.

Review your former teaching experiences.

c. Think about new skills and areas of knowledge
you have acquired and would like to share with the

learner,
d.

Become

involved in something you want to

do and see \diat ideas come out of
2.

Identify the questicxis or issues you want to study

in the

3.

it.

areas named

in step

II,A. 1.

Label each question factual, conceptual or value.

Choose and prioritize those areas and related
questions you would like to teach using this
methodolc^.
4.

B.

Change problem statements to positive goal statements.
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Figure 2

CHART FOR GENERATING GOALS

Factual

(F),

Conceptual

(C),

or Value

(V)
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The second major

selection of teaching

is

This involves identifying the teacher's general knowledge areas and

goals.

more

step of the methodology

specific questions or issues related to each area; categorizing Issues

as factual, conceptual or value; prioritizing them; and translating the questions
into goal statements.

This section

is

included here because

it

is

important for the teacher

to identify goals for teaching before substantial interaction with learners occurs. This

means

the teacher will have a good idea about what he or she

is

interested in

sharing with learners and choices will be based on teacher expertise and
interest.

This does not mean, however, that the teacher goals are prepared

at this point in

order to direct the learning process.

Rather, they help the

teacher focus cm his or her present interests and limit the possibilities.
fact,

one way goals can be formed

he or she wants to learn.
initiated statements about

Kohl

in

is

by

In

a learner and finding out what

ccaitacting

Step II.A, l.a. confirms the legitimacy of student

needs for the formaticm

of teaching ideas,

Herbert

On Teaching says;
consisted of balancing teacher-initiated
ideas with student- initiated ones, of doing research as
a teacher, and observing and re spending to what actually
succeeded with the students. ^

For me

pl ann ing

The goal selection process begins with
of

knowledge and

skill that the

teacher has and would like to teach.

process begins where the teacher
general areas of interest and

problems.

In

step

1 1.

the identification of several areas

is

most comfortable, examining

expertise, and then

moves

to

more

Thus, the
his or her
specific

as
A. 2. problems are clarified as they are written
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specific questions or Issues of concern in the problem areas.

LabeUing each

as factual, conceptual, or value assists the teacher to examine the kinds
and
breadth of questions he or she likes to work on, and insures that some
con side raticaa

given to value problems.^

is

Ctace the teacher identifies a variety of issues and interests, he or she

must pick and prioritize a few
This
it

is

to try with students using this methodology.

an important step because

is identifying

issues which

is not just

it

seem

to

fit

a process of identifying issues,

the design requirements of the

methodology.
Last,

as an

it

seemed

initial step,

to this author that

must be translated

problem statements, although useful

into goals,

because goals provide a

perscnal, positive direction for one's work, implying what strategies and even

what evaluation criteria should be used, whereas problems need not.

Also,

goal statements can be divided into more specific objectives providing a natural

base for sequencing learning, and goals define an end to be achieved rather
than just a question to be pursued.^
Last, self-directed learning— a term already used
define inquiry
in

— implies the presence of a goal.

goal clarification

it

is

in

this study to help

Usually when a teacher engages

for purposes of determining what he or she thinks

makes

students should learn. ^ This step

teacher _about the teacher's needs

is

it

clear that goal clarification

a separate and legitimate process.

^ the
It

as one who
confirms the teacher's role as resource to the learner, yet also
satisfies his or

her own needs too.
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The purpose

of the

Chart for Generating Goals

is to get the

teacher to

write his or her goals down and to see how each goal clarification process
related to the others.

These goals

involved in the process.

will be used later

is

when students become

Writing them down saves time and

memory and

is

source for writing the learning contract.

III.

Determine your personal resources and
and limitations.
A.

situational resources

Identify a potential learner.

B. Determine persoial and situational resources you have
and can use for achieving your preferred teaching goal*
while working with the identified learner.

Determine the kind, amount and level of proficiency
and/or skills you have for achieving your
knowledge
of
preferred teaching goal while working with the identified

1.

learner.

Determine the amount of available time, energy and
money you have to spend on your preferred goal while
working with the identified learner.
2.

3.

Name

the support skills you can provide the

identified learner.

your level of motivation and attitudes for
working toward your preferred goal with the identified

4.

Identify

learner.

to read, the plural ’’goals" is not used in
the plural form
this methodology; however, please substitute

*To keep the steps easy
whenever

it is

appropriate for you.

a
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In step III the

methodology asks the teacher to look

personal and situational resources and limitations

at his

in light of the

goal and those learners with

whom he or

necessary levels/amounts

each for successful ccmpleticn

contract.

The

of

or her

preferred

she wishes to work; and to determine
of the learning

step begins with identifying a potential learner, the third

place in the methodology where this is suggested (Step I.F, was the first
place; step

1 1.

A.

is

The purpose
is

the sectcai),®
of including the first part of step

III

(A.

and B, 1-4)

so the teacher can look at seme personal abilities which might affect his

or her teaching effectiveness.

Qne*s knowledge and

skill proficiency in the

goal area; one's availabile time, energy and money; one's support skills and
cue's attitudes about teaching need to be examined before commitment to a
specific learner is

made. Then, when

the learner is found, the learning

ccntract between teacher and student will be a

more

open, infonned process.

the teacher tries to review personal resources for the first time while

forming the contrast, or as the contract

is

being implemented, resentment

can build over the dlscprepancy between what sutdents need and what the

teacher

is able

and willing to give.

If
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5.

Determine school and community resources useful
to achievement of your preferred goal with the identified
learner.

6.

Determine learner resources.
a.

Determine probable amounts

of

learner knowledge and

skills in the goal area.

Determine probable amounts of available, time, energy,
and money the learner has to work with, with you on the
achievement of the preferred goal.

b.

c. Determine probable attitudes of identified learner
towards working on the preferred goal.
7.

Determine the amount and kinds of information on learning
theory needed for teaching the identified learner in the
preferred goal area.

8.

List any other resources.

9.

Estimate

minimum

levels of each situational resource

essential to meaningful stxidy
with the identified learner.
10.

in

the preferred goal area

Determine the discrepancy between existing resources and
essential levels of resources.

11.

Make a

final list of personal and situaticaaal resources.

Substeps III B. 5-7

name

the school, community, learner resources

and learning theory as situational resources that should be examined
possible leamer(s) (for sub-steps 5 and
5o

,

6o

,

and 7. ).

7),

Attention to these matters

and preferred goals

now

(for

in light of

sub-steps

will help to clarify the goals

I
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the teacher and learner pick together later.

more

realistic in light of:

a)

Also, goal selection will be

>A^t school and community can/wUl do to

help; b) existing learner abilities, resources and attributes; cuad c) relevant

learning theory.

These sub-steps are important

in

another way: they are a pre-

assessment device which gets the teacher

to do

seme

initial thinking

the student's present ability levels in order to deteimine

teacher has the skills and attitude to work

in this setting.

if in

about

fact the

Sub-steps

III.B, 8 -11 help the teacher discover what resources are essential and

give an "out"
is

too great.

if

the discrepancy between what is needed and what

all conditions.

joining

work

in

Further,

become aware
in

available

This process supports the teacher by saying: "You should

not be expected to

should

is

any and

in

all learning settings

and under any and

order to save time and energy, you can and

of v^iat settings

you are not comfortable

a learning contract with students.

in

before
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C,

Determine situational limitations on inquiry
goal area with the identified learner.

in

your preferred

Determine possible negative community involvement
in/reactions to inquiry in your preferred goal area with
the identified learner.
1.

Determine possible n^ative school involvement
in/ reactions to your teaching the preferred goal area

2.

with the identified learner.
3.

Determine possible negative effects of involvement
you in the preferred goal

in/ reacticns to learning with

area,
4.

the identified learner.

List any other situational limitaticns.

Decide what maximum level of each limitation
acceptable for meaningful inquiry.
5.

is

those levels are exceeded, return to step I LB. and
take the next preferred goal or return to step III.C.5. and
change the level of acceptability, depending on which is
more appropriate or identify and implement ways of altering
6.

If

or responding to negative influences that will lessen their
impact.
7.

Make a

final list of acceptable situational limitations.

Besides resources, teaching and learning have limitaticns placed upon

them.

In the

same way

that cne

must review resources

to help plan realistically

for learning, one must be aware of conditions which will limit the effectiveness
of learning.

many

Learning by inquiry

schools.

It

is different

can require flexible use of

from approaches presently used

many resources, manynot used

in
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by other approaches.

This could mean resistance by those who are asked

or give something to help a learner for the
fore,

it

makes sense for teachers

to have

community and learner involvement
before such a plan

is

implemented.

in,

It

first time,

some

or

in

a

to do

new way. There-

idea of possible negative school,

or reacticns tc^a proposed learning plan
also provides a

way

for the

teacher to prevent possible negative response to his or her goals by identifying

problems and then finding ways to lessen their negative

effect before the learning

situation begins.

IV.

Identify appropriate learner.

A. Determine the minimum and maximum numbers of
learners you can teach with available resources using this

methodolc^.
Determine the approximate age and knowledge and
levels needed by the learner when beginning step VI.
B.

skill

C. Decide the level of motivation necessary for positive
learner involvement in your preferred goal area while
teaching by inquiry. (Level of interest, physical and
emotional energy, money and time to spend, and level of
willingness to take risks are possible indicators of
motivation.

D.

the potential learner identified in step III. A.
the requirements developed in steps III. B. and C.

Decide

meets

if

and steps IV. A-C.
E.

If

on
the potential learner meets the requirements, go

to step V.

requirements,
the potential learner does not meet the
to step II.C. and
find a new learner who does, or return
preferred goal or return to step III.B. and

F.

If

take your next
adjust your requirements.
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As we have
teacher.

They

seen, steps

I,

II

and III are preparation steps for the

involve thinking about possible learners as goals are formed

and resources reviewed.
appropriate learners.

Step IV is where the teacher

Once the teacher has an idea

b^ins

of what s/he wants to do

and can do, specific learners must be found with whan to do
step, the teacher is

to identify

it.

In this

again "narrowing the field", deciding what hypothetical

learner populaticai the teacher will be able to work with successfully.

This step makes
and

all

it

clear that a teacher is not expected to work with any

kinds of students; that learning implies a relationship between a

teacher and learner; and that for a relationship to exist, both parties have
to have their needs met,
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V.

Provide for learner selection

of goals.

A.

Make

B.

Share the results of steps II and III with the
learner.

C.

Have the learner make a commitment

contact with the learner.

to learning by

inquiry.

D.

Have the learner

identify a

problem area

of interest.

Have the learner list general areas of knowledge
and/ or skills he/ she wants to learn more about. ^

1.

2. Have the learner identify a problem^ he/she
wants answered in each area named in step V.D.l.

Have the learner label each problem as factual,
conceptual, or value.

3.

Have the learner prioritize those areas and
related problems he/she would like to resolve
by inquiry with you now.
4.

E.

Have the learner change the problem statements

to

positive goal statements.

1.

A

way

someone to do something is by asking a
the
question which elicits
information or begins the learning
direct

of getting

process; like "What things would you like to learn more about?"
Once a pattern is begun, the questicai can be; "What do you
think comes next?" The student’s answer might be different
from the orderir^ of the methodological steps, but that is
okay, so long as the steps are dealt with at some point in the
inquiry process.
2.

"problem can mean a "need" or a "question”. A "need"
is a gap between present knowledge or ability, and desired
knowledge or skill; or a skill or knowledge area necessary
for alleviating a problem; a "question" presents some form

A

of coaflict

or doubt.
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Once learner characteristics are defined, a learner
the teacher's preparation

because

it

work

lets the student

know

is

shared with the learner.

must make a commitment

to learning by inquiry.

learner are moving ahead

in

learner.

V.D.

is

important

At this point the student

This way both teacher and

a shared endeavor with a shared commitment.

is the first step in the

Here the teacher's role

is

process of defining goals by the

one of facilitating the learner's actions

by "having" the learner go through a process similar
selection in Step II.

This

and

at the outset v\^at interests and resources the

teacher brings to the discussion of learner goals.

Step

is contacted

to the teacher's goal

This does not mean that the student will or should

arrive at the same problems and goals as the teachers, and here the language
of the

methodolc^

is

clear, i.e.

he or she wants answered.

,

A first

"Have the learner

problem

step (V.D. 1. and 2.) in students having

control over their leamii^ is for them

meaning for them.

identify a

to identify

problems which have

They must have the opportunity

to analyze those problems,

discover their origins (see V.D,3.), and relative importance (see V.D. 4.)
before determining which ones can become learning goals.

moves

the student from conflict to positive action (problem

directs future learning plans or the steps to come.

This process

—

>

goal) and
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VI.

Provide for learner determination of personal
resources and
situational resources and limitations.

A. Have the learner state the preferred goal
in behavioral
terms. (The learner could end up with only one

behavioral

objective, but usually there will be a number
of them. When
doing this step for the first time, it is probably
better to
work with only a few.

B. Have the learner sequence the objectives,
moving from
simpler to more complex behaviors.
C. For each objective have the learner determine his/her
present level of knowledge, or skill proficiency.

D. Have the learner determine the amount of available
time, energy and money he/she has to spend on each objective.
E. Have the learner determine available family, community
and school resources of possible use for achieving the
objectives. (The choice of resources will depend in part
on how the objective is labelled. See step V. D. 3.)
F.
of

Have the learner estimate the kind and minimum level
each resource named in steps VI.C.,D. and E. essential

for achievement of each objective.

G. Determine the discrepancy between existing and essential
resources.
H.

If

new resources,
V.E. and take the
depending on which seems more

essential levels are exceeded, find

alter essaitial levels, or return to Step

next preferred goal,
appropriate.
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Step VI is

much

like Step III

where the teacher examined resources

for and limitations on goal completion.
the

Here, however, before beginning

process, the learner states the preferred goal(s) as observable behaviors

and organizes them as to complexity.

The learner's objectives need

to be

stated as specifically and clearly as possible because in that

form they easily

direct the learning activities and evaluation methods used to

cany

This

terms

is really just defining the

in the

goal

these out.

—a way of clarifying intent.

Step VI. B., sequencing the specific objectives, is, then, an exercise

how

the objectives relate and

them,

i.e.

,

how resources may have

to

in

seeing

be used to implement

few resources for simple ones, greater numbers or a broad

variety of resources for the

more complex

Once the objectives are

objectives.

stated in behavioral

terms as things to do and

sequenced as to complexity, for each objective the learner must review his or

her "perscaial resources"; present levels

of

knowledge and

skill proficiency;

time, energy, and mcney; and family, school and community resources.
is essentially

a diagnostic task, a review of resources to see what

is

to aid completion of objectives, and what gaps in resources remain.

This

available

Assessing

resources helps to clarify how objectives will be accomplished and evaluated.
Also,

if

needed resources are missing,

before the learning activities are under way.
to alter the objectives or find

new resources.

it's

important to know that

At this point

it

is still

possible
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Have the learner determine possible negative family,
school, and
community involvement in or reactions to attempted achievement

I.

of

each objective.
J.

Have the learner determine possible negative

effects of learning

with you.

Have the learner determine any other situational limitations
on achievement of each objective.

K.

L.

Have the learner determine the maximum level

of

each

limitaticn acceptable for achievement of each objective.

M. Compare

maximum levels of each
levels are exceeded, alter objectives
and take the next preferred goal or

existing levels with

limitaticn, and

if

maximum

or return to step V.E.
return to step VI. L. and change the levels of acceptability or
have the learner identify and implement ways of altering or
responding to negative influence that will lessen their impact.

No

Make

O.

Alter the list of objectives developed in step VI. A,,

final list of acceptable limitations.

if

necessary.

Besides identifying useful resources,
to be

aware

it is

of negative environmental conditions

important for the learner

which might prohibit learning.

This awareness gives the student’s plans some realism, helping him or her
to

narrow expectations

wants to do.

in light of

possible negative reactions to what he or she

This exercise also shows the learner that

life

around learning

can often impinge on that process and that he or she sometimes can do something
about

it
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You and the learner compare

VII,

the results of steps II, III,

and IV,A-G; with V, and VI, and arrive

at

a shared

list of

learning objectives.

At this point the learner and teacher must arrive at a shared
objectives, based on both people's needs, interests and knowledge.

shared

list

list of

This

represents a commitment to a learning process between learner and

teacher and paves the way for the development of a learning plan.

VIII,

Have the learner determine the possible avenues

of study

and resources available for achieving the preferred
objectives.

A,

Have the learner

list, prioritize,

and explicate alterna-

tive ideas, hypotheses, or learning strategies for achieving

each objective,
B,

Have the learner determine areas of knowledge, kinds
and manual and thinking skills necessary for

of data,

achieving each objective,

C, Have the learner list family, school and conm unity
resources needed for achieving each objective,

D, Using the resources identified in steps VHI, B, and C,,
check off those you are able to provide the learner,
E,

Have the learner determine which

of the

remaining

resources are available for use,
F, Have the learner
resources.

make a

revised

list of available

G, Have the learner determine if there are sufficient
are,
resources avaQable to achieve the objectives. If there
to
return
go to the next step. If not, alter resource needs,
objectlve(s) or alter
step Vn., and pick the next preferred
VIH,
the present objectives and begin at step
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Step VIII combines ways of and

These two parts are closely related

means for achieving

in that the choice of

the objective (s).

ways or directions or

learning strategies will itself dictate the means, the methods and resources
to

For example,

be used.

if

one’s objective is to type fifty words per minute, then

ways Implies means. Taking a typing course might be a strategy for achieving
the objective; and this "way" implies needed resources: teacher knowledge of
typing skills, a place, typewriter, materials, and so on.

Sometimes ways and means are the same
objective might be to

theory

in

name

at least ten

words Fritz

the development of Gestalt Therapy,

this would be to read

thing.

A

As an example,

Peris used frcmpsycho-analytic

strategy for accomplishii^

some Freud, some Peris, and some sources

similarities between the two psychologists.

one's

noting

The ways and means are

essentially

the same.
Stated broadly as "avenues of study and resource^" this step gives the

student

much leeway

in

determining what to do and where to go.

might call for a hypothesizing stage, a

list of

or the creation of a three-columned chart.
the manipulation of

some

It

possible learning experiences,

might call for a set of statistics,

tools, or a discussion with a parent.

requirements, they are laid out

in relaticxi to

The objective

Whatever the

a behaviorally stated objective

and, therefore, can be indexed as to sufficiency.

If

ways and means are

needs or
lacking, the student has the responsibility to alter resource
reiterating ccntrol
objectives, again injecting realism into the situaticxi and
of learning

by the learner.
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EX.

Have the learner determine evaluation criteria and Instruments
necessary for achieving the preferred objectives,
A,

Have the learner

state

how he/she

will

know when

the

objectives are achieved.
1,
Have the learner state the conditions under which
the objectives must be achieved.

Have the learner determine

2.

the level of knowledge

and/or skill proficiency necessary for acceptable
achievement of the objectives. (See VI. C. and F.)
B, Have the learner state formative and summative methods
and/or Instruments for evaluating hisAer performance of
the objectives.

C,

Have the learner determine

is possible to meet the
evaluation criteria, using the suggested methods, and if it
is not, have the learner change them, or return to step VII.
if it

and have the learner pick the next preferred objectlve(s).

After objectives and methods are determined, the next logical step
to decide

how one

of this evaluation

will be achieved

will

know when the

objective has been accomplished.

Parts

process included the ccaiditions under which the objective

and the level of proficiency necessary for acceptable achievement.

These criteria are limits which help

the learner plan what he or she can

realistically do, and build on earlier methodological steps.

The conditions

learning are a natural outgrowth of existing resources determined

previous step, and level of proficiency

is

in

of

the

determined fix>m finding the gap

between what one can presently do (discussed
to do

is

in

step VI. C.) and what

cxie

wants
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Closely related to determining when an objective

or instrument used to determine the outcome.

is

met

Is

This can be used

>;\^lle

student is engaged in an activity (formative) and when the
activity

The method one chooses

(summative).

is

the method

a

is finished

dependent on the requirements of

context, behavior, and environmental conditions stated as parts of
the objective.

Using an earlier example,

if

the objective is ”to type 50 words per minute with

no more than two mistakes" (behavior, context, and level

of proficiency

are

included here), using an electric typewriter and working from a dictating

machine" (these are conditions), then an obvious method
to have

of evaluaticai would be

someone else time the student typing for one minute,

(someone

knowledgeable about typing form) and then the student could count the words

and correct by hand the number

of

errors in the typed segment.

Here an

"instrument" or a written form on which to record data on the student’s actions
periodically would be inappropriate and uunecessaiy but would be needed for

more complex
over time.

objectives, which required an examination of a series of acticais

Although this author does not believe evaluation

part about learning,

it

is

leamer

in

most important

important for the learner to know where he or she

going and what the expectations of self and others are.
learning open and

is the

the hands of the learner, and

to alter criteria and

it

is

This knowledge keeps

makes

it

easier for the

methods which are not meeting needs or working

well.

X.

Write and implement a learning contract.
the inA. You and the leamer write a learning contract using
VIII, and K.
formation gathered from completing steps VII»,
(A suggested contract format is provided in Figure 3.)

|

|
,
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H

CONTRACT

LEARNING
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Although

it

is

only one of eleven steps In the methodology. Step

theoretically should take the

percentage in Step
in

I

most time and

X

effort (the suggested resource

was 40%), This author believes

that there is value

writing down a statement to confintn the negotiation process between

learner and teacher.

At this point

in the

teacher have shared and developed a

methodolc^, the learner and

common

set of goals, resources,

learning strategies, evaluaticn criteria and methods.

ment

This shared commit'-

to learning needs to be documented so that future misunderstandings

can be avoided, so others can learn about the project, and so there
something

in

writii^ to

is

work from as expectations and needs change.
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B, Using the methods and evaluation
sections of the contract as
gmdes, you and the learner write out a sequenced
list of activities
that need to be done, work places, dates
and time allotments for
each activity,

Be sure that you and the learner take into account
the
expected results of each task when deciding on the
next
task, so that the list of activities is in logical
order.
1.

2, Be sure you and the learner place short easy
tasks
which promise some degree of success at the top of the
list, moving on to longer, more complex tasks
which
require greater effort and risk-taking.

C,

You and

D,

You and

the learner divide the list of activities between you,

the learner complete the activities assigned you,
meeting periodically to revise the list and/or the contract.
1. As you and the learner implement the activities,
keep a leg describing each task, the results, and
problems encountered.

2,

You and

list of activities

E,

You and

meet periodically to revise the
and/or the contract when appropriate,

the learner

the learner report the results of the evaluaticn activities

on the contract.
F,

You and

the learner sign the contract.

Although a contract clarifies the learning process,

it

does not show

exactly how, when, and where learning activities will take place.

A list

sequenced tasks can help make the learning contract less awesome.
give what could be a jumble of objectives, methods and evaluation

It

of

can
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strategies, a logical order and a specificity
which

moves from simpler

to

more

complex tasks, building a learner's motivation.
Beside
it

is

a

list of activities

for learner and teacher, this author believes

important for the teacher to keep a separate log describing
what

happening (see step X.D, 1.).

makes

This sub-step

is included

is

because this author

the assumptions that a teacher wants to evaluate what he
or she has done

with the student, and the teacher will be teaching other students at other
times

and will want to build on his or her work with former students.
of v^at happened on paper

memory

keeps

the teacher

from having

Keeping track

to recall

from

only and provides the teacher with an automatic file of teaching ideas

for future use.

The evaluation section
filled in until after the

work

of the contract is the only one which is not

is

completed.

signed by learner and teacher.

Once

that is done, the contract is

This gives the learning process a

finality,

a closure, and makes the learning statement a public statement of completed
intent which, in

some

and career plans.

situations, is important to the learner's future

Contracts are being used increasingly

documenting learning® and because most schools
c redit

still

in

schools as ways of

validate learning through

hours and grades, such written contractual arrangements

learning settings are necessary as information pieces which can
into institutionalized standards.

leamiDg

in

alternative

be translated
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XI,

Evaluate application of the methodology,

A,
I.

E,

Determine to what extent your goals, identified
, have been met by applying this methodology.

in

step

Decide what degree of goal achievement is
essential to your success in teaching by inquiry,
1,

Compare

2,

the learning contract and list of

activities developed in

stepX, with your goals for

applying this methodology.

Using your log entries, compare the results of
Implementing the learning contract with your goals.

3,

4, Determine how successful you were
your goals.

B,

in

achieving

Revise your methodological design for teaching by

inquiry.

The

last step is a crude

teacher (identified first
in

in

measure

of the extent to

of the

the first step) were met in applying the methodology,

order to revise the methodological design.

to begin to teach

which the goals

Wanting to use the methodology

by inquiry or to improve teaching by inquiry

skills (in the first

place) implies that the teacher wants to use the methodology, _qr to teach by

inquiry

more than once. The verbs "begin" and "improve" imply

of a teaching design to

be used over time.

This step

is

the development

a way for teachers to

examine what they have done and alter their teaching patterns. These procedures
are believed to be adequate for the

initial field testing of the

methodology.
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However, they are not specific enough for future applications and
be developed further,

will

have to
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FOOTNOTES— CHAPTER THREE
See Richard Coffing and Thomas Hutchinson, Needa Analysis Methodology; A Prescriptive Set of Rules and Procedures for Identifying, De£in«ng
and Measuring Needs.
(The Co-op, University of Massachusetts, 1974), and
Larry G, Benedict, The Foitune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology; A
Decisiqi Oriented Approach, (The Co-op, University of Massachusetts, 1973).
2

Herbert Kohl, On Teaching . (New York; Schocken Books, Inc., 1976),

p. 48.

3

Sidney B. Simon; Leland W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum, Values
A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers and Students.
(New York: Hart Publishing Company, 1972; Robert C. Hawley, Human Values
in the Classroom; Teaching for Personal and Social Growth. (Amherst, Mass.:
Education Research Associates, 1973).

Clarification;

^See Knowles* discussion of goals in Self-Directed Learning;
for Learners and Teachers . (New York; Association Press, 1975).

A Guide

5

Robert Mager, Preparing In5^ructional Objectives . (Bekncnt, Calif.
(Fearon Publishers, 1975); Jerrold E. Kemp, Instructional Design (Belmont,
Calif.:

Fearon Publishers, 1971).
0

This author believes that these early steps, where the teacher examines
hig or her motives, resources, and limits must give attention to possible
learners as part of that self examination. The teacher*s teaching interests
diould be related to a specific, identified population, not just be identified in
a vacuum or related to some amorphous student ’T^ody." Too much teaching is
based on teachers* fantasies about the perfect class where they can say all
opinions in relation
they know or do all they planned. This becomes a telling of
to

no one but themselves.

Thelen s
"^Many educators support this view. In discussmg Herbert
Models of Teachjng
group investigation model, Bruce Joyce and Marsha WeU in
curiosity of the
and
motivations
says, ”. • • inquiry must emanate from the
the teacher is the sole source
students. . . Activities cease to be inquiry when
formulation of plans, or when the end
of the problem identification and the
process.” (p. 41) Postoan
product of inquiry takes precedence over the inquiry
Activity talk about the "What s Worth
and Weingartner in Teaching as a Subversive
which calls for the leam^to
Knowing Curriculum" based upon question-asking
in the develo^ent oi
and find solutions. Joseph Schwab and others

make^lces

emphasize the mvolvement of the
the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
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student in a genuine problem of inquiry by confronting him or her with an area
of investigation in the sciences, helping him or her identify a problem within
that area and finding ways to overcome the problem; Biology Teacher’s Handbook

(New York: Wiley, 1965). In Self-Directed Learning Malcolm Knowles has
included a chart his students use in his course on the Nature of Adult Education.

He

calls

the "content-Course Self-Assessment Instrument", and

it lists "Areas
and "Questions^ .J^eed to Inquiry Into Further." These examples are
only a beginning, but they demonstrate ways that educators are trying to get
students to formulate problems for study,

it

of Inquiry"

8

Cottage B, a special education program sponsored by the Amherst
Public Schools and Hampshire College; the Community College of Vermont; and
the Inquiry Program at the University of Massachusetts are three places where
contract learning is in use in the author's stamping grounds.

CHAPTER

IV

DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS OF THE FIELD TEST FOR

DRAFT

I

OF THE METHODOLOGY TO TEACH BY INQUIRY

Ihtroducticm

The purposes

of this

Chapter are to discuss the preliminary tests

logic on the methodology and to describe the field test and Its results.

from

this test will be used to

make

of

Data

decisions about the design of the

methodology.

Preliminary Examination of the Methodology
Step VII of Metamethodology calls for designing procedures of the

methodology.

As part

of that step, the developer

examines the logic and

integrity of the procedures so that as a whole they can be tested in the next

step,VIII.

The three major parts

logical gaps in the procedures,
Identified

from an analysis

of

of this examination are (1) to identify

(2)

to account for all the

major implications

each substep's purpose, and

(3)

to insure the

procedures are consistent with the rationale and do not overlap.

This examination was carried out by the developer and the members
of

her dissertation committee. The developer followed the steps

methodology and arrived

at Draft

I

of the Methodology

100

of

Meta-

To Teach By Inquiry
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described

in

Chapter Three

That draft was submitted at various

of this study.

stages of development to the dissertation committee
members: William

Lauroesch, Thomas Hutchinson, and Theodore Slovin. They
made suggestions
about expanding some of the steps, helped clarify parts of the
rationale and
altered words in the definitions on the introductory page.

After two sessions

with Professor Slovin, three with Professor Lauroesch, and four with

Professor Hutchinson,

it

was determined there were no more necessary,

substantive or procedural changes to be

made

in

Draft

I

and the methodology

could be tested.

Description of the Field Test

The purposes
and,

if it

of the field test

were

The clear expectation was

accomplish these purposes,

it

"The

first field test should

the simplest possible conditions."

is

that

made sense
As

conditions to apply the methodology.

it

if

the methodology

worked

did not, to find those parts that failed so that the methodology could

be improved.

states:

to see

problems would be found.

to use the simplest field test

step VI 1 1. A. 1. of Metamethodology

be done on the whole methodology under

From knowledge

clear that even the first draft of a methodology

to warrant a simple field test. ^

In

observe what parts need revising when the
test

becomes a

about other methodologies
is sufficiently

complicated

these cases, enough data had been obtained

to revise substantially the initial set of procedures.

Each succeeding

To

little

Also,

it

is

easier to

field test ccnditlons are simple.

more complicated as

the methodology
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takes on a solid, successful form.

According to the developer, the "simplest situation" had the
following
characteristics;

teacher

—namely,

1.

Ctae

2.

One learner.

3.

One learner preferred

4.

A

the developer.

goal.

shared language about learning between teacher and

learner.

This author believes these conditions are necessary

methodology

means

in

the simplest way.

in

order to test the

First, the author is the teacher.

the author will teach and test the methodology at the

would have been presumptuous for this author
without extensive teaching experience and

methodology should be tested by a person
using methodologies;

by inquiry.

If

who developed

this author cannot

it

same time.

to attempt such a

seems reasonable

vviio

This
It

methodolc^

that the

has experience developing and

this methodology;

and who wants to teach

use the methodology, then others certainly

cannot.

The second and third characteristics require cnly
learning goal.

Hopefully, these restraints

(»ie

wQl help insure

learner and one
that all the

methodological steps will be tested; that there will be time to complete

all the

each of a
steps; that the teacher will not have to repeat the methodology with

number

of students;

and that the teacher and learner will not commit them-

a set of learning
selves to a complex set of goals which demand too varied
contracts
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The testing

situation should also require that the teacher
and learner

have a shared language about learning.

They need not agree on educational

philosophy or approach, but must be familiar with the general
use of terms

used

in

most "alternative" educational programs

this country, like "goals,"

in

"methods*" "evaluate,!' "process," "content," "knowledge," "skills,"
"learning plan," and so on.

Further,

in

order to identify the learner who

would have only cne preferred goal and would share a language about learning
with the developer, two more criteria were stated:
5.

The

situation belongs to a class of situations with
in criteria 1. - 3.

characteristics found
6.

The developer has access

more

to

than one learner

in

the class of learners as defined by criteria 3. and 4.
In

case one potential field test situation did not work out,

to find another situation of the

opportunities.

same

it

had to be possible

So, there had to be a pool of

kind.

There had to be more than one

situation with

more

than one

learner who each would have one preferred goal and would have a shared
language with the teacher.

Using these characteristics as screening criteria, the author found a

number

of possible situations at

her own University

The author believed she could work with a

student

(of

Massachusetts),

from the Community

College of Vermont, Project 10*s Inquiry Program at UMass, or the Credit-

Free Workshop Series

of the Continuing

Education Program at UMass.

author contacted the last two first and found a student

who

fit

the criteria.

in

the Inquiry

The

Program

(But that process is actually part of the methodology
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Itself,

so

it

will

be explained

in

the results of the field test in the next

section.

The instrument for observing

the field test

was

the developer.

The

observations were of the occurrence of each step and substep and whether the
defined outcomes intended from each step were achieved.

was recorded on audio-tapes

of

a log kept by the developer.

The log had

2)

what was actually

why;

4)

dcsie; 3) if

meetings between teacher and learner and by
five parts:

the step performed;

1)

what was doie was different from the step,

what happened or the results

encountered.

This information

of applying the step;

and

5)

problems

Appendices to the Ic^ included teacher preparation notes,

learning materials produced by the learner and teacher during their inquiry,

and general comments made by the teacher at the end
and at the ends of two long conversations
At this point the methodology

is

are and are not directly observable.
preparation

name

is

each taped session

Oiot taped) with the learner.

a necessary mixture of behaviors which
Steps

I

- IV

which deal with teacher

for the most part observable behaviors, but vdien the

teacher is asked to ’Tiave the student" do something

"something"

of

in

steps

V

-

X, the

usually a directly observable behavior, but the "have" is not.

This author does not believe enough

is

known presently about teaching

methods to enable her to name a particular technique or techniques
always

elicit

is to find out

s-

desired student behavior,

A

that will

reason for testing the methodology

what techniques do work and which ones do not.

It

becomes
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a.ppropriate, then, in later drafts to attempt to be

teaching method; or to remain general,

vary according to the user; or
determine a method; or.

•

.

to

if it

- IV and

noting

XI and

There are many

tell the

found that techniques must

possibilities,

performance

the acticns of the student in

in the field test

specific about

have a set of prescriptions for how to

test, then, the focus is on observing the

I

is

more

V

-

X.

of the

hi this field

teacher

In steps

instruments what the learner does

in

V

-

X

in steps

it

is

by

each step that will

author whether or not the teacher* s method worked.

Field Test Results

The

field test

was performed

works, and, more substantively,
to report the

if

to

determine whether or not the methodology

there were places where

it

didn’t work,

problems so revisions could be made. The data obtained from

application of each step and substep will be reported according to the

chronology of the methodolc^.

Each step

and the results discussed below

it.

The

will be stated and set off in a

results will be quoted

from

box

the

transcriptions of the taped sessions between the learner and the teacher, the log
entries, learner and teacher preparatory materials, and teacher notes.

results

from

wUl be divided

into four parts;

1)

what was actually done,

2)

The

difference

step as written, 3) what happened, and 4) problems encountered.

Recommendations for changes

in the

methodology may be implied, but will

methodology
not be stated until the next chapter, v4iere Draft II of the
discussed.

is
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I.

Prepare to use the Teaching By Inquiry Methodology.
A, Determine the amount of time and other resources you
have for these preparation activities, and plan to complete

them within those resources.
B,
and

If

C,

Learn the Teaching by Inquiry Methodology and

you have learned the Teaching By Inquiry Methodology
go to step I, D.

its rationale,

its rationale.

1.

Read the methodology and related materials.

2.

Practice using the methodology.

Talk with the developer of the methodology, other
methodolc^ical developers and people who have used the
methodology,

3.

D, If you are presently teaching by inquiry and feel comfortable
with your teaching skills, you do not need this methodology.
Stop here,

you would like to begin or improve your skills for
teaching by inquiry, identify your goals for applying the
Teaching By Inquiry Methodolc^,
E,

If

F,

Identify potential learner,*

G,

If

work

you do not think there is sufficient Teaching By Inquiry
to be done with this learner to fulfill your goals, stop

here.

If

you do, continue.

the steps easy to read, the plural "learners" is not
used in this methodology; however, please substitute the plural
form \dienever it is appropriate for you.

*To keep

il
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Actually Dqie; The teacher read the procedures of Step

decided to spend no more than one hour

cai

I

the preparation activities.

the teacher skipped steps I.B-D and wrote out two goals for herself.

and
Next,

Then

she thought about those groups of learners she would like to work with using
this methodology and listed

some

possibilities.

After doing this exercise,

she determined there was sufficient work to be done to Mill her goals.
Differences

From

As Written; None.

Steps

What Happened; The teacher ended up spending about
preparaticai activities; she

design and

(2)

to improve

named two

my

UMass

Collie

of

”(1)

To improve

hour on

the methodological

teaching by inquiry skills"; and she identified

Project 10 Inquiry Program students,

three potential learner groups: "(1)
(2)

goals:

caie

Ccntinuing Education students, and

(3)

students at the

Community

Vermoat,"

Problems Encountered; There were no problems.

H.

Allocate resources.
1.

Determine how much

of

what resources are available

for using the methodology.
Allocate resources to each step of the methodology as
shown in Figure 1 on the Resource Allocation Chart. (The
percentages of the resources needed for each step of the

2.

methodology are suggested there.)
resources are used up before the major steps are all
and
checked, reallocate resources or get more resources
go to step I,H.2.
3.

If
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What Actually Done; The teacher defined "necessary resources"
head and wrote out a resource statement.

Then, she

Allocation column of the Resource Allocation Chart
of

in

her

filled in the First

— estimating percentages

time available for each step.
Differences

From

Steps As Written: None.

What Happened; The teacher* s statement was:
have about two to five hours a week available for
over four months,
F ebruary to May. I have money for some teaching
materials and gas for car transportation. I have
support from my dissertation committee, if I get

I

practicing the methodology

—

stuck.

Then, focusing on the resource
fill in

of time, she

used a base of

fifty

hours to

the chart, as shown on the following page.

Problems Encountered

:

The teacher found

it

difficult to think of lots of

different kinds of resources without suggesticns noted.

Also, step I.H, 3.

implies there will be opportunities on subsequent steps to check on the use
of

resources

(but

there are none).

Last, the teacher questioned

whenAow

she would be able to use the

second allocation of the Resource Allocation Chart.

Because she was also the developer, the teacher found
alter the suggested percentages for steps

I

it

necessary to

and X: an action particular to

her situation as a person who wrote the methodology.
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART

First

Major Process

Si^ested Percentage

Allocation

Second
Allocation

i
'

r

I

5%

1

!

I

II

5%

2 - 1/2

III

5%

2 - 1/2

%

2 - 1/2

V

5%

2 - 1/2

VI

5%

2 - 1/2

VII

5%

2 - 1/2

VIII

10%

5

K

10%

5

X

40%

2 - 1/2

XI

5%

2 - 1/2

t

IV

5

•

no
1 1*

Select your teachiiig goals.
1,

A*

Ideiitify

your problem areas

of interest,

List general areas of knowledge and skills you are
able eager to teach (See Figure 2).

Get

touch with a learner you would like to
work with and find out what he/^e wants to learn

a.

in

about,
b.

Review your fonner teaching experiences,

c. Think about new skills and areas of knowledge
your have acquired and would like to share with

the learner,

Beccane involved in something you want to do
and see what ideas come out of it.

d.

What Actually Done ; The teacher
and

skills she

sat down, thought about the

has which she wants to teach and wrote out a

questions she asked herself were: ’’What have
to teach again?” and ’’What do

I

know and do

I

list.

Specific

taught before that

that

I

knowlei^e

I

would like

can share with students?”

She also spoke with Karen Nelson, an Inquiry Program student, with -vdiom she

had worked the previous

fall,

Karen had studied a problem-solving mode called

creative analysis applying its techniques to an area of social sciences

—history

or economics.
Differences

From

Steps

As Written

;

What Happened: The teacher names

None,
six teaching areas of interest;

Creative Analysis
2, Social Science study skills
3, Problem-solving methods

1,

4,

5,

6,

Introduction to inquiry in the social sciences (based cm
Massialas* and Cok's materials)

An

World History
American Government

Ill

Problems Encountered

!

The teacher noted:

At

first I thought that steps II.A.l.a., b., c., and d.
were
further operational statements for doing ILA.!., but
discovered, rather, that they were suggesticms, each
separate and not sequenced in any particular order, for
getting some ideas to put down on a list. So, II.A.1.
does not lead to 1 1, A. 2, and so on. . .

Also, "(See Figure 2)"
filling out the chart

2.

now, or

II.A.1.

Does

is confusing.

it

mean

I

start

just look at it?"

Identify questions or issues

areas named
3.

in step

you want to study

in

the

step II.A.1.

in

Label each question factual, conceptual or value.

4. Choose and prioritize those areas and related questicns
you would like to teach using this methodology,

B,

Change problem statements to positive goal statements.

What Actually Dene
listed, picked cne

:

The teacher thought about

all the

areas she had

area and wrote down questicns about that area.

Then,

she labelled each question with an "F", "C", or ’W" (for factual, conceptual

and value), added two more questions, thought up two ways to organize them,

and denoted the orderings by Roman numerals for cne way and numbers for
the other.

Last, she filled

in the last

two columns

of the

Goals with goal statements taken from the questions

Chart For Generating

in the following

manner:

She put a "To" at the beginning of a goal phrase, thought up a verb that
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would express the question

In

an action fonn and added the rest of the

sentence.

From
from one

of the six areas she had

to woric with

sciences.

Steps as Written; The teacher only developed questions

named

Karen on creative analysis and

Also

have hundreds

in

of

her log

^e

wrote: "K

items and no time

Sie had pretty

earlier.

I

its

much

decided

uses for studying the social

did this step for all six areas

left to teach. "

Pd

Last, the teacher did not use

the chart until die had written, labelled and prioritized the questions.

The phrase

"prioritizing the questions you would like to teach"

(lU A.4.) resulted in organizing the questicns in

two ways.

One way was what

logically should be studied first (sequencing according to increasing ccmplexity)

and the second was ordering them according to vhat was valued as important
to study.

And, the labelling and prioritization were crucial steps, because,

as the teacher states: "Doing these steps made

me

realize that

1

had

practically ignored fectual and value questicns as parts of Creative Analysis

and these steps helped me clarify my questions

What happened
one preferred area
1.

:

— restate them more clearly."

The teacher wrote down the followup questions for her

— Creative Analysis.

What are ways
can be used

in

the separate patterns of Creative Analysis

our daily lives?

2.

How

are the patterns related to each other?

3.

How

can these patterns be put together to form a practical,

flexible

problem solving method?
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4.

How

can the patterns of Creative Analysis be used to
increase caie*s ability to inquire in the varied fields
of social studies

and the humanities?

Then, the teacher labelled each question as factual, value, or
conceptual and
1.

in

the process added two

questions:

What are ways the separate patterns
can be used

2,

How are

3,

How

4,

more

in

of Creative Analysis

our daily lives?

(C)

the patterns related to each other?

can these patterns be put together to form
a practical flexible problem solving method ?

How can the patterns of Creative Analysis be used
to increase one’s ability to inquire in the varied
fields of social studies and the humanities?

5,

What

6,

How

skills

make up each

pattern of thought?

(F/C)

(CA^

(C)

(F)

can such skills improve the quality of our

daily lives?

(V)

Next, the teacher put a number by each to denote logical learning sequence

and a Roman numeral by each questicai to denote

its

educational value according

to the teacher:
1,

What are ways the separate patterns
Analysis can be used

2.

How are

3.

How

4.

in

of Creative

our daily lives?

the patterns related to each other?

can these patterns be put together to form
a practical flexible problem solving method?
can the patterns of Creative Analysis be
used to increase one’s ability to inquire in
the varied fields of social studies and the

How

humanities?

(C), 5, II

(F/C), 2,

V

(C/V), 3, IV
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5«

What

6,

How

skills

make up each

pattern of thought?

can such skills improve the quality
our daily lives?

Then, the teacher

filled in the

columns

of the

(F), 1,

VI

(V), 6,

I

of

Chart for Generating Goals

as shown on the following page.

Problems Encountered: The teacher had
"prioritize” meant in step

1 1,

difficulty deciding \\4iat

A, 4. and ended up with two orderings.

at the end of step II (after goals

were written) the teacher wrote

Also,

out a further

difficulty:

I

feel the

need to refer bade to the resource chart

how

at this

am

spending my time. But I
don*t know if I would do that if I weren’t the methodolc^ist.
(Can I properly pretend vdiat a person unfamiliar with this
methodology would do, or do I only react to it as me, the
methodologist/teacher 'knower' of the methodology?)
point to see

well

I

—

This problem was two-fold: vdiether or not a check on resources was a

necessary part

of the

methodology at this

question could be asked when
the "teacher," not

A third
written.

it

point,

and w4iether or not such a

may have come from

the "methodologist" in

the teacher.

difficulty with these steps centered on

The teacher had trouble determining

if

how

the goals

"Step II,

were

Select your

teaching goals" meant to state them as learning goals for teacher and student

or as teacher actiens alone.
the second

She decided to state them the first

way would have meant

students to.

,

.

.

just prefacing eacli goal with

" an unnecessary redundancy.

way because

"To help
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CHART FOR GENERATING GOALS
Areas

of interest,

knowledce or

Issues or
Questions

skill

Creative Analysis

and the Social

What skills make
up each pattern

Sciences

of thought?

How
Tvoes*

Prioritized

.

Goals

To know and be
F

I,

VI

able to use the
skills that

make

up each pattern
of thou^t.

How are

the
patterns related
to

F/C

2,

V

each other?

To be able to
make comparisons

among

the,

patterns of

thou^t.

How

To use

can these

patterns be put
together to fonn

C/V

3,

IV

a practical flexible problemsolving

the

patterns in a

problemsolving

method.

method ?

How can the

To use

patterns be used

patterns in
studying the

to increase one*s

C

4, III

ability to inquire
in the

these

social sciences

and humanities.

varied

fields of the social

studies and humani-

ties?

What are ways the

To use

separate patterns
of creative analysis
can be used in our

patterns in our

C

4, II

these

faQy lives.

daily lives ?

How can

To use

such skills

improve the quality
of our daily lives ?

these

patterns to

V

5, I

improve the
quality of our

daily lives.

Factual

(F),

Conceptual (C), or Value

(V)
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Determine your personal resources and situational
resources
and limitations.
III.

A.

Identify a potential learner.

B. Determine pers(2ial and situatic^al resources
you have
and can use for achieving your preferred teaching goal*
while working with the identified learner.

Determine the kind, amount and level of proficiency
knowledge and/ or skills you have for achieving your
preferred teaching goal while working with the identified
1.

of

learner.
2.

Determine the amount

money you have

of available time,

to spend cn

energy and
your preferred goal v^ile

working with the identified learner.
3.

Name

the support skills you can provide the identified

learner.
Identify your level of motivation and attitudes for
working toward your preferred goal with the identified

4.

learner.

*To keep the steps easy
in this methodology;

whenever

it is

to read, the plural "goals" is not used

however, please substitute the plural form

appropriate for you.

What Actually Done

;

To

first list she developed in step

wanted to work with the most.
skills in the goal

areas

identify a learner, the teacher looked at the

I.

F. and asked herself vhich group she really

Then she thought about her knowledge and

of Creative Analysis

about her "levels of proficiency."

Then

energy, and money she had to spend

cai

and wrote down some statements

she thought about

how much time,

her teaching goals with the learner and
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some

listed

figures.

Next, to determine her support skills,
the teacher

looked at the definitions for that term and
others on the introductory page
to the methodology and using

them as guides made a

Finally, she

list.

thought briefly about her level of motivation for
this enterprise and wrote

down a statement

commitment

of

Differences

From

Steps

to herself.

As Written

What Happ^ed; The teacher

:

None.

identified the Inquiry

Program

the learner group and Karen Nelson as a possible learner.
in the Inquiry

Program and

the teacher’s personal friend.

Karen

students as
is

a student

Then the teacher

stated her knowledge and skill proficiencies in the Creative Analysis goal

areas:

For goals

1-3: I have a thorough knowledge of Creative
Analysis patterns and problem-solving mode. I am able
to practice each pattern and have completed the exercises
in the book Creative Analysis many times as well as
creating new exercises for students.

For goal 4: I have used this and similar problem-solving
modes to study problems in the social sciences with
community collie students. I have applied problemsolving of this kind to issues in history, economics,

sociology, government and geography.

I have a solid
Government,
Western
base
American
knowledge
in
Civilization I and II, and problem-solving modes used

in

studying the social sciences.

have tried many times to use these skills in my
daily life both as part of a course experience with students
(where we emphasized the practical applications of Creative
Analysis) and separate from the classroom.

Goal

5:

I

—

have used these skills to help analyze my daily
patterns of living and in that way (through awareness)
have imp roved the "quality of my life, i. e., in interpersonal
Goal

6:

I

relationships.

With regard to time, energy and money the teacher said:
I would probably spend about thirty hours
on these goals
with the learner. I have a lot of positive energy and
interest, I would not be willing to spend more tha n
$10,00 on materials.

And she

listed

her support skills as "kinds

of positive

reinforcement" and "othe

resources":
1.

Listening

2.

Questioning

3.

Rewarding with positive comments, grades,
Study and research skills

4,

joy, etc,

5,

Providing planned learning OKJortunities

6,

Access to lots of materials on Creative Analysis and
books on the Social Sciences.

Last, the teacher

made

the following statement of commitment:

a very high level of motivation

Problems Encountered

:

"I have

—very positive attitudes about doing this."
The teacher noted

that

it

almost seemed

redundant to have her "identify her level of motivation and attitudes" after

she had been asked to examine her time, energy and money resources and

personal support skills.

Also, the definition for "support skills" cn the

methodology’s introductory page did not seem broad enough to complete step
III.B. 3., so the teacher added "other resources" to give her more leeway
in

making a

list.
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Determine school and community resources
useful
achievement of your preferred goal with the identified
5,

to

learner,
6,

Determine leamer resources,
Determine probable amounts of leamer knowledge
and skills in the goal area,
a.

Determine probable amounts of available time,
eneigy and money the leamer has to work
with you on the achievement of the preferred goal.

b.

Determine probable attitudes of identified leamer
towards working on the preferred goal.
c.

Determine the amount and kinds of information on
learning theory needed for teaching the identified leamer
7,

in the

8,

preferred goal area,

List any other resources,

9, Estimate minimum levels of each situational resource
essential to meaningful study in the preferred goal area
with the identified leamer,

10, Determine the discrepancy between existing resources
and essential levels of resources.
11,

Make

final list of personal

and situational resources.

What Actually Done; The teacher thought about school and community
resources useful to this enterprise and made a

some more and added

to the list.

and skills, time, energy

ajid

list of

a few things, thought

Then, she thought about probable knowledge

mcaaey, of Inquiry

Program

students

in

the chosen
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goal areas^focusing on Karen specifically,
and wrote out some statements.

Next, the teacher tried to define "learning
theory" and could not, so she

went on to the next step.

Unable to think of any other resources, the
teacher

thought about essential levels of resources she
already had listed and wrote

down some statements.

In

her head she compared essential levels to existmg

levels of resources and tried to think up a final

process

a step was missing.

list,

but realized that in the

She went back and added a statement between

step III. B. 10 and III. B. 11., then referred to her lists of
resources and

wrote out a revised, final
Differences

From

list.

Steps As Written;

The only "difference" was

in

skippii^ step III.B.7.

What Happened; The teacher

listed the following school and

community

resources:
1.

Need copies

2.

3.

and myself.
Access to a typewriter
Use of xeroxing machine

4.

Use

of

of Creative Analysis for the student (s)

UMass

Then the teacher wrote

library

out these learner resource statements;

Project Inquiry students have no knowledge of creative

some knowledge of various social sciences.
They probably have limited experience with applying
theoretical problem-solving modes to their daily lives
or to social science fields. I dcn’t know how much time
analysis and

spent trying to improve the quality of their lives through
analyzing daily concerns. The Inquiry Program students
is

have the equivalent of the time spent on a three-credit
course (thirty to forty hours); uneven energy and varying
amounts of money.
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Karen Nelson has an introductory knowledge
ajialysis but

very

of creative

formal knowledge of social science
issues and data, Karen has a good bit of
practical knowledge
about problem-solving. She spends a lot of time
analyzing
her life in a "problem-solving” way. She questicns
her
behavior and looks for ways to make her life 'Taetter."
Karen has a good amount of time available for working
with
me. My estimate: Over the next three to four months,
about forty hours. She also has lots of energy; little money.

Having listed school,

made

little

community and learning resources, the teacher

the following "estimates" of essential levels of the resources for

"meaningful" study:
I

need to know about creative analysis

—have a thourough

knowledge,

need to have applied creative analysis and other problem
solving modes to daily problems and to other social science
I

disciplines,
I need to spend at least twenty hours with the leamer(s), who
have a high level of motivation,
I dGn*t need any money, really,
I need to be practiced in providiog suKX)rt skills,
I need to have access to libraries and a xerox machine and
typewriter and a classroom (if working with three or more

students^*

need a copy of Creative Analysis for each student.
Learners need to be able to read my rewritten Creative
Analysis workbook passages. They should have a general
interest in the area and be willing to experiment and take
responsibility for their learning. Learners need to be able
to buy or borrow Creative Analysis; meet with me five to ten
times ^wo hour sessions) and be willing to work on their
I

own

ten to fifteen hours.

Next, the teacher determined that the essential levels of these resources

were

all equal to

lo
2,
3,

4.
,

or less than existing levels and made a

final list;

My knowledge of creative analysis,
My ability to practice each pattern and create new exercises,
My ability to apply creative analysis patterns to situations
around me and problems in other social science disciplines,
My high level of interest in creative analysis and its application
to daily life and social science inquiry.
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5,

6*
7.

10,
8.

9.

Thirty to forty hours of time to spend with
a leamer(s).
Access to libraries, xeroxing, a typewriter,

My workbook of rewritten parts of the Creative Analyais fpvtTwenty to thirty hours of learners’ time spent on
this topic,
My ability to support a learners’ (s')
A high level of interest on this topic

Problems Encountered; The
this group of steps

were

in

or that presently exist and

her interpretations

I

need ?

mean a^

some word meanings.

It

"situaticxial resource";

The next problem was with regard
in the

In

need

The teacher wrote; "How about

of the resources discussed in III, B,

appropriate step at this stage

I

in

has taken me a while to think of things,

mean ’motivation’?" Third,

teacher questioned the meaning of
resource’

of

"Does this step mean ’resources’

Next, stepIILB,6. seemed confusing.
’motivation’? Does ’energy’

by leaner(s).

problems the teacher encountered

first

step III,B,5, she noted in her log:

study of this topic,

step III,B,9, the

"Does

’situational

1-8?"

to whether or not III, B, 7,

methodology.

was an

The teacher noted;

Somehow this step doesn’t seem to fit here. It is hard to see
how learning theory in a broad sense would help (or not) to
achieve goals.

It

assumes a

ability to call on that

situations which even

level of knowledge and an

knowledge and apply it to specific
I (as a person who knows about learning

theory and has applied it) can’t do. It seems to make more
sense, since the basic learning theory is inquiry as defined
by the methodolc^, to determine what knowledge learners
have about this approach.
Last, the teacher noted that "discrepancy"

written

in

the plural

and that II I, B, 10

is

essential levels of resources are exceeded,

in

step III, B, 10, should be

missing a part telling

^\^at to

do

if
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C,

Determine situational llmitaticns on inquiry

in

your preferred

goal area with the Identified learner.

Determine possible negative community involvement
reactions to inquiry in your preferred goal area with the

1.

in/

identified learner.

Determine possible negative school involvement in/
reactions to your teaching the preferred goal area with the
identified learner.

2.

Determine possible negative effects of involvement in/
reactions to learning with you in the preferred goal area,
by the identified learner.
3.

4.

List any other situational limitations.

Decide what maximum level of each limitation
acceptable for meaningful inquiry.
5.

is

6. If those levels are exceeded, return to step II.B. and
take the next preferred goal or return to step III.C.5. and

change the level of acceptability, depending on which is more
appropriate or identify and implement ways of altering or
responding to negative influences that will lessen their
impact.
7.

Make

final list of acceptable situational limitations.

What Actually Done; The teacher thought about "possible negative
community and school involvement in/reactlons to"
effects of learning with

this inquiry,

you"by the leamer(s). Then, she wrote

and ’^negative
out

some

statements and applied to the Inquiry Program to teach a course on Creative
Analysis to students there

(See Appendix C),

Then the teacher thought about

acceptable levels of these limitations and wrote out some statements.
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Finally, referring to statements

teacher made a final
Differences

in

response to III. C. 1.2,3, and 5,, the

list.

From

What Ha ppened

made

;

Steps

As Written; None.

The teacher noted

the following possible limitations on

this enterprise;

The Inquiry Program might have some question about the
(i. e., for assigning it a number
of credits) and the Program might not accept me as a
tutor. I have already been a tutor in the Program for Karen

validity of the experience

Nelscai in the fall, so the chances are they will accept

The Program has much

flexibility,

me

again.

so developing goals and

assigning credits will not be difficult tasks.
If I work with Karen, we might tend to goof off or slide over
tasks because of our close relationship and our abilities to
rationalize things so well,

can't think of any other limitations.

I

Then,

in

Pix^ram

response to her application to teach Creative Analysis to Inquiry
students, the teacher's course proposal

made over

the [^one with the Director of the

1977) to determine time, place, and
registration occurred,

(Registration

To determine maximum
made statements
1,

2.

in the

number

form

was

was accepted and plans

Program

(in

early December,

of students for the

course after

to take place in late January, 1978.)

acceptable levels of each limitation the teacher

of solutions:

C. 2. problem was solved by applying to and being
accepted by the Inquiry Program;
III.C.3. problem can be solved by allowing all the
goofing off we want so long as the work keeps moving
alcHig and so long as the tasks are not altered in the
1 1 1.

process unless carefully documented reasons
are written down to justify the changes* Monetary
rationalizations are not acceptable.
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The

final "list" consisted of one item;

"Karen and

I

will not alter

planned tasks without written, documented rationales.

Problems Encountered; The only thing

was

that

the complexity of steps III.C.5 and III. C. 6.

such verbose form?" was noted

IV.

in

was considered a problem
"Are they necessary

in

the log.

Identify appropriate learner.

A. Determine the minimum and maximum numbers of learners
you can teach with available resources using this methodology.
B.

Determine the approximate age and knowledge and
when beginning step VI.

skill

levels needed by the learner

C. Decide the level of motivation necessary for positive learner
involvement in your preferred goal area while teaching by
inquiry. (Level of interest, physical and emotional energy,
money and time to spend, and level of willingness to take
risks are possible indicators of motivation.
D.

the potential learner identified in step III. A.
the requirements developed in steps III. B. and C.

Decide

meets

if

and steps IV. A. -C.
E.

If

the potential learner meets the requirements, go on

to step V.

the potential learner does not meet the requirements
take
find a new learner who does, or return to step 1 1. B. and
adjust
and
IILB.
your next preferred goal or return to step

F.

If

your requirements.

What Actually Done

;

To

identify a learner, the teacher

herself

how much time she was supposed

back

how much time she had

at

began by asking

to spend on this step, and she looked

spent on the previous steps to see

if

her
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allocations of time would have to be altered.

numbers

of learners she

knowledge and

would be comfortable teaching; necessary age,

skill levels;

some statements

in

her

Then she thought about the

and level

log.

Then

of

in

learner motivation; and wrote down

her head she made comparisons between

these requirements and the learners she identified earlier and made a statement
about their relationship.

Differences
initial

From

Steps

As Written; The

concern about allocation of time.

only "difference"

was

the

This was really an additional step,

serving the teacher as a check point for the progress of her work schedule.

What Happened
"Step III seemed to

;

Upon reviewing her time

me

allocations, the teacher stated:

to take longer than 2-1/2 hours"; then she altered the

allocations, filling in the fourth column of the Resource Allocation Chart

shown on the following page. Next, the teacher noted
and

maximum numbers

"min imum =

1;

in

the log the

minimum

of learners she could teach in this enterprise;

max imum =

6";

determined age, knowledge and

as "18 or older; student must read at

’10th

skill levels

grade level’ and have some experience

with asking questions, setting goals, and writing up study plans, and he or she

must be able

to write a complete paragraph and an outline"; and stated the

necessary level
hours with

me

of

learner motivation as "the willingness to spend 20 to 30

and at least that much time on writing and research and having

a high level of interest

in the topic. "

Finally, with regard to the meeting of

the Inquiry
requirements (steps IV.D.,E., and F.), the teacher stated; "Both

Program

students and Karen meet the requirements on paper."
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART

i

Maior Process

1

Suggested Percentage

First

Second

Allocation

Allocation

'

!

I

5%

i

1

1

2-1/2

2-1/2

2-1/2

3-1/2

2-1/2

1-1/2

2-1/2

2-1/2

1

II

5%

1

j

III

5%

IV

5%

V

5%

i

i

1

i

1

I

VI

5%

2-1/2

2-1/2

VII

5%

2-1/2

2-1/2

vm

10%

5

5

K

10%

5

5

X

40%

21-1/2

2-1/2

XI

5%

2-1/2

2-1/2
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Problems Encoimtered
\^diere the

teacher stated:

;

The one major problem centered on step

'’Dldn»t I

do sane of this

in step

III,B.7? or

a different request relating to the student’s ability to engage

in

IV, B,

Is this

the inquiry

process (i,e,, steps VI-X)?” The teacher also noted "Put IV. A.

in

III?" at

the end of log entries for step IV,

V,

Provide for learner selection of goals,

A, Make contact with the learner,
B,

Share the results of steps II and III with the learner.

What Actually Done ; The teacher thou^t about the possible learners,
picked

caie

and by phone set up a time to meet with the learner. Next she

prepared some questions and statements

in writing to

session with the student (See Appendix D).

Then,

use as a guide for her

at the

meeting the teacher,

referring to her preparation sheets, shared the infoimation in the log for
steps II, III and IV, A-C

by reading log entries out

loud, explaining

them as

she went along, by having the learner read from the log, and at times having

both reading the Ic^ together.

The

first thing

t(^ether

is

this log.

I

The teacher

Pd

like to do before

we try to

study

explain to you what have been doing in
thought the best way to do that would be
I

together. And this log is where I
ideas about what I would like to

for us to read

it

have recorded

my

teach.

said;
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Differences

From

Steps

As Written; The teacher added a

contacting the learner— she chose one first.

Also,

in

step before

addition to steps II

and III, the teacher shared log information for steps IV. A. -C.
felt that II, III,

and IV. A. C. were "all requirements

attributes for positive teacher involvement; IV. ArC.

because

it

lets

her know

of the

The teacher

learner or needed

useful to the learner

is

\\^at the teacher’s expectations are on the

learner motivatioa and knowledge and

skill levels

matters of

and the number of students

the teacher is comfortable working with.

What Happened; The teacher picked Karen Nelson as

whom

the student with

she wanted to work because she was "easier to teach" and "fewer

resources were needed" than
students.

They met

if

working with a group

at the developer’s

home

of Inquiry

Program

for about an hour.

The discussicm

took the following form: The teacher would explain part of the log, often
reading

it

out loud, and

Karen would

re spend with an occasional

questicxi, but usually with short phrases, like "Yes", "Okay",

"Oh,

I

see".

In

comment or

"Uh huh" and

general, the teacher played the roles of teller and clarifier.

First, the teacher shared her teaching goals.

First,

I

tried to select

She said;

some teaching goals

that

I

had,

namely, in knowledge and skills areas that I know
something about and would be eager to teach. And so
I

listed

them here.

Creative Analysis, obviously;

social science fields; problem-solving methods; and an
introduction inquiry in the social sciences; World

History; and American Government.
these to you a couple of weeks ago.

And

the discuss icaa began;

I

think

I

mentioned
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L:

"Yep.

T

"Yes,

;

L:

T:

Are these

in

order

of

preference?"

think they are.

I

"Oh, they are, really?"

"Except for the last two that

And they really go here as
number two."

I added as a result of talkin
g to you.
part of social science. , . as part of

."

L:

"Oh, okay.

T:

"So the things we had talked about are really number one and

number

.

two.

.

"
,

L;

"Okay.

T;

".

L:

"I think

T:

"You want me to change the list? So you want
those now; put those as priorities now. . , ?"

L;

"No, that's fine; I just wondered because then I thought, well, we
had talked about World History and then I realized that maybe that
wasn't one of the things you really enjoyed teaching.

T:

"No, that's

L:

"Yes.

T;

"And the next thing that I did was to
that I wanted to study in those areas

.

.

in

.

a way, together.

you should

.

list.

.

.

."

.

all right; especially

I'd like to

if it's

me

to organize

related to Creative Analysis."

combine those.
identify questicaas

that

I

or issues

just listed.

."

L;

"Okay, that's good, ’cause we didn't really talk about

T:

"So, you can get an idea of what I would like to do and then eventually
you can write down yours. I had, I guess, five questions altogether.
six questions, and I tried to order them, you know, put them in an

order.

them.
L;

I
.

ended up with two different ordering.

."

"Umhmmm."

.

•

that.

ways

,

of ordering

.

.
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"But, ah, let»s do the ordering in the red
numbers first because
that's an ordering according to what's
the easiest and then what's

the most complex questions to answer.

"Oh,

see. What's the other order?"

I

"The other ordering was what
"Oh,

I

feel is

more important

to study first.

see."

I

"And a funny thing happened; the orders were exactly opposite. The
I felt were most important to study I felt we had
to look at last

things
See,

number

six.

.

"

.

"Huh."
".

How

can such skills improve the quality of our daily lives ?'
And kinds of quality questions I felt we couldn't look at until we
mastered other things first, so it was number six, but it was the
first in importance. . ."
.

"Oh,

.'

see.

I

.

.

Yeah,

right.

.

."

"So, you can just see the juxtaposition of the numbers.

.

.

"So, we' re gonna do the red which is what you need to study
order to understand the last things."

"Right.

And

"This

Creative Analysis just as a problem-solving thing
you need to do structurally. . .

first in

has to do with Creative Analysis, not with what
we had talked about which was Creative Analysis as used in a social
science and World History, for instance; but I think we can apply. .
is

this

— what

first things

"It's

what questions

Analysis.

"Oh,

I

.

I_

would

like to

work on with regard

to Creative

."

see."

"So, what
in

terms

if

we'd

we can do

is

look at

my

questions that

of Creative Analysis and its
."
.

like to.

Pm asking

relationship to

myself

World History,
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"We can try to, . but,
make up each pattern of

at any rate, let’s look at them.
’What skills
thought,’ ’Was the first one, I mean, that
was sorta, just a learning aboutthese dcills; How such
skills* are related
to each other, how such patterns, you know,
qualification,
classification. .

:

.

L:

Okay, wait, let’s go back to
have a more concrete idea. ,

T:

this.

,

I

.

don’t know, okay,

I

need to

,

Now what I did was to take my favorite area of the ones
listed earlier. Creative Analysis, and what I'm doing now is

"All right.
that

I

down questicms

to write

that

would like to study with regard to

I

Creative Analysis,"
L:

"No, no,

T:

",

,

understand that, I’m saying.

I

what Creative Analysis

,

skill, classificaticm.

,

L;

"Oh,

T;

"Or patterns,
we use, . ,

L;

"What word did we use

T:

" ’What patterns

L:

"I

T:

"Now

I

didn’t really

if

skills,

.

."

you know, qualification

know they were considered,

patterns is

it

a

to

,

more comfortable for you,

make

make up each

always thought of

is

,"

up,

.

,

skill of

.

.

patterns

?"
thought?’ ’Tool of thought.

.

?’"

as ’What patterns lead to certain ideas?’"

Pm saying here.
Pm saying is that

just realized what I was
each pattern, like qualificaticm
or class if icaticm, has a more particular skill or skills. . . you know,
like qualification you have to learn about logic and how to distinguish

think what

I

I

logic.

."

.

,

.

I

think what

saying,

L;

"Oh,

I

see.

T:

"So,

I

think

Pm

saying what

make up each

pattern

— what different

things do you do,

"Oh,

L:

T;

,

"

I

see."

"Classification involves different kinds of things you do with those
So that would be the basic thing.
charts.
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"I

wouldnH use

»

skill*

for the word,"

"Okay, what would you use?"

"Um,

don*t know.

I

.

,

"At least you understand what I*m saying."

"Yeah.

Right,

I

do now."

"*What skills make up each pattern of thought’ is sorta, the first thing
that I think would be important to study. Two, ’How are such patterns
related to each other? How are the patterns related to each other?’"
"Yeah, right.

.

."

"Once you learn the skills, then you can start looking for patterns.
Three, ’How can these patterns be put together to form a practical,
flexible problem-solving method?’

—

which would be the next higher
order kind of thing, and then, ’How can the patterns of Creative
Analysis be used to increase our ability to inquiry in the Social
Sciences?’ Now that actually is what we want to do, isn’t it?"

"Yeab."
"That’s actually what we talked about,"

"Yeah."
(me that I was thinking about when I was sitting down
are ways Creative Analysis patterns can be used
’What
doing this is
in our daily lives?* and the last (me; ’How can such skills improve the
quality of our daily lives?’ Which is different from *How can they be
used?’" It may not be, but it could be. , ."

"And the

fifth

"’They can be used.

,

,

improve our daily lives’ would be another step sorta I
you want
thought, okay? So that’s what I’ve been thinking about. Do
?"
me to keep going, or do you want to talk about. . .
"’.

.

.

to

"No, that’s fine,

"Okay,

them

.

."

keep going with just my train of thought. So, I organized
changed
groups which we’ve already talked about and then I

1*11

into

those questlcms to goals,"
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L:

"Okay,

T:

"’Cause

L;

"I think I

T:

"Okay,

So I just, see, for instance, ’What skills make up each
pattern?’ was the first question and I changed that ’To know and
be
able to use the skills that make up each pattern,’ So I changed
it to
a goal, . .

L;

"Oh,

T:

"And then if we get down to number four which is the one that we had
talked about before doing tc^ether: ’To use these patterns in inquiry
into the Social Science,* And then the others are, , ,"

L:

"o

T;

"That’s what you would like to do?"

L:

"Yeah, right,

I

,

good,"

that* s

I

found

it

easier to work with."

would too.

see,"

particularly World History.

,

At this point the teacher moved to step III and explained her ideas on
existing resources and possible limitations for achieving her goals:

T:

"Okay, and then,
this area.

I

I

tried to decide

tried to write that

how much

down so

that

I

thought

I

whomever

know about
worked with,

I

namely you, would have some idea of my background in Creative
Analysis. So, Pve listed some ideas. You can read them if you
want. Can you read my writing?"

am

able to handle each pattern and have,

What’s this word?"

.’

L:

"I

T:

completed the exercises in Creative Analysis and created new
exercises’, you know that: for goal four, that’s the one actually we are
interested in the most, I have used this and similar problem-solving
modes to study problems in the Social Sciences’. So, I’ve already
done that, I’ve had experience with that, and Pve taught history,
eccMiomics, sociolc^y, political science and geography in the past, . .
and then for goals five and six I put down what kinds of things I have
"*,

.

,

.

done with regard to using them
have done it some, , .

in

my

daily life,

if

at all.

I

really
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L:

(Reading from the log)"

,

part of a course experience with

where we emphasized the practical application Creative
Analysis has and separate from classroom goals. . , and in
that
way through awareness have improved the quality of my life. . ."
students

T;

"So in that sense
can name. . .

L:

.

.

I

have.

I*m not sure

interpersonal relationships.

T;

"I think that's true.

L:

"Yeah.

I

.

Are you saying

if I

have any other way

I

."

that for

me?"

think that's probably one of the biggest.
. ."

.

.

when you

relate to other people.

T;

"You think

L:

"Yeah.

I

that is related to Creative Analysis in

think that the

just another

form

way you

some way?"

solve interpersonal relationships

and social relationships
and stuff like that. . . understanding in a broader range the
dynamics of a situation certainly will help you be able to navigate
and be involved. . .
is

T

;

of social studies

Okay, so I looked at v^at I had done with
regard to each goal, the kinds of skills and knowlec^e I had, and
then I tried to figure out how much time I would be willing to spend
on this topic and I came up with approximately thirty hours with
the learner and whatever, and I guess, and ten to fifteen hours
on my own of study and work that I would need to; besides I
don't have much m(xiey, so I said Pd be willing to spend about ten
dollars on materials, if we have to have things xeroxed. . ."
"I think you' re right.

L:

"But the books will be free, right ?"

T:

"Uh

L:

"I

T:

"Good.

mm.

Probably we won't need much of anything."

have a World History book."

Pve got access

to a lot.

And then

I

tried to

name

the

could provide you or a group of learners that I
worked with. I listed those. . . And then, what kind of motivation
I mean that's why I picked it
I had, and I think it's pretty high.
first. And then I began to look at the school and community
resources, what resources might be useful to working in Creative

support skills

Analysis."

I
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map room."

L:

"There»s a

T:

"Oh, there is ? That might be a big help.
this, A separate room?"

L:

"I

T:

guess

it’s

know about

didn’t even

a big, whole area that must be world maps

all

over.

.

want to dd that to this list. I just mentioned things like I have
access to a typewriter and access to libraries, books— sorta
"I

obvious things,
L:

I

"Somebody

at

.

,

Hampshire

library because

told

me — I was

criticizing the

UMass

so complex, and they said that people at
Hampshire just loved to go to the UMass library because it was
really interesting,"
it’s

T;

"Really, really, physically

L:

"I

T;

"Then, what I did was to try to decide what kinds of knowledge and
skills a learner that I was thinking about would have, who I would
like to work with, and I had in mind the Project Inquiry students
and then you more particularly as (xie person of that group when I
wrote this down. You might want to first read it to yourself.

L:

"Okay." ^ren read my notes for step
under the "What Actually Done" column^

T:

"Is that a fair statement?"

L:

"Depending on what mood
would give," (Laugh)

T:

(Laugh) "you're in a good mood today, right? Determine probable
amounts of available time, energy and money that I would think that
you might have (or the hiquiry Program students) and I sorta
gave something for them that would relate to their experiences as
students in school in general. They have 30 to 45 hours for a

know;

that* s

what

I

it's just built

so badly."

think too.

I

was

in

in

the log

would determine what answer

I

three-credit course and so on. And then for you, I said a good
approximated
bit of time you'll be here; we know each other and I
3-1/2 months, 30-40 hours all told for all of it. You think that's

about right?"
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How many weeks

"Yeah,

"Usually about fifteen

in

in

a semester?"

a traditional classroom.

So that^s like a two hour course a week."
"So, this would be three credits. Yeah, two
times a week, right.
Right? I couldn*t think of any other resources,
so I tried to
estimate how much I felt I had to have of the things I
listed before.
You know, how much knowledge a student would have to have; how
much money Pd have to have; how much time the student would have
to have in order for it to be worthwhile and so on. So I found
that I
needed to have what I stated before or less, so there was no
problem. There were no discrepancies between what I wanted to
do and what Pm able to do. So, unless you want to look at that,
we can go on; there»s nothing new there. I just almost repeated what
I had said before.
You know, *I need someone
has a little bit
of knowledge. . . *"

^o

"*Ineed practical.
’Tfou see,

I

.

.

I

need to have access to libraries.

.

.’"

have that."

"Oh."

"And

that's

"'To read

what

my

I

listed before, so

it.

.

."

Creative Analysis workbook.

"They have to have a level
Pve written.

.

.'

of reading that allows

Okay."

them

to read

easily what

"Right.

"Determine the discrepancy, between existing resources and essential
resources. There wasn't a discrepancy, so I went on to make a list
Starting on the bottom. . . So it's just
repeating again what we've said. Next, I tried to figure out negative
co mmun ity involvement in or reacticns to what we wanted to do.
And all I could come up with was the possibility that the Inquiry Program
might not accept me as a Tutor or as a teacher, depending upon what

of the resources finally here.

group
"Oh,

I

I

worked with.
see

tt
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"So what I did a little earlier In the semester v(/as to apply
to
teach the group of students in case I would do it that way, and since
Pve already been a tutor for you in the fall, I assumed they would
accept me once again for a new course, so I didn't have to go any
further with that for you. Then I tried to figure out what negative
effects involvement in learning with me might be for you, C^ay ?
I'm not sure I've said that the right way, 'Determine the possible
negative effects of involvement in learning or reactions to learning
with me, the teacher, in the preferred goal area, by you.’ And

what I came up with was that you and I might tend to goof off. . ,
or slide over tasks because of our close friendship and our ability
to rationalize things so well,

"Right,"

That certainly

That* s really good.

"So, that was the cnly other one

I

is

true."

could think of.

Next,

I

had to

how much of that I could stand or those limitations, and
since that was really the only limitation I dealt with the other
ones with regard to them accepting me in the Inquiry Program.
Since the goofing off thing, was the only limitation, I decided that
for me the problem can be solved by allowing all the goofing off we

figure out

—

want, so Icmg as the tasks are not altered in the process, unless
carefully documented reasons are written down and justified. So
what I'm saying is. . .
",

.

.

we can be loose with each other."

that

we can be loose, but if we want to change something major
we are doing, we have to write down viiy we want to change it,
".

.

.

okay? We have

document changes.

So that
rationalization off the top of our heads."
to

it

can't just be

some

"Oh, that's good."

"We have

to at least document

it,

so

it'll

force us to take the time.

"So we'll know why we're making changes.

.

.

."

"Uh hmm.
our
.and what effect they're gonna have on what we're doing— on
original decided goal and that sorta stuff.
",

.

"'cause

I

think

we have a tendency

to.

.

."

,"
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L;

"Yeah, right.
"•

• • change things all the time verbally and then end
up sometimes
not knowing what we are doing or why, ,

L:

"Uh hmm.

T:

and then if we just keep a written thing, then fly-by-night
changes won’t matter. It will be the things that we write down
,

we’ll try to follow.

L;

T:

"Yeah, right,

"Then

I

tried to decide

with, and the

how many learners

I

was comfortable working

maximum number was three in the Inquiry Program,
obviously, is the minimum number, I wanted to really

and then one,
do a tutorial thing with Creative Analysis."
L;

"Um hmm,

T:

"And then the ages and reading levels I thought were needed those
are kind of obvious. And then I talked a little bit about, for myseK,

—

the level of motivaticm

I

thought students ought to have.

the willingness to spend a certain
sittings,

or less*

number

of

hours

at

And

I

said

one-hour

.

L:

"Uh hmm.

T;

"... on this task and that the hours, I guess, were the earlier
ones I talked about 20 to 30 hours. I better write that down. , ,
together ’cause that's sorta a way of telling you whether or not the
perscai is motivated enough to get involved in this."

L:

"Yeah,

T:

"And interested

—
—

right.

things for

me

okay? And obviously you fit those
why I talked to you about it, you know,

in the topic,

and

that’ s

wanted to get together and talk about
L:

,

."

"Yeah, right*

Problems Encountered; First, there

V

it.

and V.A,

is

that requires a choice of learners

an obvious gap between steps

be made before contacting
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the learner with

whom

the teacher decides to work.

steps IV, A-C, needs to be shared with the learner.

Second, infonnatlon from

Third, the way the

discussion proceeded told the teacher a lot about her style of communicating

and her own personal needs

—things

v^iiich

tended to inhibit two-way

communication. First, the teacher noted: "I sometimes read directly from
the methodology as

began a new step, and

I

my methodological language

I

found

I

usually had to translate

words Karen could understand,

into

*’

Also, the

teacher noted that "some of the explanations were unnecessary because they

were not directly related
6,

Her

interest

was

to Karen*s interests, i,e,, teacher goals 1-3, 5 and

more

in learning

Analysis techniques as study skills

The question

is vdiether

or not the

about World History, using Creative

— an interest related to teacher goal 4,
initial

review of

all teaching goals

take place with the learner before learner goals are fonnulated.

needs to

The teacher

noted:

by explaining what you
want to do first? The student might be "taken in"
because the teacher can explain her goals well. It
might be possible for the teacher just to share what
is relevant once she knows what the student would like
to do. On the other hand, what the learner would like
to do can be influenced by what the teacher knows best.

How much freedom

And a third problem was
responses to
understood

words.
in

it.

is curtailed

the highly directive teacher style and Karen’s

The teacher talked most

all that

of the

time and assumed Karen

positive
she was telling her, because Karen responded with

But few attempts were

made

for Karen to state the teacher's goals

her own words or ask and answer questions about them.
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V.C. Have
D,

the learner

Have the learner
1.

make a commitment
identify a

to learning by inquiry.

problem area

of interest,

Have the learner

skills

list general areas of knowledge and/or
he/she wants to leam more about. ^

Have the learner identify a problem^ he/she wants
answered in each area named in step V.D.l.
2.

3.

Have the learner

label each

problem as

factual, conceptual,

or value.

Have the learner prioritize those areas and related
problems he/ she would like to resolve by inquiry with you
now.
4.

Have the learner change the problem statements to positive
goal statements.
E.

A

direct

way

of getting

someone

to do something is

by asking a

question which elicits the information or begins the learning

process, like "What things would you like to leam more about?"
Once a pattern is begun, the question can be; "What do you think
comes next?" The student* s answers might be different from the
ordering of the methodological steps, but that is okay, so long
as the steps are dealt with at some point in the inquiry process.
2

"problem" can mean a "need" or a "questiai". A "need" is a
gap between present knowledge or ability and desired knowledge
or skill, or a skill or knowledge area necessary for alleviating
a problem; a "question" presents some form of ccaiflict or doubt.

A
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What Actually Done; During the

first sessicD, after the teacher's

was shared, the teacher, using her preparation notes as a
’'Okay,

That's the first thing

and ask you again

if

I

wanted to do

share what

you think you stiU want to do

ment was made, the teacher guided
statements.

is

this.

what

I

I

did

it,

have done so far

the founulation of goals by the following

First she said: ”I thought

same way

the

I

Then, once a conunlt-

;

maybe we

could spend seme time

writing down specifically what we want to do together,
it

guide, said:

,

.

I

now

would like to do

you know, do problem, then goal, so we can compare

came up with with ywhat you would

like to do. ”

She went on to say;

”So, I guess the first thing would be to identify a problem that you want,

or an area of interest first that you want to deal with, " Then, after seme
discussion where Karen arrived at some problem statements, the teacher
said;

"The next thing

statements,

,

,

might be helpful here

that

To try to

is

to try to label those two

look at them as either factual, conceptual or value

kinds of things you want to do, " After seme

wanted to study, the teacher said; "Maybe

more

clarification of

let's try

it

in the

fonn

v^liat

of

Karen

a

question or problem statement" Finally, the teacher said: "I think the last
thing

we want

is to put

it

to do before

into the

fonn

we decide what we want

of

a goal,

Differences from Steps

,

.

to study

more

particularly

"

As Written

;

There was no need to do step

V,D,4, because the learner only had one problem

of interest.
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Miat Happened; When

the teacher asked Karen

do this, she said: "Yeah, Idol
this

has been vague for me,

T:

"It* s

L:

"Yeah."

T:

"Well,

very general.

thought

I

specifically what

,

I

I

think.

mean

this

.

.

if

yeah, Ido.

has sorta been.

she stlU wanted to

Ido.

So far, though

,

."

maybe we could spend some time now writing down
we want to do together.

L:

"Okay,"

T

"And we could, , , I would like to do it the same way I did it, you
know, do problem, then goal, so we can compare what I came up
with with what you would like to do.

:

L;

"Okay, sure,

T:

"And then

L:

"Okay,"

Then,

in

find something

we both want

to do together,"

response to the teacher*s suggestion that the first thing to do would

be to identify a problem, Karen said;
L;

"Okay, The area of interest would be World History, Two ideas
that I had were, one is we could study, approach the study of World
Creative Analysis or approach a particular
History by usin

problem
I

mean

T:

"Yeah."

L;

",

.

in

in

Creative History, a particular thing in Creative History,

World History.

.

.

to study, or set up a situaticaa in World History, like say,
did these people come to this point, I mean where did man
,

how
move from here

to here to here to get here and, say, that would be
our goal to find that out or something like that. So, there are two ways
the way we
of doing it, either studying World History overall
study it would be through Creative Analysis, or one particular thing.

—

Do you

see what

I

mean?"
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And discussion began:
T:

”Oh,

think

I

I

The second one

see.

I see, like you take one topic
one place, one time and ask a question about that time
and place and study it using Creative Analysis techniques.

in history,

L:

"Right.

T

"Okay,

Pm gcama write this

L;

"Sure.

So should

T

"If is up to you.

:

:

I

down for myself.

write this too?"

Do you

think you want to ?"

L:

"Sure, [writing] *Options.*"

T:

"

^rltln^ *Take a time, place and ask

question or issue about.

.

,

a*

— y.ou did say ask a

?"

—

L:

"Yeh. , . a situation, issue or well, it’s like, well, what I said.
Creating a situation in history and studying how that situaticn came
to be created. Whether, . ."

T:

"Pm talking

L:

"That’s the second one."

T:

"That’s the second one, Qcay. Take a historical time, place or
situation and ask a question about it, then use Creative Analysis
techniques to solve the historical problem."

L:

"Right,

T:

"Okay,

L:

"The

about the second aie.

Pm sorry,

- To deal with that que stion.
^oth writing and mumbling)

Now

.

Okay."

what was the first idea you had?"

first idea

was

to study, to approach

World History

itself,

World History, through Creative Analysis, meaning
how we go about studying World History.
the study of

T:

"Huh!"
jiBoth

writing and

mumbling
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T:

there’s a technique.

'TSTow,

.

Are those the two you are comfortable

.

with?"
L:

"Uh hmm. Yeah. Those are
I

the two options

I

think

I

can see that

have.

After the teacher’s suggestion that Karen label the questicms as
interpretation, a long discussi(xi ensued

fact, value

where Karen’s ideas were analyzed:

L:

I think my interest is. . . it’s hard for me to separate
those things in terms of the factual, I mean 1 want an informational
thing, I mean I need an informational point of view for studying
World History, you know, like what happened here and then, I want
to know the why’s of this happening. . ."

T:

"Right.

L:

"Okay.

"And

I

about

The

\ndiat

and the v^y.

I

I would really like to. . . I think for me to feel good
need to make a connection between that and what exists now

world,

T:

"And there would be your value,

L;

".

T:

"Would

L;

"Uhhmm.

.

.

that be your value,

.

?"

.

how it led to. . . how what happened historically
somewhat up to our whole perceptions of ourselves. How can
.

.

T;

"So you really are doing

L:

"Yeah."

T;

",

,

."

Well,

relate that to our.

,

,

Yeah,"

historically, now.

has led
I

."

•

think

it,

in the social

in

all of

away. Okay, you’re

them.

.

terms

of

."

think that does make sense
Now, I guess the obvious thing is

right.

what you talked about.
to decide which one, ora combinaticaa
in

L:

or

I

of

them

to do.

’cause
"Well, -w^y don't we, could we write down what possibilities
afraid
Pm
and
having possibilities
in my mind now I’m going to, I’m

I’m going to lose them."

"Good Of course

!t

"Like say, one would be to relate history to, past
history to the
This is factual history. Then, how factual history,
.

present.

"What do you mean by

,*•

'factual history' ?"

"Meaning a sorta schematic diagram of what has happened
historically.
sorta, you know, say, you know, like the merchants
and all that
sort of stuff, I don't know that much about history,"

What

"You mean dates ?"

"How mercantilism

came

The history

in.

of

changes that happened historically, meaning.

"Uh hmm. Things
"Yeah,

Okay,

They

the.

.

."

",

.

eccmomics,

.

that

.

humanity, of social
.

.

happened over the years^

like

— the form of trade,

like

the

trends or something.

form

of barter,

how

."

"Yeah, the economics,

I

guess

it's

the economics I'm real interested

in,

"And you want

to

compare.

,

."

"Okay, I want to take that, and I want to not so much compare it to the
present system, factually, as much as compare it to the present
perception of how we see ourselves. Now, can you do that? Okay,
I feel like it's so broad.
Let's say I take the past historical and relate
it to the present historical in the sense that, okay, we now have
capitalism; our economic relationships are this way and they developed
from the development of history okay. And I want to relate that
to an over all socialization and self perception. I want to relate it
back right down to the personal. You know, like sorta 'ontcgyny

—

—

recapitulates phylogyny' sorta stuff?"

[LauglJ

"So, you want to take a broad idea and then apply

it

to

you

eventually?"

"Yes. I want to bring it back down to me and my percepticns of
myself within the world and where some of those perceptions may
come from. Where the people Pm around and their perceptions of
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themselves— where

stand historically. Here's a schematic diagram
of the world, of people's interpersonal, of the network of people.
Here's the town leader. . ."
I

T:

"Uhhmm."

L:

and here Is the treasurer. You know that sorta thing. And
then I want to say that's one layer of It and then here Is the, in a
small social situation, here Is the leader, you have a leader and
you have the buh, buh, buh. You know, you have^ everybody has
their sort a role. And you have the radical, someone who Is, you
know the opposition, or the protagonist, or something. . .

T;

".

.

.

"You're talking about a group of people living
relate to each other with certain roles."

in

a particular place

who

But we do any way, because we have set up a government,
a government is a social situation in a sense, if a governing body. . ."

L:

"Right.

T;

"Okay.

Well, I'm getting lost a

relate history.

me.

.

little bit

here.

is to

."

L:

".

.

.

to

T:

".

.

.

economic history to the present and then

L:

"Right.

T:

"Is that right?"

L;

"Yes.

.

Your goal

.

to

you

in the

present."

But to relate, to say that an economic diagram is repeated
the
right in your own, right into a social situation; that the economic,
economics, the way a culture relates to its economics, to its people,
and seeing
is the way the people end up relating to themselves

themselves."
T:

you're making a statement about what you think
all about.

"All right.
living is

Now

L:

"I think, yeah.

T;

hypothesis or you're stating
"That's fine. So in a way you're making a
something that you would like to prove or disprove."
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"Yeah.

Okay,

would

I

like to try

and find out how

relates,

it

"Okay.

But you already say that you sorta believe that the way
cultures or countries, . , ?"

"Yeah, The way a culture, , . I guess I would say 'culture*
because
I would like to say if it's gonna be World History,
I think it would
almost be better viewed as a culture rather than. . ."
"Okay,
",

.

.

."

view themselves,"

.

"How

Cultures.

cultures view economics.

But that's not the right word,"

,"

",

.

.

interact,

",

.

.

the economics of a culture,

.

,

,

how about

it?"

"Right, okay."

"Economics
",

.

of cultures.

.

,"

determine their value systems

.

in

terms

of their

own personal

self perceptions,

how a value, how economics has a perscnal self
You mean, you see what I thought you were talking about

"I don't understand

percepticai.

was

that

on.

the larger scale, countries and cultures have economic

systems and that they are really a mirror of more particular groups
of people who have smaller economic. . ."

—

guess, okay, say, here is money here's your product,
in a family you have a product, child is a product. . .
"Right.

I

"Uh hmm,
guess that I'm saying that in this particular
has a product that comes out of themselves their
is the product of this child. So that you go from a
products and you go from family, culture, family,
okay, their child, self perceptions. You see what
"So,

I

not very clear cn

—

it

either,"

person, the person

own

self percepticai

culture and its

product, child,

Fm

saying?

Fm
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T:

"You want to study the relaticaiships between.
to compare broad economy and family life.

L:

"Right.

T;

"Is that right?"

L:

"But even more than that I want to say that the way a person perceives
themselves within a culture has been determined by the economic. . ."

T:

"Oh, now that*s a

L:

",

T:

"That*s a little different. You're making a statement now.
making a statement you want to prove or disprove."

L:

"Yeah.

T:

"It

.

.

economies.

,

You want

Yes, Ido."

.network,

.

little

different."

,"

You're

Okay,"

make a statement or ask a

doesn't matter whether you

Let's take that one.

want

questicn,

All right, well then that's a good cne.

but they are different things.

You want

to do what

now?

."

L:

"I

T;

",

L:

"One

T:

Let's just review this sentence first because the tape doesn't
have this down. You were talking about wanting to figure out the
way a person perceives themselves; no, no, no, shit!"

L:

"That

T:

"Oh, it is on the tape, right. The way a person perceives themselves
has been determined by the economy."

L:

T;

to,

,

prove whether or not,
made ? It was a good one.
,

.

of the

ways

I

.

.

could do that

what was the last statement you just

is

by taking.

.

.

"Wait.

is

on the tape."

(Laugh)

up a
time
structure to study that would be to say, say we go back to the
historically
with
familiar
that you're most, whatever you're most
."
and the economic structure of that time and. .

"Yes, and one

"Oh!"

of the

ways we can study

that,

I

mean

setting
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"•

• • study that,
study that time and then study what we know
about
people and their personal selves at that time, if that's
possible."

T:

"Uhhmm."

L:

"Or we could, even if we didn't, we could surmise what it might be
based on the eccaaomic structure we have now and the self perception
people have today.

T:

"All right.

So you're saying the eccnomy of a culture determines,
determines what now? Determines a person's self-perception."

L;

"Yeah."

T:

"Okay. Yeah. So you want to look at
what you found in the past to today."

L:

"Yeah."

T

"All right.

:

I

don't quite understand.

in the

it

How

past and then compare

are you going to compare

Let's say you find that out. So what? Then,
necessarily a relationship with now?"
.

.

.

why

is

there

."

L:

"Because.

T:

"If it's true in the past,

L;

true in the past, but we don't really know, because the past
something we're surmising about. But we can say it in the
present, but of course we have to prove it in the present too. We'll
have to write another dissertation on it (laugh)."

.

maybe.

.

."

"If it's
is

T;

"But

I

mean, what

historically?

what
L;

is

Why

I

mean

is

not study

what's the point of studying this
Why are we going, but why.
it now?

.

.

your interest with history?"

"Because

I

want to learn history.

But

I

want to relate

it

to something

personal."

why do you want

to learn history?"

T;

"All right,

L:

Because I think that people's
want to learn history?'
personal relaticn ships are determined by an economic system,
understanding the economic system will help me understand people's

"'Why do

I

personal relationships."
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Now you're talking about people's relationships to each
other, you just said a minute ago.

T:

"Okay.

L:

"I

meant to themselves. But then

of

course to each other, we can't

leave that out.

T:

I'm just saying whatever you want to put in let' s be sure we've
got it down, so we'll know what we're doing, okay? So let's go back
now and see if we can get this down.

L:

"Okay."

''No,

Then, the teacher suggested that they clarify their discussion

problem by

putting

in

it

the

form

of a question.

This led to a series

teacher exchanges on the appropriate words to be used

in

of the

of learner-

the question:

T:

"Maybe

L:

"Yeah. Like say, 'Does the economic. Do the economic priorities,
not values, and economic structure Does the ecaiomic structure
and priorities of a culture determine what a person’s perceptual. . . ?'"

let's try

it

form

the

in

of a question

or problem statement."

—

A

person within.

.'"

T;

"*

L:

"*.

T:

"'structure.

L:

"'structure of themselves.

T:

"'perception of their.

L:

"'.

T:

".

.

personal priorities and.

.

of

.

.

L;

,

have.

T;

.

of the

.

.

.

.

.'"

way

.

.

they.

themselves.

of the
.'"

.

.

.

way they structure themselves and vhat values they

determine personal values and, . .' Well, you could say
i.e.,
personal self- perception, and self-perception can mean,
values, decisicn-making,
^

^
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L;

"Right.

T:

"...

L:

"Family and,

T:

.

•

'relationship to,

.

'how they relate to others',"
.

.

Okay, what I wrote down as you were talking was; 'Do the. ,
does the economic structure and priorities. , , of a culture
determine or Does. Do the eccaiomic structure and priorities of a
culture determine personal self perceptlcn, self perception of people
"Right.

,

How

in that culture!"

L:

"Yeah, okay.

T:

"'Do

L:

"'Do the economic structure.

T;

and priorities of a culture determine the
the people in that culture?'"

L:

"'Does it relate to, is the structure of a person's self perception the
same as an eccaiomic. . . ? Can it be related, is it the same as an
economic structure of the culture? Can it be related?'"

T:

"So that's different.
other,"

L:

"Yeah."

T:

".

L:

"*,

that,

— Does the economic structure' —

.

.

Yeah, but more than

.

I

can you read that again?"

guess

it's

What you're saying here

and you don't mean that.

.

."

,'"

.

.

'Do",

self perception of

is

What you mean.

one determines the

.

,"

. . further, does that
that are not
priorities
has
mean that if an economic structure
humanistic, then does that mean that the structure of a person's
personality is gonna be non-human istic in the sense of their own
have
self, their own perscxial self. But then of course you have to
criteria for what is most important in the value of the self. But
we, I guess if we're gonna study something we have to sorta say we're

"Is the structure the

same and can we leam.

that are important in a person's self
sorta
perception are valuing the self, a good sense of self and that

assuming that the things
stuff,

T:

you know.

"So, you're really saying two things.
other is sorta conceptual thing."

One's a value questicaa and the
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"I guess I am, *cause I wanna relate It, I want to say in a sense a
very broad thing. What Pm trying to get at Is Pm trying to find out,
like, if people, does the reason people are able to not feel good about
themselves, and therefore not feel good about the people they relate

L;

reason that they can’t and that they relate poorly among
themselves because of the eccnomic structure and the way It values,
the way it sets up its priorities."

to, is the

T:

"Well, you’ve said virtually the same thing in a lot of different ways
is great. It helps you really question it."

which
L:

"Well, Pm trying to say more specifically, , , I guess Pm trying to say
a way that’s more clear and puts in all the things I want. . ."

in

T:

L;

"...

that

you want.

.

.

right, that’s great, so the last one is the.

(Both laugh)

Pm trying to keep up with all

people, what

now?"

Is the

of this.

,

,"

reason why

"’People, do people, is the reason v^y people relate poorly among

themselves,

.

.

’"

due to the economic structure of that culture?’"

T;

"’.

L;

"Yes, exactly."

T;

"’To selves and each other a function of

L;

"’.

.

.

caused by.

T:

"’.

.

.

caused by or a function

.

.

.

— caused by.

.

,’"

.’"

of

(same difference) their cultures

economy?’"
L:

T;

"Yeah,

’Or economic structure.’"

the economic system in which they live!’ Okay,
like that is the one you are most comfortable with."
"’,

,

L:

"Yes."

T:

"All right.

You want me to repeat it for you?
the reason why people relate poorly

I

wrote

it

down for

to selves and each
you. . . ’Is
system in which they
other a function of or caused by the economic

live?’"

L;

That sounds

,

"Right."

it
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T;

"Oh, that’s well stated,"

Once the problem was
it

be made

stated in question form, the teacher asked that

a goal; Karen responded: "Okay"; and the teacher gave some

into

reasons for her request:
T:

"The Inquiry Prc^ram makes you do
maybe, , ,"

L:

"Yeah,

I

would

like to

do that so

I

it

and I’ve done

could,

,

Here the teacher reminded herself and the learner
place

it

with mine so

,"

of creative analysis and its

in this inquiry:

But we haven’t talked about Creative Analysis
more generally on the other page, , ,"

We

T:

"Okay,

L:

"Okay, So we want to know how we can use problem solving techniques
to approach our problem which is to answer our question,"

T:

"Okay, so we could just say our goal
Techniques to, , , "

L:

",

,

,

’to solve a broad question,

T:

",

,

,

and then

L:

"Yeah,

T:

"And the question

I’ll

,

is

here.

did

then to use Creative Analysis

,’"

put colon, ’historical question’,

how about that?"

’Historical question,’"

is:

each other a function

’Is

of,

the reason

why people

or caused by,

,

relate so poorly to

,’"

At this point the conversation switched over to a discussion of defining

terms

in the

goal statement, a task to be covered in the next section of steps.

Problems Encountered: Regarding step V, C,, the teacher asked.
doesn’t the teacher
is

Why

make a commitment here too?" and "Karen’s response here

based on prior knowledge

of

what

it

is

she wants to do and her knowledge
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of the inquiry

process because she knows me; but how can

a student hearing what

I

want, that she

make a commitment? Karen

is

is

I

be sure just by

then ready to know

if

she wants to

a special case.

Something that continued to be a problem was the nature of Karen’s
responses to teacher statements, Ue., "Yeah," "Okay", although Karen did

become more involved
For the most

wanted to learn.

part, the teacher’s su^Jortive statements took the foim of

remarks or questions regarding Karen’s study problems

clarifying

son etimes

to the point of total confusion.

at the beginning

"nowhere

in the discussion explaining \vhat she

is

involvement

and had many parts to

it.

The

stucty question

of

interest-

was very fuzzy

Part of the problem was that

the student informed of the inquiry method of learning prior to
in the

process." Another part of the problem was the teacher’s

confusion over the proper places of and uses for translatir^ problems into
questions, questions into hypotheses, h3^otheses into goals, and goals into

problem s.
goal

in

The ccmfusion heightened when Karen combined a question and

one statement.
I

think

I

The teacher noted:
put too

much emphasis on Karen’s language being

consistent with the methodology, and the methodology is

movement from area of interest to
problem to goal. Or maybe the problem is that I let the
methodology control our actions we dcm’t need to foUow
the prescribed order so Icxig as we wind up the same.
But is stating goals the right task here? The important
too constricting by

its

—

may be

that one can change the idea into different
foims not so important what is used forst or second or
last, but that different forms can be articulated and that

thing

—

whatever is used, it is followed consistently throughout
the whole inquiry process.
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With regard to prioritizing the problems (V.D.4.) the teacher
noted:
"I think

it

would be more useful to prioritize right after V.D.l. or

2. so that

one major problem can be ccncentrated on and so you don't have to label
them
all

as required by V.D.S."

Lookmg back over

the whole first session with Karen, and anticipating

possible problems, the teacher noted in the log:

There may be intervals during the methodology when
student and teacher do work on their own before going
on to the next step ^natural stopping points where further

—

study might be appropriate before proceeding.
that be built into the methodolc^ ?"

—

Should

found myself moving ahead of the methodolc^ without
it and getting worried that I was changing the
methodological steps or my responses to them by moving
ahead but what I did without referring to the methodology
turned out to be the next steps of the methodology itself
I

realizing

—

—

I

had a tendency at
"proper" order.

into

first to try to fit
I

Karen’s comments
of each step

was very conscious

and being sure it was accomplished "correctly." Then
I began to realize that even though the order might differ
the steps

were

all still

done.

Maybe

I

should include a

point about necessary flexibility of the teaching process
in the

methodology.

— Ways for the teacher to support student involvement
are not built directly into the methodoliC^. My mode
of support here tends to be to ask Karen if she understands what I’m saying and when she responds "yes,
But this is not necessarily supportive of
I move on.
her in a way it’s supportive of me

—

!

me about 3 hours to prepare for,
Shouldn’t I check back at
document.
go through and
resource allocation to see how I compare with my pre—This

step (V) took

assessment?
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—

I

interrupt Karen too much.

— Where

in

V.

is

there a step for learner to allocate

resources?

—Take out V.A. ?

VI,

Provide for learner determination of perscmal resources and

situational resources and limitations.

A,

Have the learner

state the preferred goal in behavioral
(The learner could end up with only one behavioral
objective, but usually there will be a number of them.
When doing this step for the first time, it is probably
better to work with only a few.)

terms.

What Actually Done
singled out a phrase which

;

Karen actually

was part

had said, "And the question

is:

of

reason why people relate so poorly

to each other a functicai of, or caused by,

.

think this ’so poorly’ needs to be defined. "

"Yeah, well,
apart.

I

we can do

We’ll be doing that

goal apart into
point,

think

little

in

that

more

to define the

creative analysis as a guide.

and Karen said, "See,

.

Then the teacher followed

specifically

our next sections.

pieces, then we’ll

Karen went home

The teacher

her problem statement.

’Is the

when she

initiated step VI, A,

.

know what

terms

in

.

when we

I

with:

pull the goal

’Cause once we pull the

to study too. "

At this

her problem statement, using

The teacher reviewed her work with Karen on

was
the tape and in her notes (scribbled while the first session

in

progress),

(See Appendix E),
and wrote out some preparatory notes for the second session

The teacher contacted Karen a few days

later by phone and set up a date
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(twelve days after the first session) to meet

met and spent about an hour
terms.

The procedure was

meanings

its

in

— at the developer's house.

trying to restate the study problem
to take a

in

They

more

specific

word, Karen or the teacher would give

the dicticmaiy, the teacher writing down the meanings.

all

Then

the teacher would ask Karen to pick v^ich meanings seemed appropriate and

they would be checked off

—the teacher sometimes adding her ideas

to the

decisiai- making.

From

Difference

than the teacher doing

Step

it,

As

Written; The student initiated the step rather

but that really was not a difference because the

teacher did indirectly ”have the learner state the goal

her participation

in

the first session where the goal

in

behavioral terms" by

was formulated.

What Happened; Once the idea of "pulling the goal apart" was

stated,

there was some discussion about the relaticxiship between goal definition and
creative analysis:

L:

"See,

T:

"Yeah.

I

think this *so poorly* needs to be defined,

Well,

the goal apart.

I

think

we can do

this

We’ll be doing that

L:

"Okay, okay.

T:

"’Cause once we pull the goal apart
what to study too.

L;

"Oh, okay.

T:

"’.

L:

"Uhhmm,

more

in

specifically

when we

our next section.

into little pieces then we’ll

an economic system in which those people live,
Okay, now are you comfortable with that?"
.

.

pull

know

[Writing
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T;

"*To use Creative Analysis techniques to solve a broad historical
question*, colon,

.

L:

"And, further, we will be using the same techniques as we break
this d own into separate problems which lead up to the answer of this."

L;

’’Classification

T;

"Okay, well it*s implied here, because
Analysis techniques to solve, , ,’’’

L:

"Oh,

I

T;

"',

,

,

We*ll sort of

I

classify

it

if

into

a system,

,

you say; ’To use Creative

see, okay,"
this problem,' then breaking

down

it

is

part of solving the

problem. ’’

down and each yeah, okay,

L:

"Okay, so we'll break

T;

"And we'll be using the techniques. So now we can just start right
in, you see and start using Creative Analysis as we break down the
problem,

.

it

,

,

,’’

L:

"Right, right,"

T:

"Oh, now. Now, I want to be sure I know what we're doing here.
Are we going to be using the techniques. . , ? So, that means we're

gonna have

to.

’’

.

.

—

L;

"We'll have to look at what we study what sections, areas of the
time, world that we're gonna study."

T;

"Yes, but, we're also gonna have to know what 'historical' means
actually we have to define these words first."

L;

"Yes, we do."

T:

"We have

L:

"Okay, that's what you do.

T;

"That's what you mean.

L;

"So, that's what you do right here

to define what 'use Creative Analysis'

.

.

means."

."

."

in

problem-solving."

jshe leafs through Creative Analysis textj

16G

T:

"So, we»re using

L:

"Yeah, you take each word and you

T;

"Yeah, that's right. .
So we can begin to use

it

to

break

.

it

down.

(unintelligible).

what you do

it

.

in

.

."

Creative Analysis.

Great

1

on itself."

can maybe try that tonight, or should we do that together?"

L:

"Yeah,

T;

"Okay, no you're welcome to start cn your own. Tske
you mean, and try to break it down ?"

L:

"Yeh, each word, well, yeah. I'll structure the sentence and say
I'll do it to different things, like first, phrase, what does this phrase
mean, and then particularly what does I'll classify it, I guess the
words themselves, and then the sentence, how (unintelligible) classified
and then, each word and then I'll give definitions for each. . ."

I

this sentence,

—

T:

"This has got two levels.

One level

—

of studying this is breaking

down

the whole thing."
L;

"XJh huh, right.

T:

"o

.

.

which

question
L:

"Yes."

T;

".

.

is

what you're doing tonight.

we are going

to study.

.

.

.

The other

level is this

.

.the historical question itself using Creative Analysis techniques.

So there are two levels."
L:

"Yeah."

T;

"That's fascinating.

L;

Huh.

Are you comfortable with that?"

"Yes, I am. Pm really excited.
to do for a Img time.

This

is

something I've been wanting

T:

you are
"Oh, I'm excited too. That's really neat. Okay. So tonight
."
going to take the whole thing, the broader part. .

L:

"Yeah.

T:

"»

.

.

and begin by identifying, or defining rather.

.

."
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L;

"You see,
is just

I think Creative Analysis in itself,
studying it in Itself
should always be something you just breeze through,
,

T:

"And then use

L:

"And then really
it

in

it

in

some way."

find out what Creative Analysis
something you* re really interested in."

T:

"Yeah,

L:

(Reading from the Creative Analysis te:^
’"Tentative statement of problem.*"

T

*’Okay, we've really done that, haven't

;

I

want to look here,

I

can't read

it

is

by really using

upside down,

.

,"

we ?"

L:

"Yes,"

T&L:

"'Multiple definiticxi of key terms.

L:

"That's what

T:

*'Okay, that's what you'll do,

L:

"Okay, 'working definition or restatement of problem.* So we'll
find out from the results we get if we have to restate our problem or
if we'll be able to. . .

T:

"All right.

Vm

'"

supposed to do tonight.
.

."

Now the thing here is when they state a problem,
quest icaa form, isn't it? 'Tentative statement of problem.’
And I put it into a goal already. , ,
it's a question.

in

L:

"'Multiple definition of key terms.

T:

"See what I'm saying?"

L:

"'Tentative statement of problem’.
the contest?' is their question."

T;

"Right,

And they ask

it in

*

Oh,

I

is.

.

.

Who won

Problem means question
a goal form and you might

form. Now what I did was to change it to
want to change it back into question form, so that
follow.

L:

See

see."

The problem

question form.

it's

"Okay, we did on a whole, but our question,

.

."

it's

easier to
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T;

"Is in question form, but the whole thing, the bigger
question Is nnt
in

question form."

L:

"Oh,

T:

"You see? You might

L;

"We

T;

"Ah, right."

L:

"*How

T;

"Do you want

L:

"Okay.

Pll copy

T:

"Okay.

So, we’re done for today ?"

L:

"Yeah."

T:

"Great."

see

I

I"

say.

,

."

can say, *Can you use Creative Analysis?*"

cffli

we use Creative Analysis

to solve this problem?’"

that little piece of paper there ?"

it.

I

can’t read

your writing.

At this point, Karen and the teacher parted to do some work on their own
(Karen to define the terms of the problem and the teacher to review what had

been dcme and prepare for the next session).
at the developer's

home, they held

When they met twelve days

later

the following discussion about defining the

study problem:

And you said

T;

"The last time we got together we came up with the
that you wanted to change. . ."

L:

"Yeah, I have. I worked on this some, and I’ve changed it. Previously
the sentence read, ’Is the reason why people relate so poorly to each
other and themselves a function of or caused by the economic system
in which those people live ?’ And I thought that made real broad
assumptions, that people related poorly in the first place, so that I
wanted to change it where it didn’t. . ."

goal.
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"All right)

now we

also had as an Introductory clause; ’To use
of Creative Analysis to answer this
historical question’, right?"

problem solving techniques

"Right,

now

retained that.

I

"Okay, so that part's

all right?"

"Yeah. And my new sentence is, my new question is: 'How do the
economics of a culture influence and in what way a person of that
culture's self image?'"
"All right.

do

Pd

like to write this
the eccnomlcs. . .'"

"Why

down.

Can you repeat

it?

'How

don't you just copy it."

"All right.

.'of a culture influence

.

that culture's.

.

Now

.'

and

in

what way a person of

what's the self image? The person's self

image?"

"Uh

uh.

The

individual's self image."

"'How do the

economics

"'An individual's.

.

of a culture influence

what way.

"'How and

in

what way', yeah."

And

what way.

.'"

.

.'"

in

.

in

.'"

"'How and

"'.

and

.

do the economics of a culture influence a perscm's self image?'
guess it's assumed that they're in that culture."

.

I

"Okay, sure."
what ways do the economics of a culture influence'.
think that's better too. Yes."

"'How and
oh
"'.

I

.

.

influence the people's self image?'"

"Uh hmm.

To

use.

in

.

Okay, that's fine with me.

And I'm going

.'"

"So what way did you change that?

I'll

change mine."

to tack on;

.

.
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T:

"*How and

L:

"*How and

T:

"Period or question marie."

L:

"I thought

ways.

in

.

,

in what ways do the economics of a culture influence
a
perscm's self image',”

I

had to state

it,

you know,

real, extra clearly for

some

reason.

T;

"Yeah, that's fine with me to do that. Now, the next thing we were
gemna do was to try to define the terms more specifically in the goal
statement.

L;

T:

"Right.

I

did that.

"Well, but before we do that,

head which

still

I

applies to this

had a problem going over this

in

my

new questicn."

L:

"Right.

T:

doesn't really change it. The goal statement was half a goal statement and half a question, because it was stated; "To use problem solving
techniques of Creative Analysis to answer this historical question'
colon, and then we asked a question, which is now this new question.
And I thought we ou^ to change it so that both parts are either a goal
"It

or a question.
see."

L;

"Oh,

T:

"Because

L;

"'How can we use Creative Analysis techniques to solve a broad
questioi’. I would like to do that because I think I would like to keep

I

it

would make

it

easier to define the terms, for

me

then.

.

this questicn."

So you said "how can we use.

T:

"Okay, All right.

L;

"'How can Creative Analysis techniques be used to

T;

"'How can we use.

.

.

.

problem solving techniques

solve.

to

.

.

'"

answer the

following question' , right ?
L;

answer this historical question', and then you ask your
question. Why do you want to keep it in questicxi form?

"Uh huh,

'to

."
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L;

"Because

I

don*t think.

. , I guess I sorta do believe
that a perscxi's
related to the economics of their culture
because
economics relates to value system, what*s valuable what's
worth
buying, what's worth paying for, ,

personal self image

T:

"You're saying
the

is

you don't have

if

it

in

question form

it

somehow changes

meaning?

L;

"Yeah.

T:

"Well, let me show you how you could have it in goal form and not
change the meaning, I think. It doesn't mean we have to do it that
way, but let me show you."
•

that

•

It'

s

assuming

to find out

it

how

does without trying to find

the economics of a culture,

out,

.

,

'

—

I

can say

it

way ?"

T:

"Yes.

L;

"Oh,

T:

"So you could say: 'To use problem solving techniques of Creative
Analysis to achieve this goal', colon, which is 'to find out how and in
what ways the economics of a culture influence a person's sblf image**"

L:

"Okay, Well,

T:

"Well, I want to be sure that, . . obviously I would prefer to do it in
a goal form and Pll explain to you why. When we begin to define the
terms in this goal or problem more specifically, \diat we'll be doing
is in effect setting up more specific objectives for you and your work.
And if it's in objective or goal form 'To do something' it's easier to

You see,"
Okay,"

let's

do

it

that

way then."

change the words."
see."

L:

"Oh.

T:

give you an example, 'To use problem solving techniques' is the
first goal phrase. We might begin by defining what 'use' means more
specifically and we could say 'To something', 'to something' which
might be more specific verbs. If we have it in question form, . . I
"I'll

guess
L:

I

it

doesn't

make

"Yeah, because the

that

much

difference.

definiticai of 'how' is 'in

what manner or way,'"
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T;

"All right.

L:

"Okay,

T;

Let's leave it in problem form. I think you're more
comfortable with that; I can do it, I just haven't done it very
much.
I think it would be a good exercise for me."

why don't we begin defining some of the words more specifically.
as you look at this question, the big question, what words do you
think need to be defined more specifically before you can begin to
"So,

Now

stucfy it?"

L:

"'Eccmomics,* 'culture^' 'influence'

—

in

the second part of the

question."

T:

"'Economics,' 'culture,* 'influence.

L:

"'Person,' 'self image*.

T;

"Okay, how about in the other part? 'How can we use problem solving
techniques of Creative Analysis to answer this historical question?'"

L:

.

.

.*"

,"

"'Creative Analysis,* 'problem solving techniques,* 'solve, "historical
question,*"

T:

"Okay,

I

—

have two more that I think might be useful two more words.
'use,.* 'how can we use,* what do we mean by use, . ."

The word
L:

"Okay."

T:

"What's the verb

L:

"'How and

T;

guess we do have— I was thinking, it was two words but it's really
'use* and you've already underlined 'influence* and 'how and in what
way yes, I would include use: So it's practically every word."

L:

"Yeah,

second caae?"

what way*.' Oh, 'in what way.* 'How and why,
'"
probably would be 'how and in what way.
in

No,

No

"I

it

Analysis.

T:

in the

"01?ay,

is.

I

didn't give a definition for the words.

.

.

'Creative

.

we can do

again exactly the

that

now, as we go along.

same way you've

got

it,

I'd like to

write

before we start.

it

down
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L:

T:

"All right. *How can we use Creative Analysis problem
solving
techniques to solve a broad historical question: How and in what
ways
do the economics of a culture influence a person’s self image?’"

"Okay.
first

L:

T:

You want to just go through
that we underlined?"

the question, beginning with the

word

"Yeaho

We underlined

"Just about.

everything^

’How’ was the first thing.

Okay.

Do you have a phrase

you prefer for that?"
L:

"Yeah. I have one here. ’In what manner or way, by what means,
in what state or condition, for what reason or purpose, with what
meaning, to what effect, to what extent, degree, amount, at what
price, why. * Those are the things. Do you want me to repeat them.

T;

"Why

L;

"Okay. ’In what manner, or what way, by v\^at means, for what
reason or purpose, with what meaning, to what effect, to what extent,
degree or amount and why.’"

T:

"Okay.

don’t you pick those you think apply to this question.

So,

you would

really two questions,
L:

"Yeah."

T:

"All right. Then

I

like to study this

in all

think

broad question, which

is

those ways?"

we should

list all of those,

okay, right beside

the word ’how’. We’re gonna have a long, long question now. You
understand that? We’re gonna define all the words and we may come up
with a question that’s two or three paragraphs long. But at least it
will give us a very specific idea of what we are about here as we study."
L:

"Okay."

T:

"Okay. Let’s repeat them again. ’How’ and you mean by ’how’.
(Teacher writing as learner speaks)

.

."

what state or ccaidition’
with what
oh, no, I didn’t say that— no, ’for what reason or purpose,
meaning, to what effect.’"
what

manner or way, by what means,

L:

"’hi

T:

"Okay, hang on a second.

’To what effect.

in

.

.’"
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L:

”*To what extent, degree, amount’ and

T;

’’’Why' is one

L;

"Yeah,"

T:

"'How* means 'why'?"

Li.

T:

by itself?"

Yeah, that's

"Hmmm:
to solve a

cxie of

the things in the dictionary they gave,"

'Why can we use Creative Analysis problem solving techniques
broad historical question?* Okay, you want to know ’why' ?"

L:

"Yeah,"

T;

(Laugh)

"That's interesting. All right, now what
read these phrases into the broader sentence. , ,

L:

"Okay,

Ti

”,

,

,

and you listen to them as

I

I

read them and see

would like to do

if

is

they sound right

to you.

L:

"Okay,

T:

what manner or way can we use Creative Analysis. • . ?' 'By
what means can we use Creative Analysis problem-solving techniques.
"'In

,

L;

"Okay."

T;

"'For what reason or purpose can we use Creative Analysis problemsolving techniques. . . ? With vdiat meaning can we use Creative
Analysis problem-solving techniques. . • ?' 'Can* might be changed
to 'do'. 'To what effect do we or can we use Creative Analysis problemsolving techniques. . . ? To vvdiat extent, degree, or amouit can we use
Creative Analysis techniques?' That's good. And 'why can we use
these techniques. . . ?' if at all."

—

L;

"Right.

T:

"Oh, good.

L:

"Yeah."

Is that specific

enough?"

.

?'"
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Okay. The next

caie

what*s the next word we underlined?”

”*Can.»”

"Did you underline *can?*"
’'No,

•

I

.

guess 'use',"

I'd forgot 'can

"Use'— because 'can use' is part of the same verb
Ckay, 'use'. Now, do you have specific meanings for 'use'?"

phrase.

"No,

I

,

didn't look that up,

"All right. Let's look it up; I have a dictionary here. (Reading from
the dicticaiary. . .) I'll read them out, and as I read them, stop me and

me

tell

you want that one you think.

Okay?"

"Okay."
"'To employ for some purpose, put

into service,

make use

of,

,

"Yeah. That's good, that's one,"
(Writing)

'To employ for some purpose or to make use of!'"

"YeahJ

"All right.
"',

.

,

"'To employ for some purpose or make use of?'"

Those mean the same

employ for some purpose.

thing, according to the dicticnary,

,

.'"

or 'make use of,' okay, would be cne meaning according to the
dicationaiy. Okay ?"
"o

,

.

"Okay.

—

I don't think so.
"'To avail one self of, apply to one's purposes'
That's obvious; of course, we are going to avail ourselves of Creative
Analysis techniques."

"Yeah."
"I don't think

we need

to say that

tt
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L;

’*No,

T:

"*To expend or consume

L:

"No,"

T:

"»To practice habitually or customarily. Make a practice ot^—
well, to practice over and over again? Ih what manner will wo
practice, . , ?"

L:

"Well, read some of the others, *cause sometimes there are other
ones that will tell more, , .

T;

"*To act or behave toward or treat in some manner, to habituate or bo
accustomed, used in hardships; to be accustomed or customarily
found*,
*he use to go everyday; the act of employing or using*
^no
we said that *the state of being employed or used* no ’an instance
or way of employing or using something* ^no Pm reading on here and

okay?"

— we have used up the money* —no."

— —
—

— —

I

don*t see any,

,

L:

"OJcay,"

T:

"The only other one would be

L:

"Okay,"

T;

"But let*s see

L:

(Laugh)

T;

"*,

,

,

if

—

— —

,

that

*to practice habitually,

,

Creative Analysis problem-solving techniques?

repeatedly,

,*"

makes sense. How can we practice

change that to *practice*,

I

-

,

habitually,

Now we

could

,"

,*"

L;

"*,

T;

Okay, because that does apply, I think so.
What we* re about here to use them more than cnce, to practice
them. To use them and exercise them."
"*,

,

,

,

,

repeatedly,

L:

"Right,

T:

"*

L;

"The next word

,

,

,’

—

Practice repeatedly,* Next word?"
is

*Creative Analysis.*"

,

.*"
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"»C^tive Analysis problem-solving
all that

techniques.’

How

together?"

^

about defining

"Okay,

Because I don’t think you have to define the words
’Creative Analysis’
as separate from the techniques which make them
up make up those

—

words."
"Oh,

I

see,"

Creative Analysis

is the

problem-solving techniques,"

"Right, okay."

"’Creative Analysis problem-solving techniques,’ And Creative
Analysis is reaUy just a proper name for the practice of those
techniques."

"Okay.

"How do you want

to define that ?

What are the Creative Analysis

problem solving techniques?"

"Huh?"
"What are they?" Want me to get them
(Laugh)

out of the

book?"

(Unintelligible)

"Because uh.

.

,

—

"Okay, well, what are some of the cues you’ve already done the
problem solving techniques? Analysis? Structure, operation and,
",

me

.

boogie wocgie (laugh). ... structure, operaticai, and,
see the back of the book.
.

"Yeah, that’s a good idea.

.

.

let

Structure and operation analysis,

classification."

"Classification, structure analysis, operaticaa analysis,

diagrams (Both laugh).
"I have,

Qualificaticn."

Are you going

to record

fill in

your laughter?"

.

,"

"QualiflcatioD, signs,"

"Signs, symbols."

"Using signs and symbols, analysis, semantic growth.

"Now

did

we

study semantic growth?"

"No, not yet.

We

shouldn*t lie?"

(Laugh)

"No I"

(Laugh)

"I thought that's'w^t

"Oh, stop

you wanted to do."

It."

"Analogy.
"Analogy, definition."

we

"Walt,

dldn*t do these,

"Well, these are the ones you are going to work on before we get
involved in It."

"Yeah, right."

"And

of

course the problem-solving method itself,"

"Right.

I

have studied some

"What techniques are part

of that.

of the

problem-solving method?"

"Simplified theory of problem solving."

"Okay, so what are parts of that, 'cause that's the one we'll be using."
The problem solving technique itself and it's made up of about seven
steps,

1

think."

"Okay. (Reading) 'Tentative statement of problem, multiple definition
of key terms, working definition or restatement of problem, working
hypothesis, working classification, collection and piegecai-holing of
specimens me we're going to get some people out of the seventeenth

— —

century.

.

,'"
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T:

.

and classify them.

L:

(Laugh)

T:

"Now, is all of this that we‘ve just stated what Creative Analysis
problem solving techniques means to you? Are you comfortable with

Relevant inducticns and deductions.’”

that?"
L:

"Yeah.

Beyond

that

it

means some

philosophical things.

T:

’’But

L:

"Yes, right."

T:

’’Moving on. The next word is ’solve*.
particular meaning for that?"

L:

"No."

T:

.

."

we’re talking about the techniques. ’’

(Reading from dictionary)

’’’Solve.

Do you have any

To

clear up or explain, find

the answer to.”’
L:

"To clear up or

T:

’’’Find the

L:

"’Find the answer to.”’

T;

clear up or explain; find the answer to’ is what they
have. And the second major definition is ’to work out an answer or
solution to as in a mathematical problem. ”’

L:

"That’s good too."

T;

"Well,

L:

"No, ’cause to clear up or explain’

(Writing)

more
T:

answer

to.’

That’s good."

You want clear up or

explain’ ?"

’’’To

now you’re being redundant

you use both."

if

is

one thing,

’to

work

out’ is being

specific about the other."

"All right, so let’s leave out ’find the answer to’ and just say

work
T:

explain.’

out the

"Is that what

answer
it

to.

says?"

’to
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"»To work out the answer oc solution to.*"
"Yes, ^solution

to', that's

what

I

like."

(W riting) "'To work out the solution
*A broad historical question. *"
"Right, okay.

to.

(Reading from her notes)

'

Should we do 'broad* or 'broad historical question* ?"

"What do you want to do?"
"I kind of like doing the

words separately.

"Olcay."
"It will

give

me

a

ideas about their meanings which I never
much before. It made me think about the

lot of

really thought about

problem.
"'Broad*

in the dictionary is defined as 'of greater breadth, of great
extent, large, not limited or narrow, widely diffused, main or
general. . ."

"*Qf great breadth.'"
"'Of great breadth* is what you'd like?

doesn't tell

me

All right,

now

in

my mind that

any thing more than 'broad*. In other words,
it any more specifically for me."

it's

really not defining

"What's the other.

.

.

?"

"'Not limited or narrow, widely diffused, open, full, of great extent*
none of these do, do they? 'Of extensive range or scope, main or
general. . . '"

"'Of extensive range or scope.'"

"And that means the same thing as 'broad* to me. I feel like we're
not learning anything new. 'Unconfined, free, unrestrained.* No,
broad laugh* would be an example for that one.
"'Of extensive range or scope*
for what we're looking for."

I

thmk would apply best

*a

to historical

"Okay, well what does 'extensive range or scope* mean?"
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L:

"’Extensive range or scope' means
or.

— physical

covers a large area

it

.

T:

"Time period

L:

"Yeah."

T:

"Okay, well then

L:

"Okay, but the broad historical questicwi is not over time 'a broad
historical question' would be a question that covers, that transcends
time. It's a question that is applicable in any time."

T:

"Well, but that doesn't

L;

"You mean 'transcends*

in the

past."

let's just say that."

"'Extensive temporal scope,'"

—

mean

it

transcends time. 'Applicable.

.

in the sense that time doesn't affect it but it
continues to be, that it's the circumstances and not the time. It's
not a matter economics affected people's self image in the seventeenth
century and they affected people's self image in the twentieth
century.

—

T:

"That's not transcending time, that's looking over many, many
centuries. You see. To transcend time would mean that the historical
part is not important. And you can talk about it in your inductions and
deductions when you talk at the end of your study, about whether or
not this whole idea, and what you come up with transcends the history
we study. But at this point that would be making an assumption.

L:

"Oh,

T;

"I just realized 'historical'

I

see.

Okay.

means

'time' so,

'broad historical', 'of extensive time.

,

.’"

that goes throughout time.

L;

"A range

T:

(Writing)

L:

"Maybe we should

T:

"Okay.

'To solve a historical question.*"

L:

"Yeah.

Is

"'To solve a question.

it

.

."

just leave out 'broad*.

a historical question?"

we could

just say for

I
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T;

"Well, then let*s define ’historical’ in a way that we are comfortable
For the moment we’ll leave out ’broad’, because it may be
redundant too, and define ’historical,’ How would you like to do that?
Okay, we’ll start with the dictionary.

with.

L:

"I did

T;

"I think that’s the best way;

L:

"It’s fun too,"

T:

"And you can always change what they have."

L:

"Right."

T:

, , The meaning can change.
(Reading) ’Historical, relating to
or concerned with history (laugh); ’dealing’ with, oh dear, all right,
we have of course to look up ’history, ’"

L;

"Okay."

T:

(Reading) ’The branch of knowledge dealing with past events; a
systematic account of any set of natural phenomena with reference
to time, *"

L:

"Okay."

T:

"’Cause that would include the present. So, we can say ’systematic
account of events’, why don’t we say ’events’?"

L:

"Okay."

T;

says ’without reference to time,’ (Reads rest of definiticai of
’historical’ in dictionary) You really want to talk about this question
now and in the past so its not really historical alcaae. It’s a sociohlstorical questicn. Is it important for us to name it, or can we

my.

.

(unintelligible).

,

.

.

with the dictionary.

go right to them,

,

.

.

,

",

"But

it

—

just leave

it

out?"

know,

L:

"I don’t

T:

"Why

L:

"Okay."

T:

"And by ’socio-historical’ we mean.

don’t

we say

’socio-historical’ and leave

.

it

at that?"
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L:

"BBople*s social, psycho.

.

.

(laugh)"

T:

"All right, psycho-socLo-historical question, and by that
pertaining to. . . '"

L:

'"The

T:

"*

L;

"Okay, pertaining to the mind."

T

"Pertaining to

human behavior.

L;

"Specifically,

*

T:

"Social behavior, right?

L;

"Yeah, relating,

T;

"As related

L:

"That's gonna be hard, because if we're studying world history,
we're studying broadly, . , world history usually covers, what
period?"

T:

"Anything

;

self,

’

which

is

we mean

psychology.

Pertaining to»~okay, let»s look *em up."

self- image'."

.

And

in

the past and present."

."

to past and present events.'"

in the past.

You

see,

I

if

think we're getting stuck here and

dcai't need to be because we know what we mean. We know what
we're going to doj we're going to look at some past cultures and
we're going to look at v^at is going on now."

we

L;

"Yeah.

T;

"So by psycho- socio-historical we're talking about past and present
events.

I

I

I

L:

"Uh hmm,

T:

"Pertaining to and pertaining to human behavior.
because we know what we're saying."

L:

"Right.

T:

what ways do the economics of a culture influence a
person's self image?' C^ay, you want to look at those 'how' phrases
again and pick the ones that look best?"

"'How and

in

And

just let

it

go
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’’All right.

’Ih

what manner or way,'”

you have 'in what ways' here, so we could just cross out one
them; we' re repeating ourselves.

’’Okay,
of

"Okay, well let's don't underline
"All right, we'll just cross

it

'in

what ways'."

out."

(Teacher writing as learner reads) "'Or way, by

v^iat

means,

in

what

state or conditicm, for what reason or purpose, with what meaning, to
what effect, to what extent, d^ree or amount and why,'”

"Okay,

We'll keep those?'

"Okay.

'How do.

,

,

?'”

"'How do the economics.

.

.

*"

f

"We can
"Cause

just

do ’economics' next,"

'do' really implied,

"Okay.

'Of the management, income^ expenditures of a household,

private business, community or government.'

most accurate was

The cne

'of the producticn, distribution

I

thought

was

and consumpticn

of wealth,"

"What does
"Mcxiey.

.

’wealth’

mean there ?"

.’’

"Money, goods and services?"

"Uh huh.

’’

"Okay."
such satisfacticn of the material needs
economic biology."
’’’Of

"Do you want

of people'

and that’s

to include that?"

"Yeah, ’The satisfaction
good."

of

material needs of people.’

I

think that's
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T:

"I do too.

L:

"Okay, To add to the sentence you had: ’Of the production, distribution,
and consumption of wealth' —adding to that; 'various and related

problems

Okay, any others for economics?"

of labor, finance, taxation, etc.

*

?"

T:

"You want

L;

"Yeah."

T;

"*Qf the satisfaction of the material needs of people?’"

L;

"Oh, wait a minute, add on to the sentence; ’of the productlcm,
distribution. .
add to that ’and with various related problems
of labor finance, taxation, etc.

T;

"Okay."

L;

"The next word

to include that?"

instruments,

gonna be ’culture, concepts, habits, skills, arts,
situations of a given people at a given period.’"

is

in

T:

"Say

L;

(Repeats the phrase)

T:

"Are you comfortable with that?"

L;

"Yeah."

T:

"Okay.

L:

"I

T;

"We

L;

'Tlo.

it

again (laugh)."

What

is ’the

have no idea.

given period’ that we are interested in?"

mean

I

I

don’t know.

haven’t decided what we’re gonna look at yet."
I

would

like,

if

some book where we could
to do that, and look at some

there is

section of time, I would like
periods and sorta pick out, . ."

T;

"We

L:

"Yeah.

could look at

more

than one culture and define

it

get a cross
of the

later."

time
would like to look at a number of cultures in the same
three
and two or
period or two or three cultures in one time period
now."
cultures in another and then our culture
I
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Next word: 'Influence.

’’Okay.

’The power

’’Okay.

of persons

or things to affect others, seen only in
powers the synonym of
influence is 'implies the power of person's or things \n^ether or not
exerted consciously or overtly to affect others.
I thought that was a
Its effects, the action

or

effect of such

'

good thing to put
"All right.

in.

How

consciously or.

’"Or overtly.

.

’’

about 'the power of person's or things to affect others
.

.

."’

^consciously or overtly.
"No, 'consciously or overtly.'"
"Oh, meaning the same thing,

I

see."

"That's what they said."

"That doesn't make sense. It should be 'unconsciously or overtly,'
no, I'm confused. Do you want to deal with both conscious and
unconscious influences?"

"Yes."
'Unconscious or ccnscious.'"

"Okay.
"So,

I

wander why they did

"I don't

"Overt
"Okay,

that ?

It

must have been a misprint.

know.
is

outward, right? So they must have meant 'unconscious.'"

'hifluence a person's.. .'"

(Reading)

"A human

being, especially as distinguished from a thing

or lower animal.'"
"Okay, we can just say 'human being'.

.

.’’

'Self

image'

is the last."

of a
"I just did 'self; 'the Identity, character or central qualities

perscxi or a thing.'"
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"Okay.

What does ‘essential

"Essential qualities

mean

qualities*

mean?"

the thing that is most valuable

perscm that make up what you are.

in that

make up what you are?"

"Well, what

"What things?"
"Yeah.

What

qualities

make up

\\^at

you are? Let's use Creative

Analysis.

"Popularity?"

"Oh, get out of here (laugh). Let's use Creative Analysis. What
are the three sets of qualification, or qualities of a thing ? Logic.
"Logic, feeling, affective.
"Affect.

.

.

.

.

."

."

"Affect and.

.

"Sensory.

,"

.

."

"Sensory."

"Would you

like to use their's?"

"Sure."
"Logic, sensory and affective
Let's use their definiticn.

(

— what is a quality according to them''?

Reading) " 'Qualities are aspects of thmgs.

'"

"Logical, sensory or affective aspects of a person. Now,
'aspects' we need to define more specifically. 'Essential qualities.'"
(Writing)

(Reading)

"*A quality

is

whatever a thing

is

or has that enables you

to sort it.'"

Logic, sensory or affective qualities that enable you to
distinguish them from other prople. Right?"

"Okay.
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L:

T;

"Yeah."
"Oh, good. Okay. Now why don’t I try to read this question now with
added statements. Let’s see if it makes sense:

all these

’How, in what manner or way, by what means, for what reason or
purpose, with \\diat meaning, to what effect, to what extent, degree,
amount and why how can we use, how can we employ for some
purpose or make use of, and how can we practice repeatedly the
techniques of Creative (Analysis) problem solvU^, namely, structure
and operation analysis, classificatioi, qualification, signs, symbols,
anal(^, definiticm, and all the problem-solving techniques, steps
how can we use them to solve or to explain or clear up and to work
out a solution to a psycho- socio-historical questicn, namely a
question which pertains to human behavior as related to past and
present events: How, again in vkat manner or way, etc., how do the
economics, that is, the production, distribution and consumption of
wealth meaning money, goods and services, dealing with related
problems of labor, finance, and taxation and the economic satisfaction
of the mate rial needs of people, of culture, and by culture we mean
the concepts, habits, skills, arts, instruments, and institutions of a
given people in a given period how do the economics of that culture
influence that is, have the power to affect others consciously or
unccnsciously-have the power to affect a person’s self image, a
person’s logical, sensory, and affective qualities that distinguish them
from other people.’"

—

—

—

—

L:

"That’s good.

T:

"Okay,

Pm gcama type this

Problems Encountered
meaning

of step VI. A,

:

up and you’re gonna take a copy.

The major problem was understanding

the

The teacher wrote:

methodological step is fuzzy here.
Should the teacher have the learner break down verb phrases
of A
into observable behaviors, using ’Operationalization
word
Fuzzy Concept’^ as a technique, or break down each

"The language

of the

back
separately and chronologically, building the problem
end?
the
up again with a new more specific statement at
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The second way was what was done,
had intended.

The teacher went on

the first

was what

the teacher/developer

to conclude:

probably doesn*t matter how one does It so Icxig as the
of the problem gets closer to (or becomes)
observable behavior or Is specified exactly as to who,
what, where, when, why and how. Ch dear, now Pm adding
a new technique I The way it*s worded now, the emphasis
is on defining the verbs as observable behavior. Maybe
it is easier to define separate words when the problem
is in question form and easier to operationalize the whole
caicept when it is in goal form.

It

meaning

Have the learner sequence the objectives, moving from
simpler to more complex behaviors.

VI. B,

C. For each objective have the learner deteimine his/her
present level of Imowledge or skill proficiency.

D. Have the learner deteimine the amount of available
time, energy and money he/ she has to spend on each
objective,

E. Have the learner deteimine available family, community
and school resources of possible use for achieving the
objectives. (The choice of resources will depend in part on
how the objective is labelled. See step V.D.3.).

F.
of

Have the learner estimate the kind and minimum level
each resource names in steps VI. C., D. and E. essential

for achievement of each objective.

G. Deteimine the discrepancy between existing and essential
resources.
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H»

H«

If 6ss6iitl3.1

lev6ls a,re exceedod, find new resources^
alter essential levels, or return to step V. E, and take the
next preferred goal, depending on which seems more
appropriate.

Have the learner determine possible negative family,
school and community involvanent in or reactions to

I,

attempted achievement of each objective,
J,

Have the learner detennine possible negative

effects

of learning with you,

K, Have the learner determine any other situational
limitations on achievement of each objective,
L, Have the learner determine the maximum level of
each lim itation acceptable for achievement of each ob
objective,

M, Compare

existing levels with

maximum

levels of

each limitation, and H maximum levels are exceeded,
alter objectives or return to step V,E. and take the
preferred goal or return to step VI. L, and change the
levels of acceptability or have the learner identify and
implement ways of altering or respondir^ to negative
influences that will lessen their impact.

N, Make

final list of acceptable limitations.

O, Alter the
if necessary.

list of objectives

developed in step IV, A,
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What Actually Done; Referring to her preparatlcm notes,

the teacher

said for VI, C,

Now, before we begin to figure out what it is you want
to do, Pd like for us to decide at this point how much
you think you know about this problem.

For VI, D,
for VI, E.

;

:"Let*s talk about

how much time you want

"Now, besides the time you*ve

to spend on this"; and

set out, forty-five

hours

appraximately, do you know of any family resources or community resources

around here or school resources that you think might be useful
this

problem?" And a

little later in

think of anything that we're gonna need?"

and then said,

"It

doesn't

if

the

seem

studying

"Are

the discussion, the teacher asked;

there any resources that you think that we need that

teacher just asked herself

in

we

don't have ?

For steps VI. F., G, , and H,

named resources were needed and
like there

Can you
the

available,

are any resources that we're

missing that would be absolutely necessary at this point,

"

For VI, I.

,

J.

and K, the teacher asked: "Are there any negative influences that you might
see on the horizon that might prevent you from studying this?"
Differences

From

there was only one goal.

leamer because
things

Step

As Written; Step VI. B. was skipped because

Steps VI, F,, G. and H,were not dene with the

the teacher thought

it

was "unrealistic and

— Karen could not be expected to make

and since the resources we did

list

silly to

ask these

such distinctions at this point,

seemed to be present and

fit

our needs.

we did not need

to question what others

were needed, unattainable,

etc.

For

Step VI. J. the teacher noted in the log: "I did not relate the
question to me,

Ue,, Karen»s and my relaticnship as a possible influence on Karen’s work.
think I just forgot to look at
it

up when she

my

I

preparatory notes, ” However, Karen brought

said:

of the things that

could see that might be a negative
to define this question so
broadly that it could get very confusing as we get into it.
I have a tendency, and I know you somewhat do too, of
like spreading out too far and not remaining specific
enough, . . We’ll have to keep our selves cai the track.
Ctaie

thing would be that

For steps VI.K,-M.
Karen

I

we may have

"These steps were

the teacher wrote:

to handle at this point.

It

mi^t

be better to put them

which gets the learner to deal with negative effects
so by bringing
VI.
it

M, Karen

to o

if

much

all into

for

one step

she hasn't alreacfy done

them up during the conversaticn," However, with regard

dealt with each negative influence automatically as

to

she brought

up.

What Happened:

In

response to the teacher’s request that Karen decide

what she thinks she knows about the problem, the following discussion took
place:

L:

"About this problem?"

T:

"Uh hm. . .

L:

"I think as a devoted Marxist,

T:

"Do you

feel

L:

"I think

I

give

me

I

think

it

might help
.

tell

.

"

you know much about

us where to start.
(Both laugh)

this whole

topic— Creative Analysis.

will
have lots of theories, in terms of knowledge, doing this
."
an idea about how much I really know. .
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T:
L;

"Help ground some of your stuff."
"Yes.
those,

I

have theories,

I

have hypotheses,

I

have quite a few

of

."

•

(Both laugh)

Then, on the matter

of resources, this discussion occurred;

T:

"Let*s talk about

L:

"Okay,"

T:

how much time you want

"Now, remember what you've got
much historical background,"

is

a

to spend on this.

lot of

theories about all this

not

L:

"No,

T;

"So when you think about how much time you want to spend, think
about how much time it's going to take to stucfy the actual historical
material,"

L:

"I

I,

very

little,

,

,

need some suggestions from you because Pve never studied

history,"

T:

"Well, let's talk about
I can teU you how

then

how much time you want to spend in general and
much you might be able to do. . ."

At least three hours a week,

L;

"Okay,

T;

"For how many weeks?"

L;

"For the semester."

T:

"Like fifteai weeks ?"

L;

"Yeah."

T:

"That's forty-five hours that you'd be willing to work on this."

L:

"Yes."
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T:

"Oa your own, or with me,

L:

"Yeah, right,

T:

"Now, besides the time which you've set at forty-five hours
approximately, do you know of any family resources or community
resources around here or school resources that you thinlc mi ght be
useful in studying this problem?"

,

,

L:

"Yes, UMASS,"

T:

"Okay, what about

L:

"The library,"

T;

"Yeah, the library. We talked about that when
resources, didn't we ?"

L:

guess we did, I don't remember. Okay, I need to
that, but I think I would come up with some ideas. . ,"

T:

"Well, at least you can sorta be thinking about those possible

"Oh,

I

talked about

I

resources now.
L:

UMASS?"

my

thinlc

about

,

.

"Yes, I can, 'cause, ,., I can, . . the family situations, working
in a day care center watching children who've come from poor
families, families whose economics is a real struggle for them,
what. , . you know, talking to different mothers and their feelings
about government and what the government feels about them how
the government views them, how the culture in general views them,

—

T:

"All right, so you're saying indirectly the community
a resource while you study this,"

L:

"Yes."

T;

direct services, resources or materials that you think.
I'm
not saying that that is not useful, . ."
okay?

L;

"Right,

T;

"In the library.

"I

is

going to be

mean

I

don't

know other than
.

."

the Inquiry

Program.

,

,"

,

•

.

."
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.

And people

"I agree,

I

I

can talk to.

,

think that*s really about it.”

"And you, and books.

"And the books
"I

.

have a bocdc

.

.

that we'll be using."
n
I

can bring

in, I

can show you."

"Are there any resources that you thinlc that wo need that we dcn't
have? Can you think of anything that we're gonna need. . . ?"
"Picture books."

(laugh)

"You want picture books

(laugh)

Imowl Is
any films?"
"I

"I think

it

it

is.

— no words

I

I

have picture books."

possible to get a hold of any video, any movies,

That

is

"You could get them

a great idea."

at the library."

Yeah. Let me see what I could do on that, if I can
find out how we can get a hold of some movies with an historical
relationship to what you're doing."
"I thinlc

"Oh,

I

could.

can ask.

I

I

know a woman from whom

I

was going

to talve

'Politics and the Family' which is very closely related to this.

"And she might have a

list of

.

."

tliem."

•Yes."
"Well, you do that and

let

me

checlc too.

"Okay, are there any. It doesn't seem like tliere are any resources
that we're missing that would be absolutely necessary at this point,
!'No, especially since this is just

out In

tlie field.

.

•

mostly books.

We

don't have to

go
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At this point the teacher asked about negative influences
and the
following exchanges occurred:
L:

"My

T:

"Is there any

L:

"Drinking a cup of tea. "

T;

"So you'd better buy some teabags over the next fifteen weeks."

L:

"Yes."

T:

"Any others?"

L;

"One of the things that I could see that might be a negative thing
would be that we may have to define this questicm so broadly that it
could get very ccaifusing as we get into it. I have a tendency, and
I know you somewhat do too, of, like, spreading out too far and not

tendency to get sleepy when

way

to

I

have to work very hard.

combat that?"
(Laugh)

remaining specific enough."
."

T:

"Well, maybe.

L:

"We'll have to keep ourselves on the track.

T;

"Okay. And we can't do it all. We'U have to keep reminding each
other of that. We may take one or two little cultures and one or two
little pieces of those cultures and study that much. It's really the
exercise of studying it, or the analysis that is more important than
the amount

.

we leam."

also think that seeing a film on a culture is probably like
reading two or three books for me."

L:

"Right.

T:

"You love films.

L:

"If it's

T:

"Well, why don't we stop now, and the next time we meet we'll talk
first; what we're gonna look at,
about what we're gonna do first,

L:

I

a good one."

^

what our

first step is.

"Great.

Okay.

We're

finally to that point."
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T:

"We’ll look at different ways to go about studying this and
write them
into a contract."

L:

"Okay.

Great, great!"

Problems Encountered; The teacher

felt step

VL C. was

in the

wrong

place;
• • tit should be included in the major
process VIII
when objectives or means or strategies are developed.

VII I. B., so it does not need to be here
if this is where the goal words are
going to be defined only. This is true for VI. D. and
E. It’s too early to do these things here wait
until step VI I II
It

is stated in

too, specially

—

Also, the teacher noted that "step VI. E. does not give the student the opportunity
to state necessary

but unavailable resources."

With regard to steps
steps are unnecessary here.

VLF.,
Maybe

G. and H. the teacher wrote: "These
I

need one step which expresses some

of the substance of F., G., and H., like: "If listed resources are insufficient/

unattainable.

"somehow

to

and goofing

.

.'"

Further, on step VI. I. the teacher wanted to be able

brmg up

off (in III.

the earlier point

I

made about us

getting off the track

C.3.)!"

After reviewing the transcriptions of the seccaad taped session, the

teacher made the following general comments:

At the end of a step, I have been introducing the next
step I need some way to explain that in the methodolcgy.

—

The methodology

is stilted; this

may be

partiaully because

methodological steps sometimes where

tried to put in
they were not appropriate, i.e., ’essential levels’.

I
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Miscrepancy*, etc.

Teacher and learner prepamtion prior to each session
together

Is

not part of the methodology.

Question fonn Is not as good as goal form because
question fonn does not indicate one's end. Asking
a question requires an answer before one can
proceed (a hypothesis). Goals ^Ive a wholeness,
a direction, an ability to look back and check to see
where one intended being.

Methodology has no step for seeing how well student
can use language. The methodology Is for the teacher
to teach with but

It gives the student control of the
learning process, so the language of interaction between
the student and teacher must be understandable/comfortable for the student as well as the teacher, but the

teacher must have instructions as to what to interact
with student about. Instructions to teacher can/ should
be different words from how teacher then uses words with
the student. So, how should methodological steps be
worded in simple lay terms or in language the teacher
can imderstand better, le,

—

student

teacher
goals and objectives
underlie of accomplishment; goal achievement;

new competency;

in-

how you Imow when

you* re

done; what you end up with;

ongoing and end ways of
evaluating

formative evaluation

and summatlve
found myself translating stuff into student words. Maybe
overall step (Major Process) could be to teach and substeps

I

would be instructions.
Built into the methodology should be the provision

tliat

what occurs
someone keep an ongoing written record
between teacher and student during the learning process.
of
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What Ac tually Done; The teacher compared the
III#

VL

and IV, A, -C, with V, and
Differences

From

Step

in

results of steps II,

her head.

As Written: The teacher

need to repeat this step—it has already been

d(Mie in

felt

there was

'•no

V,B,"

What Happened; The teacher decided there were "no discrepancies
between Karen* s and jlie^ goals, resources, attitudes, etc,"

Problems Encountered:

seems superfluous
at the end of VI,

,

— maybe

I

ha the log the

could

make

teacher wrote: "This step

this a step the teacher does alone

which the teacher shares with the learner only when

problems appear,"

Have the learner determine the possible avenues of study and
resources available for achieving the preferred objectives.

VIII,
j

I

and explicate
strategies
or
learning
alternative ideas, hypotheses,
for achieving teach objective,

A.
i

Have the learner

list, prioritize

I

j

I

B. Have the learner determine areas of knowledge,
kinds of data and manual and thinking skills necessary
for achieving each objective.

i

i

c. Have the learner list family, school and community
resources needed for achieving each objective.
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D, Using the resources identified in steps VIII.B. and
C,, check off those you are able to provide the learner,
E,

Have the learner determine which

of the

remaining

resources are available for use,

F , Have

the learner

make a revised

list of available

resources,

G, Have the learner determine if there are sufficient
resources available to achieve the objectives. If there
are, go to the next step. If not, alter resource needs,
return to step VII,, and pick the next preferred
objective (s) or alter the present objectives and
begin at step VIII,

What Actually Done; The teacher made some preparatory notes

(see

A|^endix F), contacted Karen by phone and set up a day to meet. Then, the
teacher typed up copies of the problem statement and word definitions.
third session
to noon.

was held cm February

from 10:30

Referring to her notes, the teacher began the session this way;

up a copy of the problem and the words we defined. You
said you wanted to add to this list?"

T;

"I typed

L;

"Right,

I

didn’t think the definition for self

wanted to add,
T:

26, 1978 at Karen’s house

The

.

•

image was enough.

I

"a person’s view of their self*,"

Let’s write that in. Now that you’ve got the question
well-defined, the next step is to decide what you want to do; how
you want to go about solving this problem. What kinds of things
have you been thinking about. , . ?"
"All right.

had devised
After some discussion, the teacher showed Karen a chart she
(see Appendix H) as a possible

way

of attacking the

problem:
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T;

'Well,

L;

"Oh.

T;

"•

in

order to organize this Pve developed a chart.

—

• • we can take a look at now
which b^ins with on the left the
source you're going to study, and then describing the economic
system within that source, and then listing ways the economic
system consciously and unconsciously influences a person in that
culture, divided into the logical ways, sensory ways, and the
affective ways and you would jot down ideas as you remember the
source, or as you read through the source, or ^atever and then
you would list the Creative Analysis techniques and how you use
them.

—

C and U?"

L;

"What

T:

"You can define your words, viiat you mean by conscious and
unconscious very specifically at the top of the chart, and keep
referring back to that as you look at films or read sources
and sometimes you may not fill a category.

L;

"Right."

Step VIII.B.

is this

was

dealt with as a response to Karen's statement about

she would solve the problem, before the chart was introduced.

Karen

how
said:

some reading, see some films,
take each culture and divide
people
talk to other
it into sections, a recent section and a past section.
I

would

like to do

—

And

the teacher said;
All right, in order to do these things you've gotta have

certain skills.

L:

"Right.

T;

"You've got to be able to read at a certain level, interpret films,
have interview skills what else?"

L:

"Oh, right.

—

Organizational sldlls."
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Differences

From

and G. were skipped.

Steps as Written:

Steps VIII.C.

we

enough

On

did not prioritize anything,

at this point to organize

in

the

step—too jaigony.

Karen's answers were not sophisticated

them as

second, etc.,

first,

the matter of the chart the teacher said:

in

came up with

learning strategy rather than Karen doing something.

some

E., F.,

,

With regard to step VIII, A. the teacher noted

log, "I did not use the language of the methodology for this

Also,

D.

,

It

importance,"

the chart as a

seemed she needed

oiganizational help at this point," Last, a difference in step VII LB.

was the teacher^

some reason",

feeling that "'kinds of data* doesn't

seem to

fit

here for

so she left the phrase out of her discussion with Karen,

What Happened:

In

response to the teacher's question about solving the

problen^ Karen saidi "I would like to do some readii^, see some films, talk

—take each culture and divide

to other people

it

into sections, a recent

section and a past section." Then, after the teacher pointed out that Karen

would need certain

skills to do these things, the following discussion occurred:

lot of skills in organizing; I don't

T;

"I

have a

L:

*’I

know a woman v^o can

have access to many films,

get a lot of films.

T:

"And you have this book of articles on Economic Organization, Do
you think you want to use that ?"

L:

"Yes, Ido.

I’ve looked

over

it

a

little bit

Problems Encountered: The language
be a problem for the teacher

in step

and,

of the

.

.

(lAiintelligible),"

methodology seemed to

VIII. A.— "too jargony".

with step VI I LB, was that: "Once all this stuff

is stated, it's

A

problem

hard to know

.

."
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what to do with

VIII. C,

it.

is

not a natural follow up from step VIII, B.

Also steps VII LC., D., E., F., and

G were

logically weither earlier or later in the

contract is written

in

"not

necessary—they seem

methodology— in

step

to

go

VI or when the

step X,

IX, Have the learner determine evaluation criteria
and instruments necessary for achieving the preferred objectives.

A, Have the learner state how he/ she will
the objectives are achieved.

know

vdien

Have the learner state the conditicns under
which the objectives must be achieved.
1.

Have the learner determine the level of knowledge
and/or skill proficiency necessary for acceptable
2,

achievement of the objectives,

(See VI, C, and F.)

B, Have the learner state formative and summative methods
and/or instruments for evaluating his/her performance of
the objectives.

C,

Have the learner determine

if it is possible to meet the
evaluation criteria, using the suggested methods, and if
it is not, have the learner change them, or return to step
Vn, and have the learner pick the next preferred

objective(s).

What Actually Done . After Karen and the teacher talked a

little bit

about necessary skills for achieving the objectives, the teacher referrred to

her preparation notes and

said;
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And

the last thing you need to think about

now

is

how

you know when you have finished studying this
semester. When will you feel some sense of
accomplishment with this question ? You've got
three months.

will

Differences

From

Steps

As Written; The teacher skipped

IX. A. 1. and 2. and IX. B. and C. because "I didn't

know how

steps

to present these

ideas here in a comfortable way.”

What Happened;

In

response to the teacher's question about when

Karen would know she was done,

this discussion ensued;

L;

”Qne possibility is to look at past events somewhere and then present
events in the same places and compare.

T;

"Okay, from what you've said, to organize that you would look at
a few sources, two or three which ones?"

—

L;

"Cuba. The United States.

T:

"Do you know

L:

"There might be.

T;

"Okay.
then

if

if

this

Africa.

book has any

of

those?"

(Unintelligible)"

ought to go with the topic you prefer and
these books don't have it, we'll find other books."

Well,

I

think

we

L;

(Unintelligible)

T:

"So we're gcona have Cuba, then and now, U.S. then and now
?"
(Unintelligible), *noW meaning the 1970's. Africa

L:

"I think

T;

"You might not be able

L:

I'll

have to ask.

.

to

.

for

know

some overview
right

of the cultures."

now."

Because
"The Pygmies. The Bantu, who live primarily in the forest.
of
much
described
have
they have no written history, anthropologists
now.
are
study the way they
their life (unintelligible) and I would like to
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T

:

"Okay.

And what about Cuba ?"

All right.

L;

"Cuba would be pre-revolutionary Cuba and now."

T:

"Now? 1970

L:

"Yeah."

T:

"Great.
study.

3 ?"

Okay, so you've got essentially six areas you're going to
if you study all six, you've done your work."

And

L;

"R^t.

T;

"Six areas.

now

*

That's the criteria."

for the

Then and now for Cuba, then and now for U. S. , then and
Africa some particular places there. Now, do you

—

want to talk about what sources ?"

may

L:

"Now, for Africa

T;

"Okay. You can wait and see, (Unintelligible). How many sources
would you be comfortable looking at for each of these six areas?
Would one be enough? One article, one book?"

L;

"I think

T:

"Okay, do you want to study at least

L;

"At least."

T:

"So at least you have some kind
each of the six."

L:

"Right.

T;

You've got your requirements. You see what you've
done ? So if you study at least two or more sources for each of
these and write up on that chart; so when you've done that, a^
complete the summary, you get an *A*,"

L;

"Okay.

T:

"Now, that's all right with me. That's a
that would be worth an 'A'."

I

I

take South Africa."

would need to read more than that.

of.

two?'.'

.

.

So at least two sources for

"All right.

Great,

Fine."
lot of

work.

And

I

think
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L:

"Okay. . . Good. I would like to. I’ll probably.
I’d like to
.
.
include a diary book with pictures a story book
somewhat as much
as possible, examples, pictures and preindustrial life

—

styles.

T:

'TSIow,

into

you’re adding a

lot of

work for your

self.

You might

.

build that

your chart."

L:

"Okay.

T:

"Like where

says to describe the economic situaticxi you might
say; ’See the next page where I have three pictures. ’ I wouldn’t
do something separate for the course. You could do it, but. . ."

L:

"Okay."

T

"But

;

it

it

could be built into this.

Just expand that.

L:

"I

T;

"Okay, the evaluation is going to involve reading at least two sources
for each of these three cultures for the past and present parts you
want to study; using the chart to describe what you’ve studied and
then summarizing what you come up with, a statement at the end.

would add.

Is that

L;

.

.

(Unintelligible)."

ri^t?"

"Right.

Problems Encountered; The question about evaluation

elicited "as

much

about resources and content of her proposed learning experiences as about
evaluating

them." The teacher was concerned

that

"maybe

all

these substeps

on evaluation and the previous steps on leamii^ strategies and resources are
not necessary until a contract

as

is

required now

II

is

written up, and even then not as specifically
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X, Write and implement a learning contract*

i

You and the learner write a learning contract using the
informaticai gathered from completing steps VII., VIII.,

A.

and IX . (A suggested contract format
Figure 3.)

is

provided

*

in
j

|
1
I

What Actually Occurred; After the

evaluaticai

terms were

set, the

teacher referred to her preparatory notes again, and asked; "Why dcm*t we
write our contract?’

Then, the teacher and learner, referring to the

proposed chart and the proposed contract form, wrote down informatioi about
this learning enterprise.

Differences

From

What Happened

;

Step

The

As Written; None.

specific discussion about the contract

was as

follows;

T;

"Why

L;

"Okay."

T;

"Your goal

L;

don*t

we write our contract?"

is to.

.

."

’"To use Creative Analysis problem solving techniques to analyze
of a
a broad historical question which is; *How do the economics
culture influence a peron*s self image.”’

T;

"Now, you*ve changed

L;

"Right.

T;

"Okay.

And by

’solve’ to ’analyze’."

’analyze’ what do you

mean?"
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"I

mean

to classify, to break into parts for a better understanding,

"Okay, and you might 'ask questions about*.

"Oh yeah. 'Ask questions

about*.

.

.

.

is that all right."

."

"'Compare.'"

"'Compare.'"
"'Information.*

Why are you

changing

it

from

'solve* to 'analyze'?"

assumes a great deal. As we go into this more I realize
more and more the study of this question could take years to come
to Bome conclusions that you might be able to convince people of.
"'Solve*

I

believe, but that's because I'm a pinko."

(laugh).

(laugh) "But it's really just something yon are stu<fying about now
and your conclusions are so tentative. Ifou don't want to use the word

'solve*

—

it's

too strong."

"Right."
"All right, so that's your goal, and the methods you're going to
use are. . ."

"Oh yeah, methods.

.

.

will be to use a log."

"Okay."
"Using Creative Analysis, well okay.

I'll

study sources.

.

."

"What sources?"
"Books, and films and talking to people who know things about the
of
particular culture, the economics of the culture, the psychology
will
the people, you know, v^o have an interest in that and then 1
then.
and
. ."
me
given
describe what kind of information they have
"You'll describe the economic s ituation?"
gotten
That they have sorta given me, or from the films as
logical
the
into
from the books and take the economics and divide it

"Right.

sensory.
section of the ecoxiomics of that culture, the

.

.
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T:

"You* re talking about, now wait a minute, you’re talking
about
logical, sensory, and affective in terms of people
in that culture,"

L;

"Right.

T:

"How

the economic situation affects their logical selves, their

sensory selves, their affective selves.

Right?"

L;

see what you mean. I will try to describe. . , I
don’t know how to say that~Pm not just going to describe the logical
qualities of the people, or am I?"

Ti

"You’re going to describe the logical qualities that you think some
aspect of the economic system has caused or influenced them to have
and then the Creative Analysis techniques you used v^ile studying
this source,"

L;

"Right.

T:

"Okay, and now your evaluation criteria.
know vdien you are done?"

L:

"ril

T:

"Okay, when you’ve studied three cultures.

L:

"Oh yeah,

Oh,

"Right,

I

know when I’m done

Pm

so tired.

.

.

are you going to

•

(laugh)"

_

."

when Pve studied three cultures in the present
the past and make comparisons between the two,

that’s right,

situation and in

T:

\\hen

How

"Okay, and you’re going to study at least two sources in each situation,
past and present. And you’re going to write a summary as part of

your evaluation,
L:

"Right, and

T:

"Actually,
you’ll

I

will write a

it’s

summary — \^at

your analysis

make, the comments

L:

"Right."

T;

"Okay,

Pd

like

I

will surmise,

—questions you have,

comparisons

on all this stuff,"

you to write down where

all this is

going to take

place, all this learning,"

L:

"All this learning?

The library,

at

home,

at school, at

your house."
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a film room too."

"Oh,

in

a film room, right,"

"Where are we going to

find a film

room?"

"Well, someone Pve already talked to about economics has already
me there are films being shown in her class. ,

told

"A place where

the re* s a screen?"

"Well, it*s a dass showing a group of films that would relate to what
I*m doing somewhat."

"Oh, so you could just go there and

sit

with them?"

there and watch the film with them and try
'Historical Perspectives cn
about
colonizing it's about
Film. . .*Cfti I know what it is, it*s
colonies and the United States, like say a place that has been, or
even of the English and what happens to a culture after being
colonized.

"Right.
to

I

would just

sit

remember the name

of the class."

—

"Perfect.
really."
"It'll

Okay, the days of the week?

It'll

be Wednesday for films; but the rest

of

be any day

it

of the

will be any

week

day of the

week."

"And the number
"It'll

of

weeks we had talked about before."

be a semester v^ich

"Twelve to

fifteen

"Yeah, right.

.

."

weeks.

Twelve to

"And the number

is.

of

fifteen

hours.

weeks."

?"
Did we talk about number of hours

"Probably six hours a week.

"And v^at's twelve times
"Right,

ti

six.

That's seventy-two hours

minimum."
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’’And

w^en does

’’Well,

it*

it

start, the beginning

date?”

s started already,"

"All right, so let’s say late February, mid-February,

And when

do you want to aid?”
of

May, ”

’’The end of

May ?”

"The end

”Yeah,

24th of

May,”

’’May 24, And the last category
protects you is *what resources

would like to put down so that
Pm going to provide’,”
I

Okay.”

”Oh,

”Pve given you that book,

I

can help you with organization,

,

,”

’’Organization, ”
”,

,

.

any time,” (laugh)

"That’s a very good thing. And hopefully, this is wiiat I would like to
do at the end of each culture I would like to give you a summary of what
Pve dene so we could maybe discuss it for a little bit so I could maybe
clarify more what I want to get out of that,”

—

Pm willing to do that. Now would you like me to help

’’Great,

you

hunt for sources ?”

would, ”

"Yeah,

I

"Now,

I’ll

do that

in

response to something you asked

me

to do.”

’’Like a specific tiling?”

would rather not have to just turn in and start looking for
things for each culture unless you get stumped,”
"Yeah.

I

"Sure, Probably the one you can help
United States,”

"Yeah,

(Unintelligible)

tt

me most

with is pre industrial
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L;

"With Cuba,
continually

know people who are interested in Cuba, have
visited there who know somev^t about the history. And
I

South Africa,
Africa, which

if I

of interest in.

I

don't do

think

I

it cai

the Pygmies,

would prefer to do

it

if I do it on South
on, there's a great deal

•

T:

"Yeah, there's a lot of information on,
know when you get stumped,

L;

"Okay,

T;

"Oh yeah, tell me, sure.
you've come up with, , ,

L;

"Yeah, why don't we set up times?"

T:

"Oh,

L:

"How about every three weeks?
we can certainly,"

T;

"If

L;

"Okay,

T:

"That would give you a good four weeks to study every culture. All
right, well, four weeks from today would be. . . March 26 to go over
your first set of infonnation. Now you're going to keep a leg,"

L;

"Yeah, right,

T;

"That means you've got to write down information so
can go back and look at things."

L:

"Yes.”

T;

"'Cause

L:

"Oh, definitiely.

T:

"Uh huh.
in

•

Okay, well you

interested in going to a lecture,
So

we

will

me

,"

.

meet periodically

let

to discuss what

Fine with me,"
We'll see each other

you're going to do three cultures
could meet every four weeks,"

be
L;

You might be

•

We

I

more

—three into twelve

often, so

is four;

we

could do an evaluation every four weeks.

would

In the

like to

have something

Do you want

I

?

necessary we

can read,"

to be here at the

morning? 10 A.M.

if

same time?"

And then our next time would

April."

"Okay,

Do you want

to decide

which culture

I

should start with?"
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T;

"You decide."

L:

"Okay.

How

Monday.

.

.

about

if I

start with Cuba.

just a friend, but she

T;

"All right.

L;

"Yeah."

T:

"Find out about the economic

L:

"I

You could use her as a source.

life,

then and now.

would like to let them overlap if they need to, say,
comes up on South Africa in the next couple of weeks,

to go.

T:

I*m meeting somebody on
knows a lot about Cuba.

.

if

I

a lecture
would like

."

"And you would write in your log the experience. You know what you
could do, you could have three separate sections and just repeat
your information three times. One secticai just for human sources. .

L:

"Right."

T:

"So you need to set up your log as soon as you can. Now,
over spiral notebooks that you could use."

L:

"Oh sure. That would be really good.
unless other things come up."

T:

"So at least tentatively that*s where we are. So by the end of May
you* re g onna have studied two sources on each of these and have the
summary ready to go, and if that*s done, you get an *A*,"

L:

"Okay."

T:

"Okay?"

L;

"Great."

T:

"Great."

,

.

I

have

."

left

so we*ll discuss Cuba

later, and the
After this discussion ended, the teacher and Karen met two days

meeting:
teacher wrote the following summary statement about that
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Tuesday, February 28 Karen and I met and I asked
Karen if I could change the word "economics" to
"economic systems" and also specifically list the three
cultures she had picked to work on, Karen said "Okay"
and added that she felt guQt about not stating underlying
assumptions she had with regard to the question, so I
suggested we change it to: ''How do the eccnomic systems
of Cuba, U, S, and South Africa influence a person* s self

image and what conclusions can we draw about these
situations in light of our assumptions about a preferred
economic state ?" Then, I suggested Karen list some of
her assumptions along with the word definitions.

Problems Encountered: As
noted that

it

the third taped session ended, the teacher

might make sense "to separate *write* and ’implement*

steps", because writing out the contract
vdiich includes

that this

many

The teacher

felt

to deal with strategies, resources, evaluation

and that "earlier steps should be

thinking about each

two

to be a ’long, involved process

of the earlier methodological steps. "

was the best place

criteria, etc.

seems

into

major area

set

up just to get the learner

of the learning process.

contract involves a whole other set of tasks."

When

Implementing the

the third meeting

was

over, the teacher noted some general ccncems:

At the end of this third taped sessions, Karen asked for
help on another course ^how to organize her work. I
showed her how to break down the problem and organize
its parts into a scheme that would enable her to gather
data that could be used to solve the problem. Then I
gave her a sample problem and had her try to organize
Karen’s need to learn more about analysis, classificait.
tion, organization is obvious, but was it the methodology

—

that

made

it

appear?
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Karen brought up that maybe atmosphere should be
included
on the methodology—like things I do to provide a
setting
that is comfortable and non-threatening before

work

begins,

Karen also mentioned that she didnH feel she was doing
enough implying I was doing all the work by completing
and t3rping up the contract, thinking up the chart, I told
he r she had thou^t up most of what we we re studying
and that from now on she would be doing the research.

—

begun to notice that often when Karen and I talk I say;
you want to. .
"Do you want to. .
when v^at I
really mean is I want to or don’t want to

I’ve
”If

!

I

realize that what

from what

Karen and

I

do

is often

!

very different

my notes, but that is okay,
because preparaticn notes force me to familiarize
myself with what’s going to happen, although it may not happen.
I

had prepared

am beginning to

in

how there

an "action gap" in this
methodology. Problem-solving and goal completion are
not linked to any
acticxi in the world
but doesn’t
(shouldn’t) inquiry involve behavior at some point?
I

see

is

—

X, B, thing the methods and evaluation sections of the contract as
guides, you and the learner write out a sequenced list of activities
that need to be done, work places, dates and time allotments for
each activity,

|

!

I

!

i

Be sure you and

the learner take into account the
task when deciding on the next
of
each
expected results
task, so that the list of activities is in Icgical order,
1,

Be sure you and the learner place short easy tasks
which promise some degree of success at the top of the
list, moving on to longer, more complex tasks which
2,

require greater effort and risk-takir^.

i

i

I

!

C,

You

and the learner divide the list of activities between you,
j

D, You and the learner complete the activities assigned you,
meeting periodically to revise the list and/or the contract,

j

j
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1* As you and the learner implement the activities,
keep a log describing each task, the results, and
problems encountered.
2. You and the learner meet periodically to revise
the list of activities and/or the contract viien
appropriate,

E, You and the learner report the results

of the evaluation

activities on the contract,

F • You and the learner

What Actually Done;

sign the contract.

Using information from her sessions with Karen,

the teacher ti^ed out a revised contract including the study question, word
definitions,

methods for studying the question, evaluation

D —non bracketed

(or log) information (See Appendix

teacher made up a
self

list of

criteria, and chart

sections).

sequenced activities and divided them between her-

and Karen (See Appendix

J),

The teacher gave Karen copies

materials and waited for Karen to begin studying on her own.
for about an hour on April 16, 1978 to practice filling
of

Karen* s sources on the study chart.

the teacher began to

fill in

her copy

revised (See section of Appendix

student

new

I

in

of these

Then, they met

information about one

At that session and on subsequent days

of the list of activities with information

cn who had completed tasks and when and where done.

submitted the

Then, the

The contract was also

with brackets and revised log).

Karen

contract to the Inquiry Program staff and the teacher and

met a few moire times

in late

April and

May

to review the trans-

their responsibilities for the
criptions for typographical errors and to discuss

course.

The teacher kept notes
Differences

From

Steps

of

what transpired.

As Written; The teacher alonemade up a

list of
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a>ctivities

and divided the

list

was never completed, so an

between herself and Karen. The

evaluation report

list of activities

was not made, other

teacher*s statement of an "Incomplete" to the Inquiry Program

submitted

in

tlinn

the

staff

early June.

What Happened; After the revised contract and

list of activities

had been

typed UR the teacher gave Karen copies and after waiting about three weeks to

hear from Karen, the teacher wrote

in

her long:

March
I

26, 1978; During the first three weeks of March,
periodically spoke to Karen about her contract and

showed her the chronological list of activities as a
reminder of the tasks that had to be done. She responded
with concern over the fact that she wasn*t moving fast
enough, but seemed not able to discuss it in more detail
or give me a guarantee of when she would be able to
complete the listed tasks. I decided to lay off for a
while and wait in the hope that she would approach me
for help when she was ready.

Upon returning from vacation

in

early April, Karen contacted the teacher and

they set up a time to meet on April 16 at Karen*s house.
that occurred there as

Karen and the teacher

This

is the

filled in the study chart

first source:

Did

T:

"I typed up a list of activities.

L:

"Yes,

T:

"I brought

L:

"Oh good,"

T;

"This

L;

"Pve got

T:

?"
"That»s the book you*d like to use

I

I

think you did."

is

it

along.

your copy Pve got here."

my book here

on Cuba."

show

this to

you?"

conversation

from Karen*s
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”Yeah,

Tliat*s th©

main thing

done."

I*ve

"In this list of activities what we* re doing today
is really #8."

"Oh.

Great,

"But

wanted to go over the others to see if you were comfortable.
Can we do that right now? Or have you dene it?"
I

"Yeab.

Ihaven*t done

it.

We

can do

right

it

now."

"Now, *compare’- what was the change? Pve forgotten. How
have the economic systems in each of three cultures, . ."
"’K

"Oh

I

I

compare these

situations,

,*"

.

see; '"compare these situations.

"*lh light of

.my assumptions.

.

.

.*"

"

"You*ve got three situations, right?"
"Right."

"And the other one
’"Compare*.
liken to,

.

.

•

is

’assumptions*,"

(reading

•

from

dictionary) to regard as similar,

*"

"Yeah."
"*To examine
differences.

"Yeah,

.

order to determine or discovery similarities or

in

that

.

You see

"Right,

I

"Yeah,

I

think

seems

like the

that includes both likenesses and differences."

1*11

cross out

*to

regard as similar,*"

think that looks good,

"And ’assumptions.* You wrote
"Yeah."

best,"

this

down?"
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"Then

I’ll

just copy

it

from you.

"’assumptions.’ As supposed bodily ascent into heaven’, Cb wait
a minute, ’assumed, of or having the character of an assumption;
assuming; anything taken for granted; supposition; presumption . ,

"So

it’s

a ’presumption’ or.

,

— on no,

"’An agreement or promise*

.

,"

"Isn’t that funny, I can’t believe they don’t have.
for granted, supposed; a supposition. ’"
"I

have another dictionary.

,

’Anything taken

,

up ’supposition, too while you’re.
meaning of assumption as you use it?"

"I can look
is the

,

.

.

what do you think

"’Preconceived attitudes or ideas about a situation.’"

"Yeah, Me too. Things that you already believe. And guess that’s
what a supposition is really, (Reading from the dictionary.)
’Supposition,* "The act of supposing’ (laugh); ’somethir^ supposed;
a theory or hypothesis’; and ’su^jose’ is ’to assume to be true; to
believe to be true, , , ’ I like your definition the best. Why don’t

we

just write that

down ?"

"Okay."
"’Preconceived attitudes or ideas.*

Isn’t that

what you said?"

"Uhhuh."
"’Preconceived attitudes’,
",

.

.

,"

.’about,’"

"Well, up here you really don’t need ’about’ because you’ve got the
’about’

up here."

"Okay."
"’about a preferred economic state.’"

"Okay,"
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"Now, *preferred economic state, Ohhh. I think you were going
to
list your assumptions about a preferred economic state,"
"Ohhh,

Ckay, That capitalism, • • my basic assumption is th«t
capitalism is destructive and that socialism may offer an altematlve—
but I*m not positive about that, , ,
"All right.

Capitalism

is

destructive of what?"

"It*s destructive of people’s economic and emotional growth. That it
gives privilege to those that have money of having economic and
emotional well being; and that people who don’t have that, don’t have

—

that,

"It

contributes to inequity,"

"Capitalism keeps a privil^ed few comfortable and having choice."
"It

promotes a class society,"

"Yeahi,"

"And your other idea is that possibly socialism or communism is an
That’s where your ideas are so far? All right. So we’ve
done that. And the next thing I had written down in order (on the list
of activities) was that once that’s done, the contract should be typed
the final form,
iq) In

alternative.

"Okay,"

"And either one
"Okay,
"Well,

If

I

of

us can do that,"

you want

am

I

can do

it,

comfortable doing

it,

I

have written down

this stuff,"

"Okajr do you want to take this then ?"

Vlf

you are,"

"Yeah,

Pm

okay.

I'd

rather have you type."

I’ll
"Okay, I’ll do it. I’m comfortable. I might as well do it.
make enough copies of or the Inquiry Program, for you and for me.
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L;

"Okay, set up log

T;

"And you*ve done that,"

L;

"Oh, you did it,"

T;

"Yeah,

is

the next thing.

You're gonna use that green book for your entries.
more than one page,"

You're

really gonna need

I am.
I thought I would start just on this (referring to the
original log page format typed by the teacher) and then build a new one
eventually, , ,"

L:

"Yes.

T

"What's next ?"

:

L:

"*Fini^
to

T:

stucfying Creative

work on

Analysis techniques,'"

Well,

I

have

that.

"Well, viiat

analog and

I

did

was

to bring the last three tests (on operation analysis,

definition)

and what I thought you could do would be to take
Because you've used all three of these

the tests using the book.

already,

now?"

L:

"Right

T:

"I don't think

you have to.
some of these and use the

We
skill

could probably go through the steps of

you've already learned,

L;

"AU

T;

"Then you could build these three youbavait
week,"

L:

"Okay."

T;

"Unless you want to stop and do this now."

L:

"No,
I

right.

I

would rather

get stuck,

.

sit

down with

it

finished, later on in the

and have

my own

space; when

.

(More discussion about the three Creative Analysis techniques)
L:

(Reading from the

list of activities)

"'Contact and study the first
can't believe it. Okay, then

source.' You're just so organized, I
'fill in log using data from first source.'"
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"So
and

source youVe done has been ’contacted’ or
’addressed’
book. And do you want to read the rest to see
If those
sense to you,
first

it’s the

make

(Karen read through the rest of the

list of activities,)

"That’s it."

"Okay,

This

is

wonderful,

"I’m going to take notes for myself on what you’re doing."
"Okay.
"So

guess you’d better do your own separate,
tbe log format) ’viiat source studies.’"
I

"The book: Black Man

"What year was
"Fairly recent,

it

in

,

(Reading from

Red Cuba by John Clytus,"

published.

’70,

.

This

Is

it

recent?"

is after the revolution.

He goes

in

1965,"

"Post- revolutionary Cuba,"

"1964 he goes there. The revolution I guess happened in 1960, the
early 1960’s, And his first experience is when he comes to Mexico.
And I guess the, . . first thing that’s happened to him is he is jailed
for investigation and he has to write an autobiographical sketch to
explain why he’s in Cuba,"
"That’s

in

the

book?"

"Okay, Then he gets a release slip from immigration. He has a slip
he carries with him; he may be stopped by the police periodically.
And he ran out of money. It’s very interesting, because one of the
ideas that you have is that there’s not that they were cleaning up the
place and this is very anti-Castro, anti-Cuba,"

—

—

"The book you mean ?"
"Yes. Although I didn’t expect it to be. I mean I thought it might be
something else. One of the things is I had a very difficult time finding
any pro-Cuba literature, which I thought was interesting was what he
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was saying,

these things can be found in America, although, a lot
very small army, which means every one knows
who you are. And in that particular case, and also they had just had a
revolution which means they were particularly conscious of,like^and
kind of subversion, anything going on. Also people were being prevented
from, they had no trade with anyone close by, so they were depending
on satellite countries, like Russia—people had very little. But he
recounts different incidents of real, incredible repression, . • and
also that there* s racism this is the main point. There's racism in
all

of the represssicaa-a

—

Cuba and Cuba refuses

to acknowledge that.

a revolution and under

communism

therefore,

T:
L:

*’It*s

there

is

Cuba says, 'We have had
no inequality and

.*"

,

not in their rhetoric."

And therefore that means when you say there’s racism here,
means you are going against the state. His attitude is people need
to identify racism and deal with it before they can get rid of it. You
can’t just say suddenly: ’Racism doesn’t exist.’ There’s lots of
**Ri^t,

that

prejudice in the country, predominantly service workers continued to be
black,

T:

"Is John Clytus black?"

L:

"Yes,

T;

"Oh, he taught there? After they

L:

"He

He

black also. That’s one of his identifications.
Cuba he's fairly educatad , . , He taught. . ,"
is

didn’t at first.

let

him

At first he got a job,

But for

out he taught for a while?"

I

guess his first job was

teaching.

he back

"That’s fascinating.

Is

L:

"Uh huh. He almost

didn’t get out.

with a sign
let

he

in the police station

He

and

him go back. But because he was
v»f^d

United States

in the

T:

in

now?"

got out by walking around

the park saying they won’t

black, he

was lucky-because

if

been white and American, he would have probably been jailed

forever,"

T:

right.
"Because of their rhetoric about supporting minorities. AU
the chart. I think you’ve
Let’ s see how we can put some of this down on
started a lot of the points you want to put down."
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L:

"Okay, the culture

T:

"What you* re doing here

is.

.

is

describing the eccmomic system, and you’ve

essentially done that."

L:

"Okay."

T:

"You might want to

L;

"Okay, the culture is like a mixture of Latin it’s hard to describe
what it is. Cuba is made up of Latin, but they’re also black, but
they’re not black the dark-skinned people, but I don’t know what to
call them.

put phrases

down to describe

—

it.

—

—

T;

"You can say; ’Cuba, a cultural
black, Hispanic."

L;

"I think there are

a

lot of

mix

of.

.

.

and then just name them,

blacks, but I’m not sure they are African

blacks —Negroes coming from Africa.

T;

"Where are they coming from? The United States?"

L;

"No, I really don’t know. It’s like, Haiti’s near by. I need more
research. This really didn’t go into describing the people where
they come from. His was more of a description of what happened to

—

him

and.

.

."

T;

you say post-revoluticmary Cuba nineteen something on,
that gives you an idea of what groups indirectly live there."

L:

"Yes. .
system.

"Maybe

if

.

some

(writes down

ideas)

Cuba, 1964.

. .

a communist

.*"

.

.’"

T;

"’.

L;

advocates equality for oppressed people, but
at the same time, denies once the new philosophy, the new what is
it called, a new kind of attitude comes in. • . politically?"

T

"I don’t

:

L:

"’.

.

.

.

.

in

theory.

.

in theory, viiich

know.

"Once the new

—not politics —the new regime

it?"

T;

—

"The ’new

politics’ is

good."

’.

.

.

how would you say
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L:

"*OQce the new politics has been established, denies the exlsteace
any repression. .

T;

’Therefore, they deny the dichotomy between.

L;

They say they can have a revolution, and then they can tell
everybody there wUl be no more prejudice and then people won't be
prejudiced. It seems the emotional transition that people need to go
through.”

T:

”Do you agree with

L;

’’Well,

.

of

.”

’’Right.

lot.

this

book?

In

your experience.”

Pve never been to Cuba. I do think the communists do deny a
The communists I have known are (unintelligible) and have denied

—

a great deal v^at goes on in different places. My information about
Russia from my brother has been that which is also a communist
country what is different. . . they have denied that they are
bourgeosie. . . One of my conceptions of China is that China did it
somewhat differently China saw it as a real cultural revolution and
realizes that people —emphasized let people center with themselves

—

—

—

—

decentralizing certain groups^ like, find pride in their cultural heritage.
And there's a lot of different kinds of cultures in China itself. It's
like

Europe.

Cuba

T;

’’And in

L:

”lh a sense

it

They encouraged the

that wasn't happening.”

wasn't.

everybody who was
T:
L;

” So

retaining of that. ”

It

seemed like—he was talking aboutjike
was white.”

in positions of control

what was the change? Yeah.”

houses where rich people lived were no longer houses, but were
made into jails, but I think in some ways he was very prejudiced. For
one thing I think he was very (unintelligible). He felt the United States,
because he had wanted to participate, he felt it was fruitless to try and
revolt and revolt in the states. People who walked around advocating
non-violence were candy-ass. He didn't want to bend down, tum the
other cheek and say: 'Go ahead and beat me and I'll eventually give
he went to Cuba to
in. ' He wanted to go to Africa and that's why
in an
eventually get to Africa from Cuba. He wanted to go and live
where
nation. That's where he felt like he had wanted to go
’’The

—

African
standing up for
his roots were; start from there. He was involved in
black _m^, and he
the black person. Basically his attitude was men,
was black or
met a woman over there (Cuba) who was also, I thmk she
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brown

usually think of the people as men and not black
and I
(unintelligible) distinguish between, say, Latin
American countries,
v^diere people are brown skinned, like Puerto
Ricans, as
I

opposed to
black Negro Africans* And she had been in a school,
after the
revolution she was taken on (unintelligible). There was
this training
done up in the mountains and it was really rigorous physically,
emotionally and mentally what you have to go through to leam
to go
up into the mountains and teach. And Awhile she was teaching, her
back began to bother her. . . They would push people to work. ,

—

"Uh hmm, beyond.

.

—

.

"Way, way beyaid. . . She said: ’There's something happening to my
back and I can’t continue, and I guess the head teacher or the head of
the group said; ’That’s just an excuse . .
And she continued to work
and just took that and eventually she was in the hospital. . , And her
mother came and took her away. . . And after that she was blacklisted;
she couldn’t get a job anywhere in Cuba. Not having a job means no
money.

"And you

don’t eat.

a way of freezing people out. And so of course because
if you’re gonna have to get mcxiey somewhere; so there’s just gonna be some illegal stuff going on. So, this
is the woman he got involved with he eventually met. And his description
of her is direct and docile and not really anything, and I can’t imagine
that considering the. . . (unintelligible) and he eventually leaves her.
And another thing he talked about in there which I thought was very
interesting was that people were asked to stay after hours to work and
this was contributing to the revolution and the thing is you really
couldn’t say no. And one of his complaints was people don't come to
English class he was a teacher and people wouldn't be coming to
classes and he’d say: 'You can’t come to class’ and they’d say: "We're
just too tired; we just can’t do it, everyday we’re asked to work extra
sometimes we get home at eleven or midnight and then we get up the
next day and have to go and on Saturday we' re asked to do extra for
the weekend, and this is all unpaid. People have lived on a minimum;
most of them never made enough to cover their expenses. . . It
"Exactly.

It’s

of that there’s a blackmarket,

—

was

really interesting."

"In a

way

— I’m looking here at the chart."

"’Sensory’ was denied,
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"There were so many unconscious ways,
"Yes,

,

"In c«ie logical* sense the people were saying:
'Here Is the
we've set up the blueprint for it here it is, . ,'"

revolution

—

—

"'Here is our
paper, , ."

^tement

analyzing what that revolution is about on

"And
in

in reality there's a wiiole different thing going on and he went
out
the sugar cane fields and worked and he was like pro-communist

he was very

open, to that.

.

,

"So 'emotion' and 'sensory' of the individual person."

"These were overloaded incredibly,"

"They were denied expression."
"Right.

"As were their

logical analysis of what

was

really happening.

"Right, Okay, There were two things that everybody knew the
government were saying should be happening. , Jt's very much like
here. It's very much like this country where everybody has enough
to eat and everybody's happy and everybody's.

.and the reality is that
.
people are miserable and unhappy in a lot of ways, Cuba was more
intense because they'd just had a revolution and because there was
an embargo on them getting things from other countries and so they
were squeezed economically. In some ways I have a conflict because
there was a
I think that country on the one hand could have made it
the
that
deal
this
had
do
with
have
to
wouldn't
possibility they
suppression wouldn't have happened if they'd had some support from
other countries. But they didn't the anger and the resentment. . ."

—

—

—

"Did he talk anything about American business
"No.

He

doesn't.

"Because

I

But

I

in

Cuba^*"

have another book that talks about

that.

suspect that has a large influence on the direction of their

politics,"

"Yes.

I

have another book vdiich

I

haven't started yet.

tt

.

.
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T:

"There's another thing

I

want to ask that you reminded

me

of

as you

were talking, Cta this chart It says 'conscious and unconscious ways
the system has Influenced the people of that culture, '"
L;

"Oh, that would be interesting,"

T;

"But I'm confused now listening to you talk about \(diat we mean by
'conscious' and 'unconscious,' What do wo mean? Do we mean
conscious ways according to the government or conscious ways
according to the people ?"

L;

deal with both. The government was consciously
putting out this information about the revolution and ^^dlat it means, .

T:

"Unconsciously,

L:

"They were saying,

we should

"I think

something else.

.

,"

unconsciously or overtly. . , we could use
Conscious and unccmscious wouldn't be as easy, . ."
,

,

T:

"'Overt' and 'subvert',

L;

"Yeah, I don't think,
like mastering It. .

T:

has a connotation, really strong. Are we talking about w^at
we see as the systems conscious and unconscious ways?"

L;

"Yes,

T;

"Yeah, right.

"Yeah,

’l(laugh)

.

,

.

I'm not sure that assumes immediately

it

I

guess we are.

of looking at

Pm also tallclng about

See, it's two different.

.

.

people.

.

."

there are two different ways

It,

guess maybe we should divide this ?"

L:

"So,

T;

guess we should. If you want to deal with both you've got to
divide into even more subgroups."

Li

"Okay this

T:

"Political, economic.
economics. . ,”

L:

"Right.

I

'Tes,

I

II

will

be 'government' and this will be 'people'."

Government

in

the

moaning

of culture,
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T;

"Right? Because we* re talking about economics
here.

,

(Unintelligibly)

L:

"So you have on one level the ’sensory*— ‘ccnscious**
and ’unconscious*—
conscious sensory putting out lots of information saying.
.”
.

T:

"You may need a

L;

"This

T:

"Yes."

L:

"In

a

is really

lot of

talk to a

viiole page just for this cne part."

an interesting book."

ways.

Although,

woman who knows

I have mixed feelings ’cause I need to
about Cuba and ask her about (unintelligible)."

T:

"Why
some

L;

"Yes,

T:

"Right.

L:

"Yeah."

T

"I’m glad we did this because you know how to use this chart now and
that you might need to use a bigger piece of paper or. . ."

;

we go throu^ the very last— keep going, because you have
ideas about what goes there. . ."

don’t

I

really do.

But

Pm going to need

more time

to write."

And you’re gonna probably need some new paper,

(Writing as she speaks)

L:

" ’i.e,

racism, sexism’" He didn’t even deal with the issue of sexism.
(Unintelligible). . . Not only did women work but they went home and
took care of the kids. . . (unintelligible). He was there in 1966 that’s
twelve years, and in twelve years a lot has happened in this country;
so, I think a lot of things have probably changed over there. I can’t
believe that they really are. . . I mean they may have dealt with a great
deal more than they did then."
,

—

T;

talking again I’m thinking about something you might want
to include in the information you write down about this book and other
books, other sources: new ideas you come up with. Here, you’re

"As you’re

repeating what you’ve learned from the book and you’ve already
mentioned a number of ideas v^ich might influence the next sources

you pick,

.

.
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L:

"Oh, right,

T:

"Which you mi^t want

L:

"Pm very

T:

’The next period,

L;

"Yeah, , , (pointing to another book). This is before,
about vdiat involvement the corporations, , ,"

T

:

interested

,

to include at the end of studying this source,"

in

looking at sources that would go after this,

,"

,

,

this is all

Well, that mi^t be one to include
Karen, also you talked about the woman’s
Maybe you want to find something a woman has written,

"Ih the twentieth century, right ?
too, as one before this book,

perspective.
L:

"I definitely do,

T:

"Also someone who wasn’t black, who was
pro-Cuba,

L;

"I definitely,

,

,

\^^ite,

someone

vdio

was

’cause this talks about the exploitation of Cuba by

western imperialism,"
’Cause I’m sure that influenced what happened
revolutionary Cuba,"

post-

T:

"Yeah,

L:

"Right,

T:

"Well, you might want to add a
off Ideas’ from this source,"

L:

"Oh, right,"

T:

"And

L;

"Okay,"

T;

pro’That comes before or after, that might be written by women,
Cubans or something,"

L;

"Right,"

T;

you come back to
"As reminders to you three weeks from now as
what directions to go in,

,

,

so

in that

we

in

should go over Creative Analysis,"

box put down

’’

’I

little

box out here which

said: ’Spin-

want to look at some other sources,’"

this
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L;

"Okay, you want to put that here.

T:

"Yeah, just add another box.

Oh, another box.

."

.

(Unintelligible)

Then as people read your
going with

log, theyUl have an idea of

all this information.

I

didn*t

even think of

where you are
that.

L;

"*New ideas

T:

"'Give me*,

L:

"Okay,

T:

"Okay, let's go back to Creative Analysis techniques. Now the
question you have is: 'How can I use Creative Analysis problem
solving techniques to analyze. . .* All right. How have you?"

L;

(Laugh)

T:

"All right.

this information led
'give

me new

to.'"

ideas.*"

'And where

(writing)

me

it

leads me.*"

"That's a very good question."
Let's look at the techniques you've got qualifications,

classification, definiticxi, signs, symbols."

L:

"Qualifying.
I

have.

.

.

For one

thing,

Pve used

Qualification is like.

.

T:

"Describmg things sensorically,

L:

"Okay.

T:

"It really is all the

qualification in the sense that

.

logically.

."

.

That was used right here.

time. . . what you could do is go through them and
only talk about those that are obvious to you. You don't have to make

something up just because you think you should.

Cuba was made up.

L:

"Classification.

T;

"Go back to the book~and take a look

L:

"Right.

Yes.

.

.

(Unintelligible)

allowed to exist, to be
T:

"And

definition.

sexism.

.

."

in that

My

at

.

.

there was a real mix.

.

."

how they organized groups."

sense

is

the

way people were

country (unintelligible).

.

."

You've used words you've had to define,

like

racism,
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And communism,

"Right.

It

"Communism.
"That*s the really big one."

"Symbolism— symbols are prevalent

in

Cuba, at least

in

formal

government."
"Oh, Yes. There* s lots of propaganda; lots of, like new art.
. .
there used to be advertizements like of Coca Cola; now there
are like
new pictures of peo^de working in the fields.
"Political art."
'Tres,

What

political.

is that called.

"That would be symbols, vdiich
a lot you can do with this.

"Yeah,

I

just want to write

"You have a

lot

"What was the
"Analogy.

Signs?"

is part of signs.

down the

little

You

thoughts.

.

see, there’s

•

already."
last

one you wrote down?"

Signs, symbols, representations.

"I don’t thinkl’ll

use

all those, but I

.

."

wiU use analogy."

"Okay. In your own mind you keep analogizing to the U, S. , to
Russia and to China. You did that in the discussicn a while ago.
You see, not only is it how Creative Analysis techniques were used
by you as you study this book but how they were used by Clytus and
There are all different levels of using Creative Analysis
by Cuba
by people aU over the place.

—

"Right.

Right."

"Well, does that help you?"

"Yes, that

we

helps,

did this."

me

enormously.

(Unintelligible)

That’s really good.

Pm

really glad
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•’Pm feeling a little self conscious right now because my training
Is
not in modem Cuba, modem history at all. My training is in
ancient
history and European history; and Pm feeling uncomfortable that I
can*t give you
"I don’t

more

substantive feed back.

need so much

with you.

Pm fairly

that as

clear.

much as I need to be able to discuss it
The book wasn’t really a complex analysis

Cuba, but someone’s very perscnal experience and his view of that
and that’s really important and that’s vdiere I am now."
of

"Where you are now."

more because one

"I trust that

he said strongest was
what Cuba is."

of the things

I

c«ie

found*

of the things

analysis of what Cuba is and here is

an.

"A very personal experience."
"Yeah, he was saying here’s what a revolution claims to be and wants to
be but here is vdiat it does to people, here is what happens to people. . ."
"Well,

Pm glad I can be

of use but I

want you to know that if you get to
who has more substantive

the point wdiere you need to talk to someone

knowledge about Cuba,
people for you."
"There’s a

"To

sit

woman

I

I

think

met.

.

•

it’

I

s important that

think

down with you and help you.

"I think she

we both

I

might ask her.

.

.

.

find those

.

might."

"Well, this has certainly helped me."

"Really?"
"It’s

made

understood what we’re
You see we’ve had to alter it a little bit

this chart clearer to

doing here more clearly.
fit our needs.

me.

I’ve

to

"Yes."
up some more and adding that last.
this book; it’s not using us."
"Dividing

it

<>

•

We

are using
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L:

"Right,

T;

"But the exciting thuig about method which is my forte is that is
important to have some kind of structure at the beginning so you can

work from

it,"

L;

"I really like that.

T

"And you are very structured,

;

It* s really good for me.
For some reason I have
I’m really bad at setting my own structure. Some things I*m not.
In very active, physical things Pm okay, I can deal with that,

L:

"Ih a lot of ways.

T;

"You have structure

how you’re going
L;

"It’s

Every day

T;

spend time with

my violin.

.

.

your painting. What you are going to paint and
your next thing, , ."

to paint

very funny, ’cause

I’ve set this block
like

in

I

in written language, I don’t

know what

it

is

but

— to conceptualize on paper is so difficult for me

a struggle, a very big struggle.

.

,"

"And what you end up doing, frcm my perspective,

is gettir^ so

excited

about ideas that you read about, or talk to somebocfy about, or see the
movie about, and then you analyze them beautifully.
L:

"And then they’re gene,"

T;

"They’re not gene, but then I can almost see your mind becoming
frustrated because you go over and over and then a new one comes, but
there’s no closure cn the old one,"

L;

"Yes."

T:

"And
that

becomes a very frustrating thing. . . And Pm not saying
writing is the only way to get closure, , . or make up a chart.
that

writing is one that can help,
L;

T:

.

.

,

"Right.

"Well, we’re all done for today, I guess. And after you do three or
do
four more sources, we’ll sit down again. Unless you want me to
know.
this again with the second one. If you have trouble let me

.
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L;

T;
L:

«T^o.

You

see,

"All right.
"I

may

I

may need

to sit and discuss

it

with you sometime.

So you can get the ideas out.

some

write

of the things

need to discuss what

I

down. . . Because I think I really
read and the re* s no one really to discuss it

with."

T;

"It might as well be me, because I'm fascinated
by.
take that book v^en you* re finished with it.

L;

"I*m finished.

T:

"Are you sure you won't need

L:

"I

T:

"You can bring

Li

"I'm gonna renew both of them.

T:

"All right."

You can

take

it if

it

.

.

Pd love

to

you want.

to finish.

.

.

?"

may.

Qd April

17,

On April 18

I

it

this

week.

typed up a revised contract.

showed Karen the revised, typed contract and we talked
about the assumption I added (#3) and how I had changed the log format. She
agreed
both changes and took 2 copies one for herself and one for one
the Inquiry Program.
I

—

After this session, Karen and the teacher met two more times to discuss
the course, not so

much

the content as the process

—the ways the

ideas and

tasks had developed, the methodology, the teacher's teaching style and

Karen's learning patterns

in

general.

The teacher's

log entries

summarizing

those conversations follows:
April 26, 1978

reviewing the transcriptions of Karen's and my conversaticxis while
studying together, I have become aware of how much I talk when
Karen and I have taped sessions. Therefore, one device I have used
(Ih
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to get Kaxen to become aware of how little she says in major
porticms of the tapes, was to have her help me review the

taped transcriptions for typographical errors*)

We

had a session on that task today and it worked. Karen
mentioned how she says "Oh, I see" or "Yeah" in answer to
much of >^4lat I say and how this prevents her from really
understanding because she doesn*t repeat amy words or state
her ideas to help clarify what Pm talking about. She said that
she was glad she had seen this because it might help her talk
more in future sessions and in her other classes. I said this
knov ledge made me aware of how I sometimes tend to believe
that if I have clarified my ideas in ways I think the student
understands, then my explaining those ideas means the student
will understand. This is what most teachers assume, some
more sensitively than others, but nonetheless it still is teacher^
centered.

We talked

abou t the possibility of videoing sessions as a way
more, (Karen*s idea) I said that the methodolc^
should have ways to get the teacher to keep from talking so much
and getting students to talk, Karen said that was good, but
teachers had to help get students to talk in non-threatening ways.
We talked about how things had changed since the first taped
session we were more relaxed, unaware of the tape and less
caring about what went aa. the tape we took time to talk some
of seeing

—

—

—

before starting the later tapes to get comfortable. We talked
about how the settings of where the tape sessions were held
might be an important part of what was dene together.

We talked

about Karen *s other courses and Karen asked if it
were possible to maybe get an incomplete and finish my
course after her others so she could work in a concentrated
way cn those now, I said that was okay so long as it didn’t drag

our course out past mid-June,
I

told

to

my

was afraid she might fizzle out by the time she got
course. She said that was a possibility because she liked

Karen

I

something
to try to do things in depth and did think of herself as
of

I

a perfectionist.
said

sometimes

I felt

that

my work

with her got put off until

because we are good friends and I am more sensitive to
me.
her needs than others might be. So she naturally comes to
last
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The good

thing about that

is that she Is able to work more
carefully and less anxiously on her other courses when she
doesn*t have to worry about mine. . . But sometimes I felt

—

cheated (the irony being that the more one knows about
another's needs the easier it is not to have your needs met
sometimes.) She said that part of the reason that she might

do that is because my course is more academic, whereas her
other courses are more related to action, i.e., with preschoolers
she plays, etc.

suggested possibly altering the contract because much of
Karen's work had already been done in definin g the problem
and setting up the log and contract. That was all part of the
course too, although the contract didn't make that clear. She
said okay although she still wanted to do a lot more work on
I

this course.

She said that onr course together was in a good format for
to do it
it was just hard to write stuff down and
do it carefully and take the time to study and find good sources.
I said that maybe her goals
about what she could learn about
the U.S., South America, and Cuba in one semester were too
high. She said that she wanted to be able to have some concrete
ideas about those cultures and I said she probably couldn't
expect to do that in one semester that all she could hope for
would be a little more knowledge and a lot more questions about
the cultures. I said that her stu(fy question was big and the
bigger the study questicn the less she would know from studying
She
it, but that was all right so long as she realized her limits.

—

her to want

—

said that did frustrate her some.

Karen said that inherent in our awareness of what we want is a
view of learning that is not something you do all crammed in at
one time; because I know you respect learning in that way, I
feel that ! can come to you with proposals that might alter or
extend our course.

a sense I am protecting the system because
Karen can't ask other teachers for extensions so easily. Karen
says she does want to do my course— the disadvantage is also
Karen's because she cannot choose to do this course first! She
must do the others because they are more inflexible. The same
disadvantage that works against the teacher also works against
the student in a closed educational system.
I

said;

But

in

^
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Karen

is

aware

that die did the

made a commitment

to tiy to do

same
it

thing last semester and
better this semester. I

was doing better this semester, but I said that I still
die left me with inconsistent feelings she would say
she would do something and then not do it. She said she understood that she said that die just wants to work on her other
courses now. Karen says she’s learning also how she works
best (style of learning). She needs to get into cne area of
interest in depth. That is what she needs to do in our course.
said she

—

felt that

—

Karen feels the structures we’ve developed are my structures
that she didn’t know what my needs were v^en they developed.
(What was my need that I had to develop the chart my need for

—

order, control,

am glad

.

.

?)

had the chance to talk to her about some of
our problems in working together, I have come to realize that
inquiry teaching involves a lot of respect and give and take and
that one expectation must be that one’ s relationships will change
demands on each other will change and that is all right and can
be dealt with so long as the teacher and student believe in each
other’s integrity as learner and teacher, respectively. It’s
when we begin to feel we have to "make a deadline", or "finish
what we started" or, "do v^at we said we’d do" or, "do what
I say to do" without regard for changes in the participants’
goals/needs that we become inhumane robots, playing one
dimensional protective roles; and that we feel used!
P. S,

I

I

—

I

could have helped her see her needs and the kind of
structure she needed and help her create her own chronological
list of activities, i.e., she wants to do the rest of Creative
Analysis after she studies sources, not before, . .

Maybe

I

Karen’s idea; Maybe we should take something that I know
well and see if I can build a structure, . . help me to see how
structure things already and then have me adapt that to this
problem; building on what I know. , . moving from what I

know

to the unknown.

The structures we used were mine not Karen’s

I
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not useful to superimpose

is

It

my

structure on Karen*

Karen: You have been too helpful. Because I (the teacher) wanted
it and I was much quicker--! came up with ideas and Karen
didn*t have to find out for herself* I did not do what the methodology
said I did not have Karen find a strategy, I did it!

to do

—

We
if

decided that Karen would use the activities list as is
appropriate feel free to change when needing to and that

—

I

would have to trust that Karen can do that if the learning situation
is open* Karen said that she is more excited about Creative
Analysis and our course now that we have talked* We realized
that Karen had been thinking that she had to do Creative Analysis
techniques first because it was (me of the first tasks the activities
log. This upset her and made her run from the course*
could have videoed our sessicms and gotten more
information* This would be a good technique to use to find out
how the space is used, how we interact physically, etc*

IDEA;

I

IDEA; Put down the
i.

e*

,

setting in whicii the tapes

The methodology doeai’t have ways
talking so much* * *

May

were recorded;

at the kitchen table, etc.

to keep the teacher

from

1978

3,

over the transcription of the second
taped session to find omissions and grammatical errors* When
we finished we got into a discussion of our work together* We
both felt that I had a tendency to push things along— directing the
flow of conversaticn— and often determined what was done,

On May

2

Karen helped

i,e,, what definitions

me go

were used by

my

ability to articulate

faster through the analysis of
a problem, Karen said that as she went through the tape,
hard, but
she remembers her anger at me for pressing her so
anything*
because she knew me and trusted me, she didn*t say
as
purpose,
My
oven^^elmed*
I think sometimes she seemed
along so she could see that
I told her, was to move things
earlier negative
closure cm learning was possible that her
to learn* In
learning experiences need not be the cmly ways

things

more

clearly and to

move

—
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the process, however, Karen lost a lot
of control over what and
how she was to leam. We both agreed that we needed
opportunities
to dialogue about our learning, along the way.
Other suggesticns
which came out of our discussion were;
1* There need to be checkpoints or places
during a
learning process vhere one can be sure that both
participants
are at the same place have the same understandings.
2« A climate must be set that will allow the learner
to express self without fear of judgment by teacher— a climate

—

"There is no one right answer,"
There are indicators which can tell a teacher when
he or die is cantrolling the learning. Some of these are;

that says;
3.

a.

A

e.

student making jokes

number of student responses to teacher
statements that are short, agreement -type phrases
that don*t show that the student really understands,
i.e., "uhhuh", "okay",
b. teacher doing most of the talking.
c. teacher initiating next steps all of the time.
d. teacher clarification of student* s statements in
such a way as to change students words into new
forms that are then adopted because the teacher’s
words sound more polished (taking away the student* s
vernacular, as lUich
would say.)
large

— acting

silly

—

—

,

.

.

Inquiry learning is by definitiaa non-graded one can’t compare students,
a student is where they are because they are where they are otherwise
one starts where students are not familiar, Thus^ you need to build
in the kinds of space that will keep a dialogue going, that keeps the
process open, Karen and I needed to dialogue about our learning
we needed to put this into our methodology.
all the way along
No grades/no judgements should be attached to the role of teacher.

—

—

—

Places where alarm goes off check points to see that both people
are at the same place. The student has to express in a climate
that allows this to be a non-threatening experience (build into
the methodology). There must be opportunities for the student
to express self without fear that the expression is grade oriented.

be given an "Incomplete" and I said okay. We
set the deadline for when her work would be done as mid-June,

Karen asked

that she
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Problems Encountered ; There were a number

of

problems with

implementing the contract, many of which are stated or implied
conversation between Karen and the teacher.

problems

in

her

in the

The teacher noted major

Ic^;

hard to know how to keep Karen* s interests
and constraints of time and energy in line, tc^ether
not so far a part as to make the task unaccomplishable.
What happened was that I ended up pushing too fast,
directing what happened too much. Where does cne find
the fine line between too much control and too much
disorder? And how can I put that in the methodology?
It*s hard to know if it is the methodology on the interact! cai
of student and teacher that makes for problems.
I

found

—

it

wonder whether or not

I

course

seems

if it

I

would work as hard cn this
This methodology

weren*t for the methodology.

to force

me

to teach bette r.

— Some missing parts of the methodology are:
the

1,

How to

way

along.

motivate the student to keep working all

—

How to keep the student on track not going
on tangents following through on earlier steps.
Karen tended to forget her original purpose.
2.

off

—

— How important is

that the teacher have specific
about all aspects of the subject to be studied,
it

knowledge
i.e., my knowledge of Cuba

—

is

bleak.

—

had some *hidden agendas* with Karen to get her
structure her work, express ideas on paper should
those be brought up by a methodological step ?
I

—This was a very hard process

for

to

—

me because

taping

the sessicns exposed me as a teacher for "all the world
Maybe the act of
to see" or, rather, for me to see
good
undoing, or taping a teaching session is in itself a
way to improve one*s teaching and could be a suggested
!

step in this methodology.
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—Why because

something works does it have to be
in the
me^odology ? ft may not be appropriate
for others— how
do I know my revisions won’t just
create new

problems?

XI.

Evaluate application of the methodology.
A. Determine to what extent your goals, identified in
step I« E, , have been met by applying this methodology.

Decide what degree of goal achievement
to your success in teaching by inquiry.
1.

is

essential

Compare the learning contract and list of activities
developed in step X. with your goals for applying this
methodology.
2.

Using your log entries, compare the results of
implementing the learning contract with your goals.

3.

Determine how successful you were
your goals.
4.

in

achieving

Revise your methodolc^ical design for teaching by inquiry.

B,

What Actually Done; To evaluate

this first application of the methodology,

the teacher (and developer) reviewed her original goals by looking back at her

entries for step

I.

E.

and asked herself;
and

my

Next, she wrote the goals down again, referred to XI. A. 1.

"How much do

teaching by inquiry skills

inquiry?" But she found

way: "What

is

have improved

wrong

my

it

I

in

have to improve the methodological design

order to be successful

in

teaching by

hard to answer that question; so she asked

that has to be ’righted’ in order for

me

it

another

to be able to say

I

inquiry teaching ability and improved on the methodological

design?" She wrote out some statements

in

answer

to the question and

compared
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them

to the learning contract, list of activities, log
entries, and transcriptions

(see steps XI.A.2. and 3.).

evaluation statement

in

After doing

the log.

some

thinking, the teacher wrote an

Then, the teacher

in

her roles as developer

and student revised the methodological design by writing Chapter

V

of

her

dissertation.

Differences

From

Steps As Written; There were no differences.

What Happened; As a

result of answering the questions about goal

achievement the teacher wrote these statements:
have to have found at least five major problems with the
methodology and revised the methodology where needed.

I

have to have formed at least five conclusicns about methodology
as a process for improving teaching by inquiry skills.
I

have to have learned how to respcxid to the learner's needs

I

better; receive positive feedback

from

the learner about

my

work with her; be able to note at least five places in the
learning experience where the learner initiated a sessicm
or a discussion, or where the learner ccntributed a new idea
or suggestion,

have to have identified at least five places where I made teaching
mistakes and have attempted to rectify each one with some

I

action.

The learner and
with

it

I

have to have made a contract and "worked"

for the designated period of time.

The learner has

to feel that he or she has

improved his or her

skills of inquiry learning.

Then, after comparing these statements to the contract, activities
and log entries, she wrote this statement

in

the log;

have been pretty successful because I have identified at
Problems
least five problems with the methodology in the
I

list
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Encountered section

in the log; I have stated in (or these are
Implied by) the log entries at least five conclusions that can
be drawn about methodological work from this experience;
I have received positive comments from Karen about the
experience (although not many); I can remember at least
five places where Karen initiated new ideas or discussions*
although usually they were to explain something she did
not like with the experience or something she wanted
changed; I have identified many more t han five teaching

mistakes and have tried to rectify many of them by making
suggestions for improvements in the log; Karen and I have
’’worked cn” our contract for the designated four months,
although it was an ”on-and-off” business; and Karen has
told me recently that this was an important learning
experience for her.

Problems Encountered

:

The teacher wrote

in

her

log:

Determining the necessary degree of achievement for
goal success at the end of the methodolcgy insures that
the teacher will always be successful because she can set
the level fof achievement at the place where she has
already beai successful as a result of going through the
inquiry learning experience (that is, by moving through
Step XL A. 1. should be in
the methodological steps)
step L But, then again, maybe I couldn’t have thought
of these ideas back then.
!

Also, she noted that;

The
in

log entries

evaluating

XL 2.

my

and 3.”

most useful of the materials
there
is no need to separate
work, and

seem

to be the
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FOOTNOTES— CHAPTER FOUR
See CofSng*s discussion of field test design, ppo 104-111,

See Hutchinson and Benedicts

CHAPTER
BUILDING DRAFT

II

V

OF A METHODOLOGY FOR TEACHING

BY INQUIRY; REVISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction

The purposes
test,

make

of this chapter are to review the findings of the field

appropriate changes to Draft

I

of the

Inquiry, and suggest future uses of this work.
into three

major sectims:

the methodology; and

(1)

A summary

Methodology for Teaching by

The chapter

of the findings;

will be divided

(2)

revisions in

reccmmendaticais on future research and applications

(3)

of this study.

Summary

of the Field

Test Findings

As was discussed

earlier, step VIII of Metamethodology is designed

to test and revise the methodology being constructed.

test

was carried

remains now

is

In this case, the field

out as described in Chapter IV of this dissertation, and what

to step VIII.A,l.i, of Metamethodology, the procedure is to;

to revise the

methodology or the part by recycling

In step

designed.

According

to use the results to improve the methodolcgy.

VII

of

"Use the data

”
to step VII.

Metamethodology procedures for the methodology were

The results

of the first attempt to design a
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methodology for

242

teaching by inquiry were reported

changes

in the

in

Chapter IV.

The findings which required

methodological design are summarized below and will be

discussed separately

in the

next section:

1)

Add

2)

Use the Resource Allocation Chart throughout the methodology.

3)

Develop specificity about a learner or learner group.

4)

Alter the teaching task of studying learning theory to a more
specific task related to the learner or learner group at hand.

5)

Request infonnation on the learner
methodology.

6)

Share ideas between learner and teacher
student control over the inquiry process.

in

7)

Translate problem statements

language forms smoothly.

8)

Build natural stopping point into, and increasing learner involve-

rearrange, and omit examples of possible teaching methods
or teaching hints used to complete seme steps.
to,

ment
9)

10)

in,

in

only one place

into other

ways

that

in

the

promote

the inquiry process.

Make provision

for learner allocation of resources.

Examine learner objectives more

specifically before possible

solutions are analyzed.

11)

Improve the climate for learning.

12)

Include an "action” statement as a possible

means

for goal

completion.
13)

Alter the methodological language for discussions between teacher
and learner.

14)

Shorten the learner’s analysis of goal achievement before the
contract is written.
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15)

16)

Simplify the learner evaluaticm steps.

Change the column of suggested percentages on the Resource
Allocation Chart to fit Draft II.

These next three points require syntactic changes and

will be dealt with at

the end of the next secticm;
17)

Clarify the meaning of steps.

18)

Eliminate redundancies,

19)

Fill in

Revisions

in

gaps between steps.

the Methodolcgy

The major conclusion
revisicais on Draft

I

of the

Each finding and the

Each

will be

that can

be drawn from the

field test is that

Methodology for Teaching byinquiry are necessary.

specific revisions

it

calls for will be discussed here.

numbered to correspond with the summary statements

listed in

the previous secticm.

1)

There were two places

difficulty thinking

in

the field test where the teacher had

up options to complete a step or alternative ways of doing

something; one place where teaching methods were inappropriately placed;

and one place where methods were given, but unnecessary.

In

completing

step I.H. the teacher had trouble thinking of different kinds of resources, so,
I.H.l.
to help, the methodologist added this statement at the end of step
the
"(Refer to the definitions of ‘serve as resource for* and ‘resources* on

introductory page of the methodology.)" AJso, to help the teacher decide what
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method

to use to help the learner define his or

her preferred goal, the

methodologist wrote out a new footnote to accompany step VI. A.

VLA, Have the

learner define the goal

in

observable term

3.

'^here are a number

of ways this can be done. First, the student
can use the procedures in "The Operationalization of a Fuzzy
Concept," where the definer imagines a situation where the
concept to be defined is in operation and writes down everythii^
that occurs. Second, the definer can define each word separately,
i.e,, using a dictionary, and then combine the word meanings to
fonn a new, more specific objective. Third, the definer can ask
questions beg innii^ with who, what, where, when, why, how? about
the objective to gather infonnation about the objective’s specific

meanings.
Whatever the method, the goal must be stated specifically, so
in order to achieve it; and that
that caae knows what one must
doing behavior must be something one can "observe" with the
senses. The learner could end up with only one behavioral
objective, but usually there will be a number of them for each

^

When doing this step for the first
work with only one or two objectives.

goal.
to

Step

n.A.L. ,a.,b.

,c.

,

It

was more appropriate

it

is

probably better

and d. are different examples

generate ideas, not a sequenced
step.

time,

list of activities in

of

ways to

order to accomplish the

to footnote the four suggestions; preface

them

with "These might be ways to help generate some ideas, " and place them at
the bottom of the page.

As regards emitting some teaching

methodologist decided that steps X.B.l. and

2. could

hints, the

be emitted because

a desirable
stepX.B.l. was obvious and step X.B.2. was not necessarily
thing to do for every learner in every situation.

Some learners would

not

their success ratio was
need to move from easier to harder tasks because

normally high.

2)
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When

completing the resources section of Step

I

of the

methodology,

the teacher questioned the purpose of the second column on the Resource

Allocation Chart*

To answer

her, the methodologist added this sentence to

step I.H. 2, after the statement in parentheses;

on the chart will be used later on
clear that allocating resources

in

"The second allocation column

the methodology, "

Further, to

make

it

refers to placing resource percentages

in step I

on the Resource Allocation Chart the methodologist changed the word "checked"
in step I.H. 3. to "filled in

to

on the chart."

Last, to solve the problem of

use the teacher and learner charts continuously as steps are carried

the methodolc^ist added the following statement after step
of all other

major

steps:

I

how
out,

and at the end

"(Be sure to refer to the Resource Allocation

Chart(s) before doing this step.)"

There are two steps

3)

to;

in the

"Identify a potential learner."

methodology where the teacher

is

asked

distinguish step III. A. from step

To

I.F, and to develop further specificity about the learner, the methodologist

added these sub steps to step

I II.

A.

Refer to step I.F. and decide if working with the learner
identified there is still appropriate to your goals.

"1.

2.

If

so, then

go to

goals developed

4)

III. B.

in step II,

The teacher decided

that

If

not, then, using

it

was not necessary for her

learning theory as suggested in step III.B.7.

resources.

Instead,

It

your teaching

identify a new learner."

seemed more useful

to

in

to study

order to learn about learner

review the learner's knowledge
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about inquiry learning as defined by this methodology, so step III.B.7. be-

came

the

new

step III.B.6.d.

:

’’Determine the probable amount of learner

knowledge about inquiry learning.” (Eventually this new step

will

beccme

step IV. E, in Draft II,)

5)

Step IV had one

learner is to be obtained.
III.B. 6. and IV,

major problem regarding how
In Draft

I,

infomiaticai on the

that task is divided

The methodologist had

to

ask whether

between steps

it

was better

ccmbine step IV and step III.B. 6. or move step III,B,6. over

The

latter solution

was chosen because

to

to step IV.

’’learner resources” are really

neither ’’personal” nor ’’situational” and need to be addressed separately
after the teacher has examined his or her own resources.

learner will not be chosen to work with a teacher

whom

In that

way, a

the teacher cannot

teach because she does not have the resources to meet the learner’s needs.
Consequently, step III.B, 6, was

moved

to step IV and inserted in the following

manner:
IV,

Identify appropriate learner,

(Be sure to refer to the

Resource Allocation Chart before doing this step.)
A. Determine the minimum and maximum numbers of learners
you can teach with available resources using this methodology.

Determine the approximate age and knowledge and skill
levels needed by the learner in the goal area when beginning

B.

step VI.

Decide the level of motivation and attitudes necessary for
area while
positive learner involvement in your preferred goal
emotional
teaching by inquiry, (Level of interest, physical and
C.
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energy, money and time to spend, and level
of willingness to
take risks are possible indicators of motivation.)

D,

Determine probable amounts of available time, energy,
and
the learner has to work with, with you on the
achievement

money

of the preferred goal.

E, Determine the probable amount of learner knowledge
about
inquiry learning,
F, Decide if the potential learner identified in step III. A. meets
the requirements developed in steps II I. B, and C. and steps
IV. A. -C,

G,

If

the potential learner

meets the requirements, go on to

step V,

H, If the potential learner does not meet the requirements, find
a new learner who does, or return to step II.B, and take your
next preferred goal or return to step IV, and adjust your
requirements.

The steps coming
6)

The

were then renumbered,

after III. B. 6.

field test results

of information and

how that

over the learning process.

,

pointed out a problem as regards the sharing

could be done to increase the learner’s control
First, as the teacher shared the results of steps

II and III with the learner (as required

by step V.B,), she realized the

information from step IV should also be shared.

by changing step V.B, to read:
with the learner,"

This problem was solved

’’Share the results of steps II, III, and IV

Second, a problem was raised during the field test about

the teacher's style of communicating and

learner from sharing her ideas.

keep the learner's point

of

how

that tended to inhibit the

Also, the point was

made

that

it

might

view from being expressed when the teacher
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shares his or her ideas
additions

were made

first.

to step

To

V.B.

Give a brief summary

1.

deal with these problems, the following

of the information

you gathered

in steps

II., III., and IV., or

Complete step V.D.l. and then share only information
appropriate to the learner's area of interest.
2.

Discuss with the learner any discrepancies between the
teacher's view of resources and limitations (steps III and IV)
and the learner's.
3.

— to begin with a description

Steps V.B.l, and 2. give the teacher two options

of the teacher's self study carried out in steps II, III, and IV or

learner share his or her interests first.

Also,

it

is

have the

anticipated that using

the woixi "brief" in step V.B.l. will keep the teacher's discussicn of goals

and interests to a minimum.

Step

V.B. 3. gives a place where

and learner can examine the differences
altered.

If

in their

necessary, before a ccmmitment

canmitment

is

the teacher

views, so that goals can be

made.

Last, to

make

the

to inquiry mutual, the methodologist changed step V. C. from

"Have the learner make a ccmmitment to inquiry" to read: "You and the
learner make a commitment to learning by inquiry together."
7)

A problem was

raised during the field test about the best ways of

using different language forms for the problem statement.

from problem to goal to objectives, combine

all

forms

Should one

into a

move

problem state-

ment or a hypothesis, or begin with a goal? The methodologist decided
insufficient

She

left

knowledge at this time to make any changes

the sequence as problem

—

goal

in

objective.

Draft

I

she had

on this matter.
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8)

To

deal with the problems of building natural stopping points

into the inquiry learning

process and increasing student involvement

in

discussion, the methodologist added this statement to footnote 2 for step

V.D.I.:
2
“^Also,

you will probably find that there will be natural stopping
places during your work together where you and the learner need
to
9) think, work independently, or stop for a while. You will need
to decide for yourself when such intervals are necessary and build
them into the learning process. Last, most of the tasks in the
rest of the methodology begin with the words "Have the learner. . .
(do something)." This is exactly what is meant. Have the learner
do it. This means that the learner wHl often be taking the initiative,
with you playing a supportive role.

The teacher noted

at one point in the field test that there

was no

place for the learner to allocate his or her resources as the teacher had

done in step

I. A.

So, step V. F.

V.F. Have the learner
10)

was added:

allocate resources.

Have the learner detennine how much

what resources are
available for achieving the preferred goal(s), (Su^ested percentages are given in Figure 3).
1.

of

Have the learner allocate resources for each step of the
inquiry process as shown in Figure 3 on the Student Resource

2.

Allocation Chart.

resources are used up before the steps are filled in,
have the learner reallocate resources and go to step V.F. 2.
3.

It

that steps

If

was clear from

VLC.-O. are

not

Four,
the discussion of steps VI. B. -). in Chapter
.in

appropriate places.

The learner

is not

ready

objectives have been examined
to discuss resources in such detail until the
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Figure

4

Student Resource Allocation Chart

Step

Suggested
Percentages

State

Goals

15

Determine
Resources

15

Deteim ine
Learning

15

Strategies

Deteim ine
Evaluation

10

Criteria

Write the
Contract

5

Implement the
Contract

40

First
Allocation

Second
Allocation
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more

carefully.

Also, most of the steps are repeated or implied

VIII where "avenues
objectives.

of study"

In step

and available resources are named for the

So, the methodologist eliminated steps VI, E., F., G., H., K.,

L., M,, N,, and O., and

moved

steps VI.D,, C,, I,, and J. to step VIII.

Then, the methodologist changed steps VI. A, and B. to steps V.G. and H.
and placed them at the end of step V,

Finally, the methodologist changed

step V, from "Provide for learner selecticai of goals" to "Provide for learner
selecticaa of goals

11)

and objectives.

One problem with the methodology was raised by Karen and had

do with the climate for learning.

Sie felt attempts should have been

made

to

at

the b^inning of each session between her and the teacher to devise a

comfortable and non-threatening setting for work.
that this
to

V.B.

might have made
"1.

:

The methodologist agrees

interaction smoother and has added a first substep

Create a comfortable non-threatning setting for your

discussion."

Another problem relating to the periodic climate
©cisted between learner and teacher

matters

of

is

more

of

mistrust that

difficult to handle,

Cto the

Karen*s frustration over completing the contract and the teacher’s

feeling used (implied over and over again in conversations between

Karen and

the teacher held in May), the methodologist remained unresolved.

The

adding new
methodologist does not feel those concerns could be remedied by

steps to the methodology at this stage of

its

developnent.

However, the
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methodologist believes that such strong feelings are an example of

whaf-

happens so often between a learner and teacher and need to be addressed
at

some

point.

The question

12)

of

a gap between goal ccmpletion and action was

raised by the teacher when the contract was being written with Karen,

The

methodologist decided she would not add a methodological step to insure
that goals would be ’’acted upon in the real world” because she felt that

it

is

not the teacher's place to detennine ^^diether or not a goal is a political or
social instrument for change and, actually, the goals themselves can call

for such action
It

was

— political or otherwise —and need not be ’’academic” only.

the bookish nature of Karen's study problem and the teacher's previous

experiences with learning and teaching that caused her to think that learning

They need not be. What the methodologist

goals and action were separate.
did do

was repeat steps

II.

appropriate word changes).

A.l.a. ,b.,c., and d.

To

the

new

step

in step

V.D, l.d.

V.D.l. (with

the teacher added

”
the phrase ’’and needed actions.

13)

Another problem was raised about the differences between

methodological instructions to the teacher and the language of interaction

between the teacher and student.

Words appropriate as

teacher became stated when used

in the

same ways with

instructions for the

the learner.

decided that the methodological language should not be changed
to

words

that

It

was

at this point

student
would be more comfortable or understandable to the
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because the methodology

improve their teaching
(the

is

not for the student.

of students.

It is

for teachers

who want

to

However, because teachers must teach

methodological steps) to students,

it

made

sense to add an idea at the

point \^^ere teacher and student begin to interact, specifically in steps
V.B.3.,

which makes the teacher aware

of the

problem

’’Complete step V.D.l. and then share

csily

(the

new phrase

is

underlined):

information appropriate to the

learner* s areas of interest using language with which the learner

is

comfortable.

From

14)

it

was not

the discussion of step VIII in Chapter

Four

it

seemed

that

the appropriate time to go into such detail about "avenues of study"

and resources, since

it

would have to be done again

in step

X. However,

possible alternatives, such as making step VIII less demanding ormoving
the procedure to "write the contract" in front of step VIII, did not work.
still

seemed necessary

to think through the ideas expressed in step VIII and

write out a contract once the
left in their

present places.

summarize

the

seemed

initial

planning

The purpose

work done before, not

was done, so

the steps were

of writing the contract

to do original thinking.

to hold and here the teacher's experience with

was

The

to

rationale

Karen seemed related

only to the peculiarities of Karen's problem and learning style and to the

problem

of separating

dealt with earlier,

It

resources into two steps (IV and VIII)

— a problem
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15)

In

her log the teacher had Indicated

present to Karen*

The conversation

Karen showed

Karen was not prepared

detailed a

that

way as

that step

that took place

K was

difficult to

between the teacher and

to develop evaluative criteria in as

step IX required, and that

It

wad hard

for the teacher to

translate the educational Jargon characterizing each step Into words under-

standable to Karen.

To

deal with these problems, the methodologist

made

following changes in step DC:
a)

’’Instruments" in the

major statement

for step DC

was changed

to "methods".

Step DC. A.1. and 2. were changed to a series of informal
suggestions for the teacher. Questions you might ask the learner
are:
-What conditions must exist for you to know that you have
accomplished your objectives?

b)

-What

-Who

skills

else

and knowledge must you have?

must agree

that the objective Is completed?

-What sacrifices must you make,
time, and perscxial energy?
-What feelings
c)

Stop DC.B.

of

in terni s of

money,

personal satisfaction must you have ?

was changed

to:

"Have the learner devise a method or Instrument
for measuring her achievement of her objective (s)."
d)

Step DC. C.

was emitted.

the
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16)

The

major change was made

last

after reviewing the suggested

percentages column on the Resource Allocation Chart.
of steps

went from eleven

Because the number

in Draft I to nine in Draft II,

and because the

analysis of goals and resources by teacher and learner seaned more involved

processes than preparation, picking the learner, and evaluation tasks, the
methodologist decided to alter some of the suggested percentages. This
is

how they appear

in

Draft

1 1:

Major Process

Suggested Percentages
5

I

II

10

III

10

IV

5

V

10

VI

10
5

VII

40

VIII

5

DC

The small syntactic changes

in the

methodology are listed below

and
on clarifying meanings of steps, eliminating redundancies,
17)

were made;

To

clarify the

meanings

of

sane

in sections

filling

gaps.

of the steps, the following

changes
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In step II« A»U the

a)

to "(Fill in the first

methodologist changed "(See Figure 2)"

column

in

Figure 2o)"

b)

The methodologist changed "the"

c)

The methodologist added the underlined phrase

"Identify questions or issues

the areas

you want to study

to step I L A, 2,

in one

or more of

in step II.A.1,"

In step III,B,3, the methodologist changed the statement frcm

d)

"Name
to

named

II.A.l,c. to "a",

in

the support skills you can provide the identified learner"

"Name

the support skills and other resources you can provide

the identified learner", and added:

"support skills" and "resources"

"(Refer to the definitions of

on.

the introductory page of the

methodology.)"
e)

The methodolcgist changed

step III.B, 5. to read: "Determine

school and community resources that would be useful to achieve-

ment
f)

of

"Kinds

did not
18)

your preferred goal with the identified learner."
of data"

make

was removed from

step VIII. B, because

it

sense.

To

eliminate redundancies in the steps, the following changes

a)

Step VII

were made:

step
b)

was eliminated because

it

had already been done

in

V.B.

It

was discovered

that steps

X.D, and X.D,

2. said the

same
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thing and the idea

was not

specific enough.

changed steps X.D.l. and 2.

in this

So the methodologist

manner:

You and

the learner complete the activities assigned you
keeping a log of work places, dates, time allotments,
task descriptions and results, and problems encountered,

meeting periodically to revise the

list of activities

and/or

the contract, \dien appropriate.
c)

In the log,

it

was pointed

out that steps XI. A. 2. and 3.

were

both about the same idea, so they were combined into one step

which said:

Compare

the learning contract and completed activities log
in step VIII with your goals for applying the

developed

methodology developed
19)

in step II.

To

fill

a)

This statement was written to

gaps

in the

methodology, the following additions were

made:

and step

1 1 1.

fill

the gap between step

1 1 1.

B. 10.

B. 11:

If essential levels are exceeded, find new resources, alter
essential levels, or return to step II.B. and pick the next
preferred goal, depending upon which is more appropriate.

b)

To

fill

of step

the gap between the end of step IV. and the beg inn ing

V., the methodologist changed step V.A. from "Make

contact with the learner" to read" "Choose and contact the

learner with

whom you wish to work.
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Reccpun endations
Once a methodology
that needs to be asked is;

is

developed, tested, and revised, the question

"What activities come next?" This

sectlcsi will

discuss recommendations on the future use of this study.
1)

pointed out

Field test the methodology in

some problems

new

situations.

This

first field test

that need to be addressed in subsequent field

tests before the methodology is ready for general use.

unresolved issue of climate

of

First, because of the

mistrust between learner and teacher that

existed at various points in the field test, the methodologist believes that the

methodology must be tested again with this question
prevent, keep under ccmtrol, or

make use

in

mind? How can one

of the frustrations attendant to

interaction between learner and teacher, so that the learning process can

remain a positive experience? More

specifically,

how can a learner and

teacher be helped to set realistic limits on their abilities to give to each
other?
Second, the findings pointed out the difficulty of altering the methodological language for discussions between teacher and learner.
in future field tests

it

Consequently,

might help to video-tape the sessions between learner

observed.
and teacher, so facial expressions and body movements can be
this

expanded to
way, the meaning of "methodological language" can be

include physical and spatial relationships.

In
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Third, because the developer was also the person testing the

methodology, the steps she developed for the teacher were the ones likely to

work for her.

It

seems

sensible, therefore, to test the methodology next in a

where the teacher

sltuatl(xi

is

familiar with the methodology but is not the

developer herself.
2)

Build

new methodologies. The

field test points out that

Meta-

methodology, as conceived by Hutchinson, can be a viable method for developing
social science methodology and can fUl

between goals and results

in the

some

of the

gaps that presently exist

human services. The Teaching by

Methodology, for the most part, accomplished

its

purpose (on however limited

a scale) and implies, therefore, that other methodologies can be
other purposes.

between what

is

For example,
developed

in the

area

in universities

Inquiry

built for

of curriculum there is

and what

is

used

in schools.

methodology to "practicalize" theories without making them
educational "packages" would be of great use to schools.

a gap

A

into simplistic

A methodology

which bricked that gap could help make universities more accountable for
\diat

they develop for schools, and schools

more accountable

for

how

materials are used.
3)

Devise a methodology

The problems

of stated language

in

and too

occurred over and over during the
to be available in two forms:

(a)

a shortened foim, using lay language.

many demands

field test.

It

seems

for detailed responses
this

methodolcgy needs

the methodology in its present form, and
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(b)

of

as a short, concise, series of guidelines which present the major ideas

each step and substep

in

language understandable and non -threatening to the

teacher.

Develop procedures for integrating social science methodologies.

4)

Over the past

six years a

number

like this caie for curriculum

of people

have developed methodologies,

development and teacher training and tested those

methodologies successfully.^

It

would seem practical that

such methodologies

should be integrated to eliminate redundancies and to share and build on their

This author proposes that a set

best parts.

of

procedures be designed to give

educators and social scientists a tool to draw on the appropriate findii^s

and methodological principles of existing methodologies to solve their problems.
5)

Field test parts of the methodology .

show that some

of the methodological steps

For example, steps
the design)

number

of

I

and

X

The findings

of the field test

needed more changes than others.

(preparing to use the methodology and revising

were altered very

little,

whereas steps

major changes. A recommendation

II, III

and VIII had a

is that these

harder steps be

tested separately so that resources can be used cn them alone to

fill in

crucial gaps.

Also, the idea of separate testing would help future methodolo-

gists discover

when such a process

effectively without

damaging the

is

appropriate and how

integrity of a methodology.

it

can be done
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6)

Design subsets of procedures for dealing with different
kinds and

sizes of student populations.

This field test was done with one learner.

However, most learning situations
learners.

If

this

necessary that

it

methodology

be

of student groups.

is to

in

our schools are set

for groups of

be a practical guide for teachers,

it is

flexible enough to be used with various kinds and sizes

Procedures need to be designed

methodology where learners are

identified and

at the points in the

where learning resources are

discovered and used, so that teachers can make choices about their behavior

on the basis of the numerous possibilities that exist for class size, learning
style, interaction of learners,

7)

and uses of resources.

Develop substeps for Steps V.. VI.. VII.. and VIII.. which

provide a method for deciding on a teaching technique and which

list

techniques that have been used successfully to carry out those steps in earlier
field tests .

One finding

of this study

was

the problem of ^hat teaching methods

should be included as suggestions to accompany the procedures in the

methodology.
tests are

'

At present such suggestions are at a minimum.

made, the tester should keep

in

mind

As more

field

the importance of method,

noting those teaching techniques that successfully accomplished a particular

purpose and how the technique was chosen. Eventually, a series of substeps
should be developed for detennining what teaching technique

is

most

and
appropriate and listing those techniques which have been tried before

worked.

262

Given the existence

more

possible

now

of

a Teaching by hiquiry Methodology,

that teachers

who want

it

seems

to improve their teaching by

inquiry skills will have a tool they can use again and again to observe their

own classroom behavior. Also,

it

seems possible

that students will have

the chance to learn by inquiry with teachers who are serious enough about

educational method and inquiry learning to want such a tool, and thus want

to interact with students in

methodology

is

new ways. Further development

one way these goals can be achieved.

of this
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Metamethodology
Draft DC
1.

Tom

Hutchinson and Jim Thomann
October 1975

Prepare to use Metamethodology
A.

B,

Learn how to apply Metamethodolcgy.
1,

Take a course

2.

Read

cai

Metamethodology,

is available.

documentation on Metamethodology.

all the

Decide how to use the available resources.
1.

Determine how much of what resources are available to be
used in the development of a methodology.

2.

Allocate the actual amount of your time available or 100
hours of your time, whichever is smaller, as suggested
in

Figure A,

3.

When

4.

When these

these allocations are used up, allocate half
remaining resources as you choose in Figure A.

of the

allocations are used up, allocate the remaining

resources as you choose

n.

a course

if

in

Figure A,

any resources remain, go to step n.

5.

If

6.

Get more resources and go to step

I.

B.

Choose a problem.
A.

Examine your interests and, if possible, simply choose a problem
for v^^ich you would like to provide a methodological soluticai and
go to step in.

B.

problem statements and, if possible, choose
these problems if you would like to provide a methodological

Identify sources of

one of

solution and go to step in.

C.

and use the
Allocate additional resources to Major Process n
a problem.
Coffing Client-Demand Methodology to choose
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FIGURE A
Resource Allocation Chart

Major
Process

First 100
hrs. or less

First 100
hrs. or less

%

amount

5

1

III

10

IV

10

V

20

VI

10

VII

35

VI

10

1

Second
Allocation

Third
Allocation
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(N.B,

If

at

any time you find yourself reading any

nothing

Is

1.

Identify all the roles

2,

Define these roles.

3,

of the steps

below and

happening, try the following four steps:

necessary

Determine the sequence

in

in this

use of Meta methodology,

which the roles should be taken on by

user,
4.

in.

Do each

of these roles in the

sequence determined above.)

your methodology by analyzing the problem area and
determining a purpose that will solve the problem,

State a purpose for

A.

Livestigate the problem area by allocating your resources to

(me or more of the following activities.

B.

1.

Read the literature

2.

Talk to people v^o work

3.

Examine work being done

4.

Brainstorm about the problem area.

5.

Try

If

in the

in

area,

the area,

out tools that already exist in

Narrow down area
1.

in the area,

into

problem area,

manageable piece

(focus).

the problem area is already small enough to be manageable,

goto step ni, C,
2.

C.

Choose a piece

of the

problem area and go to step in, A.

area.
Investigate purposes within the chosen piece of the problem
that will solve the chosen problem,

1,

Brainstorm purposes

2,

Read the literature applicable

to the chosen

problem to

identify stated or implied purposes.

3,

Ask others

chosen problem.
for purposes they think will solve the

279

D.

If more than one purpose has resulted from the
previous step,
then choose the most appropriate one,

E,

Check chosen purpose against following two
1,

Check purpose

to see that

it

criteria;

is not trivial,

some unimportant event could occur v^lch would
satisfy the stated purpose. For example, if the purpose
was as follows: to build educational products; then the
See

a)

if

evait of making a ruler would satisfy the purpose.
Therefore, the purpose is trivial. Consider the purpose:
to build curricula,

A bad

curricula is still a curricula
and would satisfy the purpose, therefore, the purpose
is trivial.

b)

2.

If the purpose is judged to be
and repeat step II, E, 1, a).

Check the purpose
have
a)

in

IV.

if it

Imagine that the purpose

If

really solves the

purpose

problem you

mind.

problem
b)

to see

trivial, revise the

still

is

accomplished.

Could the

exist?

yes, revise the purpose and go to step n, E, 1, a,
to others for their critique

F,

resources warrant, show purpose
based cn the above two criteria.

Go

Write out purpose and commit yourself to it, (If you can say why
you don't like it, then revise and recycle to E. If you can’t say
v^y you dcm’t like it, then go cai to step in.)

If

Test the purpose by the following criteria:
A,

Is the

1.

purpose desirable?

Use one of the following methods— where not obvious use
Complex Method.
a)

Simple Method, do one or more
i)

Answer

of the following:

questicxi yourself with rationale.

280

Get diverse groups to answer question.

ii)

Check notes from previous

III.)

check any other literature
purpose is desirable.
b)

2o

B.

the area to see

if

necessary and go to step n, E,

Use "Operationalization
It is

of

Fuzzy Concepts.

not necessary to do a complete operationalization

It is only necessary to find
can be operationalized.)

at this point.

2.

Is the

1.

Repeat step HI, A,
if necessary.

in light of operationalization

if

the purpose

and revise

purpose practicable ? Do one or more of the following:

Answer question your
a)

b)

self in

development
purpose?

Is the

this

2.

1, a).

purpose ope rational iaable?

(N.B.

C.

if

Complex Method-use Coffing Client-Demand Methodology

Bevise the purpose

Is the

1.

literature; review and
c«i

of

terms

of

a methodology practical given

Once developed would the methodology be a practical
way to accomplish the purpose ?

Get diverse groups to answer questions l.a) and l.b) above.
a)

Methodologists answer question of C. l.a)

b)

Methodologists and potential users answer question of
Co l.b),

3.

D.

Revise the purpose if necessary and recycle through
B; otherwise go to D.

Are existing methodologies
1

Test

in

insufficient?

the following ways.

A

and

281

a)

Searc5h area for existing methodologies.

b)

Take found methodologies and test them against
of methodolc^. If they all fall go to step V.

c)

Are they designed

definition

to accomplish your purpose ?

If

not go

to step V.
d)

Does any one

of

them accomplish your purpose?

If

not go

to step V,

2.

V.

e)

Are these practical?
step V,

(See

f)

Are they desirable?

If all

g)

Is

if

they are used.)

not go to

If

are not, go to step V.

any one complete? (You may work on

it if it

Revise the purpose and recycle through tests,

if

is not.)

necessary.

Qice all answers to IV are yes, then analyze the implications of the purpose
for the development of methodolc^, (This is a way of identifying the
attributes that the

A.

methodolc^ must have.)

Use the following method to analyze the implications of
(Hutchinsaa says "Problem implies its own soluticns."

the purpose,

In this case,
the implications of the purpose supply the first approximaticn of the

major elements
1,

of the methodology,

a)

Imagine and write down in what ways you could
accomplish the purpose.

b)

Imagine and write down in what ways you can accomplish
the purpose, avoiding all the problems,

c)

d)

fail to

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down what
is happening.
resources permit and you wish to, generate alternatives
to the items identified in a), b), and c) above,
If

i)

determine
possible alternatives to accomplish the purpose.

For each element determined through b +
all

o,
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Create one list from all the lists generated In the
previous step. For those dimensions generated
In a, , change their statements so that they state a
procedure or procedures to solve the problem they

ii)

originally Identified.

Ill)

Test the completeness of the above list by using one
or more of the following methods to generate
alternative lists of dimensions. Then examine these
new lists. For each dimension not on the list produced
in d. ii) above that you want cm that list, add it to the
list.
Add any other dimensions to the list that you think
of while doing this process whicjh are not already on the
list and which you want on the list.
1)

Ask others

2)

Think up alternatives which have nothing to do with
this purpose and consider whether they do or not.

3)

Go back

to list generated in b and c, and ccmsider
again whether any of those should be on list and add

any new
4)

to do steps a-c.

ernes.

Ask yourself

if

your alternatives have any alternatives

to them.

5)

2.

6)

Use the possible methodologies generated

7)

Use any other tests

Choose the
a)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that are not on this
list and how they could be changed to good alternatives.

initial set of

of

in

step in, D,

your own choosing.

major processes for the methodology.

Look over the list of dimensions and choose those which
you feel will accomplish the purpose.

b)

Combine together any dimensions

c)

Write out a new
together.

list

that

appear to go together.

with any combined dimensions listed
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B.

Organize the attributes
1.

into a rational

order

of steps.

Detemine which Implications are not necessary for the
methodology to accomplish the purpose and strike them from
list.

2.

3

Determine \^^ich implications are contained in others and note
that. Determine which implications can be combined to make
one step, and give those a name.
a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which are related and
define a single process when combined but are not logical
sub steps of each other.

b)

3.

Create a major step naming this process and
combined dimensions as substeps of this.

Ask which implications you would have

list

the

to accomplish first in

order to accomplish the rest.
4.

Write

5.

Ask which implication would now be

it

out as the first step.

first,

given that the first

(Mie is

accomplished.

6.

Write

it

7.

Continue this process until all major implications are accounted

down as the second

step.

for.

8.

Order any sub steps by cycling through 3-7.

9.

Check

to see

10.

Check

to

a)

if

the order has a logical flow to

make sure

For example,

if

it.

that all implications are stated procedurally.

a step reads "objectives”,

it

is not stated

procedurally.
b)

If

the step is not stated procedurally rewrite

"choose objectives."
11.

Write out a revised

list.

it.

For example,
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12,

Check completion of ordering by asking others (at least one)
to give an ordering of implications with explanation of why, if
possible, without showing them your ordering. This can be
verbal or written, depending

c«i

the resources available,

13,

Do a revised ordering based on responses from

14,

Give revised ordered
area for critique,

list to

12,

others experienced

a)

Write out purpose of methodolc^.

b)

Write out following statement:

in

the

problem

Please critique the list of steps designed to accomplish
the above purpose and point out those steps that you do not
understand, steps you feel should be left out, and any steps,
concepts and/or ideas that you feel should be added.
1)

Look

at the first

major process and ask yourself

if

anything has to be done before that process in order
to accomplish the purpose.

2)

Ccmsider the following possibilities:
Learn to use the methodology
Obtain a contract for services

Plan the application of the methodology
3)

If

there is, add a

new major process

at the beginning of

the methodology and go to step 1) above,

4)

major process and ask yourself if
anything else has to be done, e,g, testing to see if the
applicaticm has been successful,

Look

at the last

,

5)

Consider the following possibilities
Evaluate the results of the methodology
Redesign the application.

6)

If

there

is,

add a new major process to the end and go

to step 3) above.

C.

of methodology.
Write out final list to be used throughout rest
date.
it Draft I, your name, and

Mark
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VI.

Operationalize the purpose.
1.

A.

The

straight analysis technique*
Identify the fuzzy concepts in the purpose.

B,

2*

Directly operationalize each fuzzy ccaicept,

3*

Directly operationalize the interaction

4.

Test the criteria for completeness in a manner
choosing and revise them if necessary.

D.

of

your

Review the final set of components. If you are unsatisfied go to C;
otherwise commit yourself to the set of compcaients and go to

vn,

step

C,

among fuzzy concepts.

Revise the components. If you are still unsatisfied go to D;
otherwise commit yourself to the revised set of components and
go to step vn.

Use Hutchinson's "Operationalizaticai

Fuzzy Concepts."

of

vn. Design Procedures
(N.B.

Design or redesign can be done at any level

of

breakdown,

including the highest.

A.

be designed (i. e., the first crucial
not clear that the step would be easy to develop).

Identify the first (next) step to

step where
1.

it

is

Examine each step

of the draft of the methodology for gaps:

Unoperatiaaal steps or breaks
2.

When a gap

is found,

operaticttialization of

in continuity.

determine if it is crucial. Use the
the purpose as criteria to determine

if

the gap is crucial.

3.

If

examine;
the gap is not crucial, go back to 1. and continue to

otherwise go to 4.
4.

Determine
a)

if

Answer

gap

is

hard to develop*

read this step does it
what must be done to accomplish it ?

this question:

convey to

me

When

I
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b)

6.

B.

C.

If

tho

answer

Is

no, go to D; otherwise go to 5.

Cycle back to 1. If no gaps wore found that fit both
criteria
then Identify "crucial" gaps and develop those.
If no
"crucial" gaps were found then develop any gaps.

Identify the stop’s subpurposo. This Is usually
accomplished by
adding the word "to" In front of tho step.

Analyze
a.

Use

Implications of subpurposo

terms

In

of

main purpose.

the following method to analyze Implications of the

subpurpose:
1.

a)

b)

Imagine and write down In what ways you could
to accomplish tho purpose,
Imagine and write down

In

the purpose, avoiding all
c)

d)

fall

what ways you can accomplish
problems.

tlie

Imagine the purpose being accomplished; write down
what Is happening.

For each element determined through b

1)

determine

all possible alternatives to

+ c,

accomplish

the purpose,

II)

’

Create one list from all the lists generated in tho
previous step. For those dimensions generated
In a,, change their statements so that they state
a procedure or procedures to solve the problems
they originally Identified.

III)

Test the completeness of the above list by using
one or more of Uie following methods to generate
alternative lists of dimensions. Then examine
these new lists. For each dimension not on the
list produced In d. li) above tliat you wiuU on that
Add luiy other dimensions
list, add It to tlie list.

you thlnlv of while doing this
process which are not already on tho list and which
you want on the list.

to

tlie list tliat
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1)

Ask others

2)

Think up alternatives vdiich have nothing to do
with this purpose and consider whether they do
or not,

to do steps a-c.

3)

Go back

4)

Ask yourself

to list generated in b and c, and
ccnsider again whether any of those should be
on list and add any new ones,

if

your alternatives have any

alternatives to them,
5)

Ask what bad alternatives exist that are not on
how they could be changed in good

this list and

alternatives,

6)

2,

Use any other tests

Choose the
a)

initial set of

of

your own choosing,

major steps for the major process,

Look over the list of dimensiaas and choose those you
accomplish the purpose,

feel will

b)

Combine together any dimensions

that

appear to go

togethe r,
c)

Write out a new

list

with any combined dimensions listed

together,

D,

Organize the attributes
1,

2,

into

a rational order of steps,

Determine which implications are not necessary for the
methodology (accomplishing purpose) and strike them from

list,

Determine which implications are contained in others and note
that. Determine which impli cat ions can be combined to make
one step, and give those a name,
a)

Combine any dimensions on the list which are related and
define a single process when combined but are not logical
sub steps of each other.
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Create a major step naming this process and
combined dimensions as substeps of this.

b)

3.

list

the

Ask which
in

implication you would have to accomplish first
order to accomplish the rest.

4,

Write

5o

Ask which
one

is

it

out as first step.

implication would

now be

first, given the first

accomplished.

6,

Write

7.

Do

8,

Order any substeps by cycling through 3-7.

9.

Check

it

down as

seccMid step.

this process until all

to see

if

major implications are accounted

order has logical flow to

10.

Check to make sure

11.

Check completicxi

all implications

of ordering

it.

are stated procedurally.

by asking others

(at

least one)

to give an ordering of implication with explanaticaa of v^y,

possible, without showing

for.

if

them your ordering. This can be

verbal or written, depending on the resources available.
12.

Do a revised ordering based oa

l3o

Give revised ordered
area for critique.

list to

respcaises

from

others experienced

11.

in

problem

a)

Write out purpose of step under development and
methodology.

b)

Write out following statement:
Please critique the list of steps designed to accomplish the
above purpose and point out those steps that you do not
understand, steps you feel should be left out, and any
steps, concepts and/or ideas that you feel should be added.

c)

Present a copy of the above two statements along with a copy
each of the
of the processes of the step under development to
individuals who will critique these processes.
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14.

Do a
a)

final ordering

Add

in

and write

F,

out,

any steps or functions that are implied by the

existing steps at the

E,

it

same

level of abstracticn,

b)

Identify the anchoring steps for the step under development
at this time.

c)

Write out final

Determine the amount

Examine the

of

list to

be used throughout rest of methodology.

completeness and test for

logic of the step under design in

terms

it.

of

subpurpose

and main purpose.
G.

gaps that are found and then recycle to VII. E,
gaps, go on to Vn,G,

H.

Examine the logic of entire methodology and its parts
main purpose in light of the step under development.

I,

Fill in the

Redesign step and/or methodology and recycle to
gaps, then go to Vn, I.

in

If

no

terms

of

Vn.G. K no

Jo

Recycle to Vn, A, until you feel that further applications of Vn will
not produce sufficient improvement to warrant spending of resources,

K.

Before going to VIH, write out a new draft of the methodology including
all changes made to date as a result of VII, Marie this Draft II,
your name, and date.
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(N.Bo

One may conduct a field test as well as running through VII by
using
the data obtained In the field test to help out in the development
procedures,)

Vin,

Test and then revise the purpose and/or procedures
A,

If

necessary,

Field test the methodology. See David Rosen's dissertation
(UMass- Amherst) for more detail.
1,

The

first field test should be done on the whole methodology
under the simplest possible conditions.

a first field test as described below has already been
perfonned, go to step VIII, A, 2.

a)

If

b)

Conceptualize the simples problem and conditicms
possible for an application of the methodology e.g.
simple problem, small resources required, few
people involved,

c)

Find a situation where the methodology could be
applied which is as close as possible to the simplest
conditions,

d)

Write out the purpose

(of

the methodolc^y or the part

to be tested) and its operationalization.

e)

Determine your goals for the field test. If this is
not easy to do, use the Goals Process from the Fortune/
Hulchinscxi Evaluaticn

f)

g)

Develop the measures for the field test from the
operationalization of the purpose and your goals. If
this is not easy to do, use the Measuring Process from
the Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.
out the field test keeping a log as

Carry

B and
h)

Methodology.

shown

in

figure

figure C,

Carry out the measurements developed

in

Vm,

A, 1,

above.
i)

Use the data

to revise the

recycling to step

Vn,

methodology or the part by

f)
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2.

Succeeding field tests should be cmly slightly
those previously conducted,
a)

Review

more complex

than

previously coaducted field tests, if very complex
have found no problems in any parts of the
methodology go to step vm, B.
all

field tests

—

b)

Determine what is to be field tested
a part
methodology or the entire methodology,

c)

Conceptualize a set of conditicms a little more complex
than the previous field test on the parts of the methodology

of the

to be tested,
d)

Find a situation where the methodology could be applied
which is as close as possible to the specified conditions,

e)

Write out the purpose (of the methodology or the part to
be tested) and its operaticsialization,

f)

g)

h)

Determine your goals for the field test. If this is not easy
to do, use the Goals Process from the Fortune/Hutchinson
Evaluaticm Methodology,
Develop the measures for the field test from the
operationalization of the purpose and your goals. If this
is not easy to do, use the Measuring Process from the
Fortune/Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology.

Carry out the

field test keeping a log as

B and Figure

C.

i)

Carry out the measurements developed

j)

Use the data

to revise the

recycling to step

B.

shown

in

Vm,

in

Figure

A, 2, g) above,

methodology or the part by

Vn.

Conclusion-oriented research of methodology; if necessary, redesign
(step VII). Use the Knowledge Generaticm Methodology.
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FIGURE B

Step

Perfonned

What actually done

If

different

Step,

from

why?
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FIGURE C

What happened ?

Problems encountered

m

APPENDIX B
Methcxiology for Teaching by Inquiry
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Methodology for Teaching by Inquiry
Woricing Draft

I

January 10, 1978

Purpose

of the

Definition and

methodology; To teach by inquiry

m ethodological

”To teach by

rationale:

means to support and serve as resource for the
learner as he/ die diagnoses needs, selects leamiig goals. Identifies
and uses resources, chooses and implements learning strategies,
and evaluates progress.
inquiry"

Word meanings:
"support": give positive reinforcement to by listenin g , praising

and responding.
"serve a*s resource for": provide knowledge in goal area for;
provide knowledge of other resources for; provide planned
opportunities for; provide study, research and problem-solving
skills for; use group skills with; ask questions of.

"Learner"; one who wants to inquire as defined by the rationale
above.
"diagnoses": detennine amounts and kinds of "needs" therefore
a gap between present knowledge or ability and desire, knowledge
or skill, or a skill or knowledge area necessary for alleviating
a problem.
"learning goals"; outcomes or general objectives.

"resources": Specific areas of knowledge, skills, energy levels
and to some extent attitudes; time and money constraints; written
sources; institutional and community services; knowledgeable
people; cognitive, affective and manual skills.
"learning strategies"; plans, activities and tasks; methods for
achieving a goal.

"evaluates progress": makes interim and final inferences and
judgments about and provides data for decision-making on goal

achievement.

Users

People interested
training teachers of inquiry.

of the methodolc^y:

interested in

in teaching

by inquiry; people
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I.

Prepare to use the Teaching By iiquiiy Methodology,
A, Determine the amount of time and other resources you have
for these preparation activities, snd plan to complete them within
those resources.
B,

you have learned the Teaching by Mquiry Methodology and
go to step I.D,

If

its rationale,

C,

Learn the Teaching by Inquiry Methodolc^ and

its rationale,

1,

Read the methodology and related materials.

2,

Practice using the methodology,

3,

Talk with the developer

of the

methodology, other
who have used the

methodological developers and people

methodology.

D,

If you are presently teaching by inquiry and feel comfortable
with your teaching skills, you do not need this methodology.
Stop here,
1,

E,

If

you would

like to

b^in or improve your

skills for teachii^

by inquiry, identify your goals for applying the Teaching by Inquiry
Methodology.
F,

Identify potential learner.*

you do not think there is sufficient teaching by inquiry work
to be done with this learner to fulfill your goals, stop here. If you
G,

If

do, continue.

H,

Allocate resources,

Determine how much

of vdiat

resources are available for

using the methodology.
to read, the plural ’Teamers" is not used in this
working
methodology; however, please substitute the plural form if you are

*To keep the steps easy
with

more than one learner.
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Allocate resources to each step of the methodology
as
shown in Figure 1 on the Resource Allocation Chart.
(The
percentages of the resources needed for each step of the

2.

methodology are suggested there.)
resources are used up before the major steps are all
checked, reallocate resources or get more resources and go
3.

If

to step I,H. 2.

n.

Select your teaching goals.

A.

Identify

your problem areas

of interest.

1. List general areas of knowledge and skills you are able
and eager to teach (see Figure 2).

Get in touch with a learner you would like to work
with and find out \\^at he/ she wants to learn about.
a.

b.

Review your former teaching experiences.

Think about new skills and areas of knowlec^e you
have acquired and would like to share with the learner.
c.

d.

Become

involved in something you want to do and see

what ideas come out
2.

it.

Identify questions or issues

named
3o

of

in

step

you want to study

in

the areas

ILA.l.

Label each question factual, conceptual or value.

4. Choose and prioritize those areas and related questions
you would like to teach using this methodology.

B,
in.

Change problem statements to positive goal statements.

Determine your personal resources and situational resources and

limitations.

A.

Identify

a potential learner.

B. Determine personal and situational resources you ha^e and can
use for achieving your preferred teaching goal while working with the
identified learner.
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART
Major Process
I

Suggested Percentag;e
5

%

II

5%

III

5%

IV

5%

V

5%

VI

5

%

VII

5%

VIII

10%

K

10%

X
XI

40 %
5%

First

Second

Allocation

Allocatlai
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Dstsmiiiie the kind, s-mount sud level of proficiency of
skills you have for achieving your preferred
teaching goal while working with the idmtified learner.
lo

knowledge and/ or

Determine the amount of available time, energy and
money you have to spend on your preferred goal while working
2,

with the identified learner.
3o

Name

the support skills you can provide the identified learner.

your level of motivation and attitudes for woridng
toward your preferred goal with the identified learner,
4o

Identify

5, Determine school and community resources useful to
achievement of your preferred goal with the identified learner,

6,

Determine learner resources.
Determine probable amounts
and skills in the goal area.

a.

of learner

knowledge

Determine probable amounts of available time, energy
and money the learner has to work with, with you on the
achievement of the preferred goal,

b.

Determine probable attitudes of identified learner
towards working on the preferred goal,
c.

10.

Determine the amount and kinds of informatics cs leamii^
theory needed for teaching the identified learner in the preferred
7,

11.
goal area.

8,

List any other resources.

Estimate minimum levels
essential to meaningful study
9,

of
in

each situational resource
the preferred goal area with

the identified learner,

Determine the discrepancy between existing resources and
and essential levels

Make

of

resources.

final list of personal

and situational resources,
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CHART FOR GENERATING GOALS
Areas of interest,
knowledge or skill

Factual

Issues or
Questions

(F), Concept!Lial (C),

or Vaille

How
Types*

(V)

Prioritized

Goals
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C.

I^te^e

situational limitations on inquiry in your
preferred goal area

area with the identified learner,
.

D

Determine possible n^ative community involvement
in/
reactions to inquiry in your preferred goal area with
the
identified learner.

1,

Determine possible negative school involvement in/
reactions to your teaching the preferred goal area with the

2.

identified learner.

Determine possible negative effects of involvement in/
reactions to learning with you in the preferred goal area,
the identified learner.
3.

^

4.

List any other situaticmal limitaticns.

5.

Decide what

maximum

level of each limitation is acceptable

for meaningful inquiry.
6. If those levels are exceeded, return to step II, B, and take
the next preferred goal or return to step III. C, 5. and change the
level of acceptability, depending cm which is more appropriate
or identify and implement ways of altering or responding to
negative influences that will lessen their impact,

7.

rv.

Make

final list of acceptable situational limitaticais,

Identify appropriate learner,

A, Determine the minimum and maximum numbers of learners you can
teach with available resources using this methodology.
B, Determine the approximate age and knowledge and
by the learner \\dien beginning step VI.

skill levels

needed

Decide the level of motivation necessary for positive learner
involvement in your preferred goal area while teaching by inquiry.
(Level of inteirest, physical and emotional energy, money and time
to spend, and level of willingness to take risks are possible indicators
C,

of motivation.)

D, Decide if the potential learner identified in step 1 1 1, A, meets the
requirements developed in steps III, B, and C, and steps IV. A, -C,
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E.

If

F.

If

the potential learner meets the requirements,
go on to step V.

the potential learner does not meet the
requirements, find a
does, or return to step II.C. and take your next
preferred goal or return to step III.B. and adjust your
requirements.

new learner who

V,

Provide for learner selection of goals.
A.

Make

B.

Share the results of steps

C.

Have the learner make a commitmoat

D.

Have the learner
1.

contact with the learner.

n

identify a

and

m with the learner.
to learning

problem area

by inquiry.

of interest.

Have the learner list general areas of knowledge and/or
he/ she wants to learn more about.^

skills

Have the learner identify a probleir? he/ she wants
answered in each area named in step V.D.l,
2.

3.

Have the learner

label each

problem as

factual, conceptual,

or value.
4.

Have the learner

he/ she would
E.

prioritize those areas and related problems

like to resolve

by inquiry with you now.

Have the learner change the problem statements to

positive goal

statements.

1.

A

direct

way

of getting

someone

to do something is

by asking a question

the information or begins the learning process; like "what things
like
to learn more about?" Once a pattern is begun, the question can
would you
\\iiich elicits

be:

"What do you think comes next?" The student’s answer might be

from the ordering

different

of the methodological steps, but that is okay, so long as the

steps are dealt with at

some

point in the inquiry process.

"Problem" can mean a "need" or a "question". A "need" is a gap
between present knowledge or ability and desired knowledge or skill, or a
skill or knowledge area necessary for alleviating a problem; a "question"
presents some form of conflict or doubt.
2.

A
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for learner determination of personal resources and
situational

resources and limitations.
A. Have the learner state the preferred goal in behavioral terms.
(The learner could end up with only one behavioral objective, but
usually there will be a number of them. When doing this step for
the first time, it is prc>bably better to work with only a few.
B.
to

Have the learner sequence the objectives, moving from simpler
more complex behaviors.

C.

For each

objective have the learner determine
level of knowledge of skill proficiency.

hisAer present

D. Have the learner determine the amount of available time, energy
and money he/ she has to spend on each objective.

Have the learner determine available family, community and school
resources of possible use for achieving the objectives. (The choice of
resources will depend in part on how the objective is labelled. See

E.

step V.D.3.)

F.

Have the learner estimate the kind and minimum level of each resource
in steps VI.C.,D. and E. essential for achievement of each

named

objective.

G.

Determine the discrepancy between existing and essential resources.

H.

If

new resources, alter essential
next preferred goal, depending
take
the
and

essential levels are exceeded, find

levels,

or return to step V.E.

on which seems

more appropriate.

Have the learner determine possible negative family, school and
community involvement in or reacticns to attempted achievement of

I.

each objective.
J.

Have

the learner

determme possible negative

effects of learning

with you .

K.

Have the learner determine any other

achievement
L.

of

situational limitaticns on

each objective.

Have the learner determine the maximum

accei^able for achievement of each objective.

level of each limitation
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M, Compare
and

if

existing levels with maximum levels of each limitation,
levels are exceeded, alter objectives or return to

maximum

step V.E, and take the next preferred goal or return to step VLL, and
change the levels of acceptability or have the learner identify and

implement ways

of altering or responding to negative influences that

will lessen their impact,

N,

Make

O,

Alter the

final list of acceptable limitation a,

list of objectives

developed

in

step

VLA,

if

necessary,

You and the learner compare the results of steps n, in, and IV, A, -C,
with V, and VI, and arrive at a shared list of learning objectives,

VII,

Vm,

Have the learner determine the possible avenues

of study

and resources

available for achieving the preferred objectives,

A, Have the learner list, prioritize and explicate alternative ideas,
hypotheses, or learning strategies for achieving each objective,
B, Have the learner determine areas of knowledge, kinds of data,
and manual and thinking skills necessary for achieving each objective,
C, Have the learner list family, school and community resources
needed for achieving each objective,

D,

Using the resources identified in steps
those you are able to provide the learner,
E,

Have

VHUB,

and C,, check

off

the learner determine which of the remaining resources are

available for use,

F,

Have the learner make a revised

list of available

resources,

there are sufficient resources
available to achieve the objectives. If there are, go to the next step.
and pick the next
If not, alter resource needs, return to step VH,
and begin at
objectives
present
the
preferred objective(s) or alter

G,

Have the learner determine

if

step vni,

necessary
the learner determine evaluation criteria and instruments
for achieving the preferred objectives,

K, Have

the objectives
A, Have the learner state how he/she will know when
are achieved.
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Have the learner state the conditions under \\hich the
objectives must be achieved.

1,

2,

Have the learner determine the

level of knowledge and/or
necessary for acceptable achievement of the
(See VI, C. and F.)

skill proficiency

objectives.

B, Have the learner state formative and summative methods and/or
instruments for evaluating his/her performance of the objectives.
C.

Have the learner determine

if it

is possible to

criteria, using the suggested methods, and

if it is

meet the evaluation
not, have the learner

change them, or return to step VH. and have the learner pick the next
preferred objective (s),

X.

Write and implement a learning contract,
A, You and the learner write a learning contract using the informaticn
gathered from completing steps VIL, Vin,, and K, (A suggested
contract format is provided in Figure 3.)
B, Using the methods and evaluation secticns of the ccntract as guides,
you and the learner write out a sequenced list of activities that need to be
done, work places, dates and time allotments for each activity,

Be sui« you and the learner take into account the expected
results of each task when deciding on the next task, so that

1,

the list of activities is in logical order.

Be sure you and the learner place short easy tasks which
promise some degree of success at the top of the list, moving on
to longer, more complex tasks which require greater effort and
2,

risk-taking.

C,

You and

the learner divide the list of activities between you.

the learner complete the activities assigned you, meeting
periodically to revise the list and/or the contract.

D,

You and

1,

As you and the learner implement

the activities, keep a log

describing each task, the results, and problems encountered.
2,

meet periodically to revise the
and/or the ccntract when appropriate.

You and

activities

the learner

list of
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E, You and the learner report the results of the evaluaticm activities
on the contract,

F • You and the learner
XI,

sign the contract,

Evaluate applicaticai of the methodology,

A. Determine to what extent your goals, identified
been met by applying this methodology,
Decide what degree of goal achievement
success in teaching by inquiry,

1,

2,

step I,E., have

is essential to

your

Compare

in step

3,

in

the learning contract and list of activities developed,
X, with your goals for applying this methodology.

Using your log entries, compare the results

of

implementing

the learning c(mtract with your goals,
4,

B,

Determine how successful you were

in

achieving your goals,

Revise your methodological design for teaching by inquiry.
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October

6,

1977

Academic Advisory Board
Project 10 Inquiry Program
Box B
Pierpont House
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts

Dear Board Members:
Enclosed are my resume and course proposal explaining a course in Creative
Analysis I would like to teach to Inquiry Program students next spring. I
have taught this problem-solving approach to students at two community
colleges over the past five years and have developed a series of workpapers
from the original Creative Analysis text. I am fascinated with the versatility
of this approach
it can be enjoyed as a sequence of thinking principles
studied for the satisfaction of manipulating ideas; it is an effective study
method for inquiry in the social sciences; and it can be used to help solve
learners* practical problems. I would like the opportunity to share this
approach to thinking with the Project 10 students, who have an interest in
"student-centered, process" learning.

—

This fall I am serving as an independent study tutor and sponsor for Karen
Nelson, a student in the Project 10 Inquiry Program. The independent study
pix>ject we are working cn is Creative Analysis. She might be a good person
to speak to about the appropriateness of this course for your program aims.
Thank you.
If you have any questions, please call.
Sincerely,

Penny Cuninggim

APPENDIX D
Notes
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Tuesday, January
11 a.m. - 12:15
Start

Vo

tape— state beginning

B,

with "Major Process

SHARE RESULTS OF

H,

p.

,

1978

m.

V.B."

m and IV. A. -C.

Have log and methodology available.
C.

HAVE KAREN MAKE A COMMITMENT TO THIS INQUIRY TASK.
1.

Need paper and
D.

pencil.

HAVE KAREN IDENTIFY A PROBLEM AREA OF INTEREST.
areas/problems/goals

AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE AND/OR SKILLS
YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT,

LIST GENERA.L

(Remember our

earlier conversations)

Refer to

my goals

Creative Analysis as applied to social sciences.
2.

IDENTIFY PROBLEM(S) YOU WANT ANSWERED
AREA NAMED IN STEP V.D. See my examples

IN

EACH

The dog is brown.
He looks like he

may be

sad.

He should be treated

What presently

exists;

names

reality.

/

better.
3.

LABEL EACH PROBLEM AS FACTUAL, CONCEPTUAL OR VALUE,*
judgements,
beliefs, shoulds

analysis; talking about

comments or

reality;

experiences
4.

PRIORITIZE THOSE AREAS AND RELATED PROBLEMS YOU
WOULD LIKE TO RESOLVE BY INQUIRY WITH ME NOW,
What do you want to work on

first, second,

,

,

.

.

?
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E.

CHANGE PROBLEM STATEMENTS TO POSITIVE GOAL STATEMENTS,
Outcome

What color

— when problem

Is that

dog?

Is

solved, what will you have?

(F)

Why

Is he wretching in the grass? (C)
Shouldn't he be home in his bed ? (V)

Factual:

viio, what, where, when.
Conceptual: why, how.
Value: should, how do you see better.
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For step

IV,

(Bring dictionary and copy of Creative Analysis
text.)

KAREN* S GOAL:
To use problem-solving

techniques of Creative Analysis to answer
this historical question: Is the reason why
people relate so poorly
to themselves and each other a function of/caused
by the eccmomic

system
A.

in

which they

live ?

PUT ALL PARTS OF GOAL

IN

GOAL FORM. PUT

BEHAVIORAL TERMS.

IN

Reascming: What

is more important, creative analysis techniques or
the historical question ?

(Both

—then need two separate goals.)

1.

To use problem-solving techniques
achieve a learning goal

2.

To discover

3.

To combine

in

of Creative Analysis to

the area of economic history.

if the reason people relate
so poorly to themselves and each other caused by/a function of the economic
system in which they live?

goals 1 and

2.

-What words need to be defined more clearly (underlined)
will actually do? Define terms.

-Are we using Creative Analysis techniques

in this

to

show vbat you

process?

MORE THAN ORIGINAL TWO.

B.

SEQUENCE OBJECTIVES

C.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FIGURE OUT ANSWERS AND STUDY THOSE
OBJECTIVES, rr IS HELPFUL TO KNOW HOW MUCH YOU ALREADY
KNOW ABOUT THEM. IT MIGHT HELP TO TELL WHERE TO START.

D.

HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU WANT TO SPEND WORKING ON THESE

IF

OBJECTIVES?
E.

FAMILY, COMMUNITY, AND SCHOOL RESOURCES?
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KNOW ENOUGH AND HAVE ENOUGH RESOURCES TO WORK ON
THESE OBJECTIVES COMFORTABLY? IS THERE ANY VITAL RESOURCE

F . DO YOU

MISSING?

G.

IF SO,

RECTIFY:

I.

NEGATIVE FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ?

J.

ANY NEGATIVE AFFECTS POSSIBLE FROM WORKING WITH ME?

K,

ANY OTHER PROBLEMS?

L.

ARE ANY OF THESE PROBLEMS TOO SEVERE?

M.N.

O.

IF SO,

RECTIFY;

RESTATE OBJECTIVES;

BEGIN THINKING ABOUT POSSIBLE WAYS OF GOING ABOUT STUDYING
THESE OBJECTIVES.
-What do I want to look at ?
-Resources?
-What questions do I want to ask?

APPENDIX F
Teacher*s Notes

in

Preparation for the Third Session with Karen
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Preparatory notes for the third session with Karen;
Share description of study problem with Karen.
1.

As

the study question stands now, the primary task is to see

Analysis can be used to study the historical question.

how Creative

At the end of the course,

then, ’’answers" to the historical question will be related to the importance of

Creative Analysis as a

mode

of inquiry.

Does

this

make sense?

Is this

what

you want to do?
2,

Next step

is to

decide what

it

What are ways you can

problem.

you answer

is

you want to do

stu(fy the

in

order to solve this

overall questiai?

this question or solve this problem, or attack this

How would
problem?

Possibilities;

1.

Keep a

list of

Creative Analysis techniques as you study the

historical problem and check off those techniques you use.

and
2.

Read materials and look

at films

which deal with the economic

aspects of a number of cultures and ask how the economy influences

a person’s behavior.

and
3.

Talk to people who are informed about economic history and

find out their opinions of the topic.

and
4.

Observe people’s behavior, study the economic system

country and compare the two.

of this
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What things do you have

in solving the historical

to

know

in

order to practice Creative Analysis

question ? Any skills needed?

Resources?

-Got to know the skills of Creative Analysis.
-Must be able to read; have access to films and camera,
-Must have some skill at interviewing.
-Must have access to books.

am

4,

Label those resources

5.

Have Karen determine resources
and knowle^e

skills

6,

this

7.

Do you have

I

able to provide Karen with.
that she can get hold of and those personal

she has.

sufficient

knowledge and

skills

and resources to go ahead on

problem?

How will you

evaluate what

youVe done ? How

will

you know when you have

successfully fini^ed this task? Are methods appropriate to evaluation criteria?

Show methods on chart

(conditions, level of proficiency)

— ongoing,

and at

completion of project.

Write a Contract;
Evaluation

Goals

Objectives

Places where
Learning Occurs

Days

Methods

Criteria

Week

# of

of

Devices

Weeks

Results

Hours
72 +

Beginning Date

Mid-February

Ending Date

May

Teacher Resources and Support ;
books
discussion at end of each culture
ongoing evaluation
help in the hunt for sources

24th
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How

Study Oiestiou:

can we use Creat ive Analysis problem-solving
technlg ueH

to solve a broad, historical question;
infl-ueaice

Word

How do the economics

of cultures

a persoi*a solf

definitions:

How:

jQi what manner, by \^at means, for what purpose,
with \diat
meaning, to what effect, to what extent, degree, amount and
why.

Use:

Employ for some purpose, make use

of,

practice repeatedly.

Creative Analysis problem solving techniques : Qualification,
Classification, Signs, Structure and Operation Analysis,
Analogy, Definition and steps of the Simplified Theory of
Problem-solving,
Solve:

Brmd,

Explain, clear up,

work

historical question:

An

human behavior as

out a solution to,

issue or problem which pertains to

related to past and present events.

Economics: The producticMi, distribution and consumption of money,
goods and services; of or pertaining to problems of labor,
finance and taxation; concerned with the material needs of people.

Culture:

The concepts,

habits, skills, arts, instruments, and

institutions of a given people in a given period.

Influence :

Have the power

to affect others consciously or unconsciously.

Self-image: The logical, sensory, and affective qualities of a person

which distinguidi him or her from others.

APPENDIX H

Study Chart for

Ways Economic ^stem has

Influenced People

People

Influenced

Has

J^stem

Economic

Ways

for

Chart

study

APPENDIX
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Learning Contract
Karen Nelson
Study Question:

How

can

I

use Creative Analysis problem-solving techniques

to analyze a broad, historical question:

How have the
economic systems in each of three cultures* influenced a
personas self image and what ccnclusions can I draw
as I
compare them in light of my assumptions about a preferred
economic state?
(*Cuba, South Africa, the Lhited States)

Word

definitions:

How:

In what manner, by \\iiat means, for what purpose, with what
meaning, to what effect, to what extent, degree, amount, why

Use: Employ for some purpose, make use

of,

practice repeatedly

Creative Analysis problem-solving techniques: Qualification,
Classification, Signs, Structure and Operation Analysis, Analogy,
Definition and Steps of the Simplified and Operational Theories of
Problem-Solving (see Creative Analysis by Albert Upton and Richard

Samson)
Analyze: Classify, ask questions about, break apart, make comparison
about.

Broad historical question: An issue or problem which pertains to human
behav ior as related to past and present events.

Economic systems: The organization of the production, distribution and
consumption of money, goods and services; of or pertaining to problems
of labor, finance and taxation; concerned with material needs of people.
Culture: The concepts, habits, skills, arts, instruments and institutions
of a given people in a given period.
Influence: have the

power

to affect others consciously or unconscously.

image: The logical, sensory and affective qualities of a person
which distinguish him or her from others; a personas view of self.
Self

Compare: To examine
differences.

in

order to observe or discover similarities and
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Assumptions: PreccEiceived attitudes and ideas*

My

assumptions about a preferred eccnomic

This section
was added

That it promotes a classless society (theoretical and some
actual models of socialism and communism serving as
1*

after the

ccntiact

state:

was

alternative possibilities).

first written*
2* That is is not destructive of the eccnomic and emoticnal
growth of people, giving some privileges while others get few.

That it does not base its survival cai competition which
destroys the self-sufficient operation; the small group or one
person business; or the quality of goods and services*
3*

Methods for working on the study question:
plan on studying two sources (books, articles, films, and
informed people) about pre-revolutionary and present day Cuba,
preindustrial and present day United States, and precolcnial and

1*

I

present day South Africa*
2*

plan to read about/and practice the ^ills of Creative Analysis

I

as they relate to sources or source analysis*
3*

plan on filing in the log (see next page) with evidence obtained

I

from the sources
4*

I

how

studied in

(1).

the three cultures and explaining
Creative Analysis techniques were used in this leamirg experience*
will write a

summary comparing

Evaluation criteria:
1*

I

will study at least two sources for each of the two periods of the

three cultures (twelve sources
2*

I

in all).

columns for each source I study so they can
tutor and a member of the Inquiry Program staff*

will fill in all the log

be understood by

my

comparisons,
and with
involving each culture in relation to each other at least once;
(or
used
was
technique
an explanation of how each Creative Analysis

3*

The summary

why

it

was not

will be in paragraph

used).

form with

at least four
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4*

will

I

meet periodically with my tutor

to review

work

accomplished.

Teacher resources;

The teacher

will provide materials and

be available for questions about
Meeting dates will occur every three or four weeks as the log
The teacher will provide typing and organizational skills as the needs

the log process.
is filled.

arise.

Spinning

of course:

Ending data; late

mid-February 1978

May 1978

Student

The above signatures verify
in the contract.

Tutor-teacher

that the student and teacher agree

cai

the information

Technl

Used
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How

was

Analysis

Technlflue

Creative

8

o

a

People

Affect

Con

Influenced

8
u

3

Has
Sensory

l^stem

Con

8
u

Economic

o

a

Ways

Con

for

Chart

of

Svstem

:

study

Description

Frnnomlc

s

•-

Si3
^ 35

'

REVISED

STUDY CHART
328

SOURCE STUDIED;

DESCRIPTION OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF THE CULTURE:

CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS WAYS THE SYSTEM HAS INFLUENCED THE
PEOPLE;

GOVERNMENT POINT OF VIEW

PEOPLE’S POINT OF VIEW

SENSORY

AFFECTIVE

LOGICAL

HOW CREATIVE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES WERE USED BY ME AND BY THE
SOURCE TO STUDY THIS TOPIC;

NEW

IDEAS

I

AM THINKING ABOUT

AS A RESULT OF STUDYING THIS SOURCE;

APPENDIX
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List of Activities

ACTIVITY

/ACCOMPLISHED

BY

COMPLETED
No

Yes
1.

Complete

^

'

Vhen

ENCOUNTERED

Where

1

i

X

Karen

definitions

i

4/16

Karen's

"compare"
and "assumpof

Apt.
!

tlons"o
1
1

1

1

2.

Type

Karen or

of

contract

'

Library

X

Penn^

4/17

carrel

1
i

3,

Sign con-

tract to verify

agreement on
tasks to be

Karen and
Penny

Penny's

X

house

4/18
1

1

completed*
i

1

4o

Send

Will be done

in

contract to

X

X

Karen

4/20

after first

source studied

iiqulry

Program.

(8)
1

5.

Karen

Karen's

Set up

just used

1

Karen

log.

X

1

4/16

j

Penny's

Apt.

initial

I

j

i

leg categories

1

1

1

!

and the original
piece of paper

1

i

i

1

i

6,

Finish

j

1

studying Cre-

Karen
j

ative Analysis

techniques.

7.

Contact

and study
first source.

Karen

X

Early
April
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1

!

8.

Fill in log

using data from
first source.

Karen and
Penny (session
to be taped)

i

Karen's

X

4/16

Apt.

>

1

1

1

Contact,
study and

9.

Karen

log

fill in

on 3-4 more
sources.

10. Meet to review work
completed on

Karen and
Penny

the log.

i

11.

Contact,

study and
in log <xi

fill

{

Karen

3-4

1

1

more sources.

j
!

1

12.

Meet

to

review work
completed on

Karen and
Penny

the Ic^.

13.

Ccaatact,

study and
fill in

leg cn

Karen

remaining
sources.

14.

Evaluate
completion of

Karen and
Penny (Session

contract.

to be taped)

15.

Sign con-

tract to verify

completion.

Karen and
Penny
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Methodology for Teaching by Inquiry
Working Draft n
July 8, 1978

Purpose

of the

methodology! To teach by inquiry

Definition and methodological rationale:

"To teach by inquiry" means

to support and serve as resource for the
learner as he/she diagnoses needs, selects learning goals, identifies
and uses resources, chooses and implements learning strategies,
and evaluates progress.

Word meanings:
"support": give positive reinforcement to by listening,
praising and responding.

"serve as resource

for*’:

provide knowledge

in goal

area for; pro-

vide knowledge of other resources for; provide planned opportunities
for; provide study, research and_ problem solving skills for;

use group skills with; ask questions

of.

’learner": one who wants to inquire as defined by the rationale

above.
"diagnosis": determine amounts and kinds of "needs"; identify
a gap between present and desired levels of knowlec^e or ability;
or identify a skill or knowledge area necessary for alleviating
a problem.

"learning goals": outcomes or general objectives.

"resources": specific areas of knowledge, skills, energy levels
and to some extent attitudes; time and money constraints; written
sources; institutional and community services; knowledgeable
people; cognitive, affective and manual skills.

"Learning strategies": plans, activities and tasks; methods
for achieving a goal.
"evaluates progress": makes interim and final inferences and
judgments about and provides data for decision-making on goal

achievement.

methodology: People interested in teaching by inquiry;
people interested in training teachers of inquiry.

Users

of the
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!•

Prepare to use the Teaching by Inquiry Methodology.
A,

Determine the amount of time and other resources
you have for
these preparation activities, and plan to
complete them within those
resources.
B,

you have learned the Teaching by Inquiry Methodology
and
raticaaale, go to step I.D.

C,

If

Learn the Teaching by Inquiry Methodology and

its

its rationale.

1.

Read the methodology and related materials.

2.

Practice using the methodolc^

Talk with the developer of the methodology, other methodological
developers and people who have used the methodology.
3.

D, If you are presently teaching by inquiry and feel comfortable with
your teaching skills, you do not need this methodology. Stop here.
E,

If

you would

inquiry,

or improve your skills for teaching by
your goals for applying the Teaching by Inquiry

like to begin

identify

Methodology.
F,

Identify potential learner.^

G, If you do not think there is sufficient teaching by inquiry work to be
done with this learner to fulfill your goals, stop here. If you do, continue.
H,

Allocate resources.

Determine how much

of what resources are available for using
(Refer to the definitions of ’’serve as resource
for” and ’’resources” on the introductory page of this methodology.)
1.

the methodology.

Allocate resources to each step of the methodolc^ as shown in
Figure 1 on the Resource Allocation Chart. (The percentages of the
resources needed for each step of the methodology are suggested
2.

there.

cn

The second

allocation column on the chart will be used later

in this methodology.)

the steps easy to read, the plural ’’learners” is not used in this
methodology; however, please substitute the plural form if you are working

^To keep

with

more

than one learner.
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Figure

1

RESOURCE ALLOCATION CHART
Major
Process

First

Suggested Percentage

I

6%

11

10%

III

10%

IV

5%

V

10%

VI

10%

VII

5%

VI II

40%

K

5%

Allocation

Second
Allocation

336
If resources are used up before
the major steps are all filled
on the chart, reallocate resources or get more
resources and
go to step I. H. 2.

3,
in

Select your teaching goals.

IIo

(Be sure to refer to the Resource Allocation

Chart before doing this step,
A,

Identify

1.

your problem areas

of interest.

List general areas of knowledge and skills you are able and
(Fill in the first column in Figure 2,)^

eager to teach.

2, Identify questions or issues you want to study in one or
the areas named in step n.A,l,
3,

more

of

Label each question factual, conceptual, or value,

4. Choose and prioritize those areas and related questiais you
would like to teach using this methodology,

B,

Change problem statements to positive goal statements.

Detennine your personal resources and situational resources and
(Be sure to refer to the Resource Allocation Chart before

ni,

limitations,

doing this step,

A.

Identify a potential learner,
1,

Refer to step I.F, and decide if workmg with the learner
is still appropriate to your goals.

identified

there
2.

If

so, then go to in,B,

developed

in step

If

not, then, using your teaching goals

n, identify a new learner,

B, Detennine personal and situational resources you have and can use for
achieving your preferred teaching goal while working with the identified
learner.
2

These might be ways to help generate some ideas: a. Get in touch with a
learner you would like to work with and find out what he/ she wants to learn
about; b, review your former teaching experiences; c. think about new skills
and areas of knowledge you have acquired and would like to share with a
learner; d, beccane involved in something you want to do and see what ideas come
our of

it.
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Figure 2

CHART FOR GENERATING GOALS

Factual

(F),

Conceptual (C), or Value

(V)
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Detennine the kind, amount and level of proficiency of
knowledge
and/or skills you have for achieving your preferred teaching
goal
whUe working with the identified learner.
1.

Detennine the amount of available time, energy, and money you
have to spend on your preferred goal v\iiile working with the identified
2.

learner.
3.

Name

the support skUIs and other resources you can provide the
(Refer to the definitions of "support skills"

identified learner.

and "resources" on the introductory page

of the

methodology.)

Identify your level of motivation and attitudes for working toward
your preferred goal with the identified learner.
4.

Determine school and community resources that would be useful
to achievement of your preferred goal with the identified learner.
5.

6.

List any other resources.

Estimate minimum levels of each situational resource essential
to meaningful study in the preferred goal area with the identified
learner.
7.

8.

Detennine the discrepancies between existing resources and

essential levels of resources,

new resources,

if

essential levels are exceeded, find

alter essential levels, or return to n.B. and pick
more appropriate.

the next preferred goal, depending upon \^diich is

9.

Make

final list of personal

and situational resources.

Determine situational limitations on inquiry
area with the identified learner.
C.

in

your preferred goal

Determine possible negative community involvement in/reacticns to
inquiry in your preferred goal area with the identified learner.

1.

Detennine possible negative school involvement in/ reactions to
your teaching the preferred goal area with the identified learner.
2.

Determine possible negative effects of involvement in/ reactions
to learning with you in the preferred goal area, by the identified
3.

learner.
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4.

List any other situational limitations.

5. Decide A^iiat maximum level of each lim itation
meaningful inquiry.

is

acceptable for

6. If those levels are exceeded, return to step E. B. and take the
next preferred goal or return to step in.C.5. and change the level

more appropriate or identEy
and implement ways of altering or responding to negative influences
that wEl lessen their impact.
of acceptability, depending on vdiich is

7.

IV.

Make

final list of acceptable situational limitations.

Identify appropriate learner.

(Be sure to refer to the Resource Allocation

Chart before doing this step.

A. Determine the minimum and maximum numbers of learners you can
teach with available resources using this methodology.

Determine the approximate age and knowledge and skEl levels needed
by the learner in the goal area when beginning step VI.
B.

C. Decide the level of motivation and attitudes necessary for positive
learner involvement in your preferred goal area while teachir^ by inquiry.
(Level of interest, physical and emoticnal energy, money and time to
spend, and level of willingness to take risks are possible indicators of
motivation.)

Determine probable amounts of available time, energy and money the
learner has to work with, with you on the achievement of the preferred
D.

goal.

E.

Determine the probable amount

of

learner knowledge about inquiry

learning.

F. Decide if the potential learner identEied in step El. A. meets the
requirements developed in steps IE. B. and C. and steps IV.A*-C.

G.

E the

potential learner

meets the requirements, go on to step V.

find a new
H. E the potential learner does not meet the requirements,
preferred
next
your
learner who does, or return to step E.B. and take
goal or return to step IV and adjust your requirements.
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Prwide

V.

for learner selection of goals and
objectives. (Be sure to refer
to the Resource Allocation Chart before
doing this step.)

A.

Choose and contact the learner with whom you
wish to work.

B.

Share the results of steps H,
1.

m,

and IV with the learner.

Create a ccmfortable, non-threatening setting for
your discussion.

Give a brief summary
n, in, and IV, or
2.

of the information

you gathered

in steps

3. Complete step V.D.l. and then share only information
appropriate
to the learner* s areas of interest, using language with \siiich
the

learner

is

comfortable.

Discuss with the learner any discrepancies between the teacher's
view of resources and limitations (IH and IV) and the learner's.
4.

5.

C.

Alter your goals,

You and

the learner

if

necessary.

make a commitment

to learning by inquiry

together.

D.

Have the learner

identify a

problem area

Have the learner

list general areas
he/she wants to learn more about. ^

1,

3

A direct way

of interest.

of

knowledge and/or skills

someone to do something is by asking a question
which elicits the information or begins the learning process; like "what things
would you like to learn more about?" Once a pattern is begun, the question
can be: "Wiat do you think comes next?" The student’s answer might be
different from the ordering of the methodological steps, but that is okay, so
long as the steps are dealt with at some point in the inquiry process. Also,
you will probably find that together v^ere you and the learner need to think,
work independently or stop for a while. You will need to decide for yourself
^^dlen such intervals are necessary and build them into the learning process.
Last, most of the tasks in the rest of the methodology begin with the words:
"Have the learner. . . (do something). . ." This is exactly what is meant.
Have the learner do it. This means the learner wiU often be taking the
initiative,

of getting

you playing a supportive role.
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a.

Get

in

touch with someone you would like to
he/ she wants to leam about*

find out what

b*

leam

with and

Review your former learning experiences.

c. Think about new skills and areas of knowledge
you have
acquired and would like to leam more about.

d.

Became

involved in something you want to do and see
ideas and needed actions come out of it.

^«diat

Have tiie learner identify a problem^ he/she wants answered
each area named in step V.D.l.
2.

3.

Have the learner

in

label each problem as factual, conceptual,

or value.
4. Have the learner prioritize those areas and related problems
he/ she would like to resolve by inquiry with you now.

E.

Have the learner change the problem statements to

positive goal

statements.

F.

Have the learner allocate resources.
1.

Have the learner detennine how much

of

what resources are
(Suggested percentages

available for achieving the preferred goal(s).

are given

in

Figure 3.)

Have the learner allocate resources for each step of the inquiry
process as shown in Figure 3 on the Student Resource Allocation
2.

Chart.

resources are used up before the steps are all filled in, have
the learner reallocate resources, or get more resources and go to
3.

If

step

4

V.F.2.

"problem" can mean a "need" or a "questicn". A "need" is a gap
between present knowledge or ability and desired knowledge or skill, or a
skill or knowledge area necessary for alleviating a problem; a "question"
presents seme form of conflict or doubt.

A
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G.

Have the learner define the preferred goal

in observable

tenns.^

H,

Have the learner sequence the objectives, moving
from simpler
more complex behaviors.

to

Have the learner determine the possible avenues of study and
resources
available for achieving the preferred objectives, (Be
sure you and the
learner refer to the Resource Allocation Charts before doing
this step.)

VI,

A. Have the learner list, prioritize and explicate alternative ideas,
hypotheses, or learning strategies for achieving each objective.
B, For each objective have the learner determine his/her present
level of knowledge and skill proficiencies,
Co

Have the learner determine areas

of

knowledge, and manual and

thinking skills necessary for achieving each objective.

D, Have the learner determine the needed time, energy and money
he/ she has to spend on each objective,
E,

Have the learner

family, school and community resources
needed for achieving each objective.
list

There are a number of ways this can be done. First, the student can use
the procedures in "The Operationalization of a Fuzzy Concept" where the
definer imagines a situation where the concept to be defined is in operation
and writes down everything that

is

going on, and then imagines a sttuaticn where
Second,

the concept is not in operation and writes down everything that occurs.
the definer can define each word separately, i.e. using the dictionary,

and then combine the word meanings to form a new, more specific objective.
Third, the definer can ask questions begimnirg with who, what, where, when,
why, how, about the objective to gather information about the objective's
specific meanings.
Whatever the method, the goal must be stated specifically so that one knows
what one must do in order to achieve it; and that doing behavior must be something one can "observe" with the senses. The learner could end up with only care
behavioral objective; but usually there will be a number of them for each goal.
When doing this step for the first time, it is probably better to work with only
one or two objectives.
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Figure 3
Student Resource Allocation Chart

First
l^ep

State goals

Suggested Percentage

15%

goals

Detenn ine
Resources

15%

Detenn ine
Learning

15%

Strategies

Determine
Evaluation
Criteria

Write
A Contract

10%

5%

hnplement

The
Contract

40%

Allocation

Second
Allocation
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F.

Have the learner allocate resources.
1.

Have the learner determine how much

of what resources
are available for achieving the preferred goal(s). (Suggested
percentages are given in Figure 3.)

Have the learner allocate resources for each step of the inquiry
process as shown in Figure 3 on the Student Resource Allocation
2.

Chart.
resouirces are used up before the steps are all filled in, have
the learner reallocate resources, or get more resources and go to
3.

If

step

V,F,2.

G.

Have the learner define the preferred goal

H.

Have the learner sequence the objectives, moving from simpler

in

observable terms.
to

more complex behaviors.
Vn. Have the learner determine

the possible avenues of study and resources
(Be sure you and the learner

available for achieving the preferred objectives.
irefer to the

Resource Allocation Charts before doing

this step.)

A. Have the learner list, prioritize and explicate alternative ideas,
hypotheses, or learning strategies for achieving each objective,
B.
of

For each objective have the learner determine hisAer present level
knowledge and skill proficiencies.

Have the learner determine areas of knowledge, and manual and
thinking skills necessary for achievir^ each objective.
Co

D. Have the learner determine the needed time, energy and money
he/she has to spend on each objective.
E.

Have the learner

list family,

school and community resources needed

for achieving each objective.

Have the learner determine possible negative family, school and
community involvement in/ or reactions to attempted achievonent of
each objective.
F.

G.

Have the learner determine possible negative

with you.

effects of learning
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H,

Using the resources identified

in this step,

check

off

those you are

able to provide the learner.
I.

Have the learner detennine which of the remaining resources are

available for use.
J.

K.

Have the learner make a

list of available

Have the learner detennine

resources.

there are sufficient resources
If there are, go to the next step.
If not, alter resource needs, return to step V.G. and pick the next
preferred objective(s), or alter the present objectives and begin again
if

available to achieve the objectives.

at step

vni.

(?)

Vn. Have

the learner detennine evaluation criteria and methods necessary
for achieving the preferred objective(s).

A. Have the learner state how he/she will know when the objective (s)
are achieved. Questions you might ask the learner are:

-What conditions must exist for you to know
accomplished your objective?

-What

skills

-Who

else

you have

and knowledge must you have ?

must agree

that the objective is completed?

-What sacrifices must you make^
and personal energy?
-What feelings
B.

that

i.e., in

of personal satisfaction

tenns

of

money, time,

must you have?

Have the learner devise a method or instrument for measuring his/

her achievement

of the objective (s).

the learner
Write and implement a learning ccntract. (Be sure you and
step.)
refer to the Resource Allocation Chart before doing this

vm.

using the infomiaticn
A. You and the learner write a leamir^ contract
(A suggested
gathered from completing steps Vn. , VTH., and IK.
contract format is provided in Figure 3.)
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B, Using the methods and evaluation sections of the contract
as guides,*
you and the learner write out a sequenced list of activities that need to

be done,

You and

C,

D,
of

the learner divide the list of activities between you.

You and the learner complete the activities assigned you keeping a leg
work places, times, dates, allotments, task description, the results,

and problems encountered meeting periodically to revise the
activities and/or the ccntract when appropriate,
E,

You and

list of

the learner report the results of the evaluaticn activities

on the contract.

F,

You and

the learner sign the contract,

Evaluate application of the methodology.
Allocation Chart before doing this step.)
IX,

(Be sure to refer to the Resource

A, Determine to what extent your goals, identified in step LE.,
VoB,4.) have been met by applying this methodology.

Decide twhat degree of goal achievement
success in teaching by inquiry,

1,

2,

Compare

is

(or step

essential to your

the learning contract and completed activities log
with your goals for applying this methodology.

developed in step VIQ,
3,

B,

Determine how successful you were in achieving your goals.

Revise your methodological design for teaching by inquiry.

